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Avant-Propos

V OTAN avait organis6 6s 1965 un Cours Avanc6 d~znc qualite exemplaire sur l'Evaluation des Syt~mes d'Information, cours
qui rdunissait ii la H-aye les meilleurs spicialistes en service de l'irrformation.

La notion de systi~me est importante parce qu'elle permet toutes les ivolutions souhtaitables pour une meilleure satisfaction des
bes. As de l'utilisateur. Elie permet As la cybernritiquc de laisser sa place iI Ihumain. Elie montre que 1'efficacit6 est Wie it la
meci.re d'un certain nombre de param~tes qu'il fatit savoir identifier et maitriser.

Au ,-e~rn des pays de l'OTAN les grands centres ou services d'information ont une part importante de responsabilit6 dans la
consk .jction et I"volution des systi~mes nationaux. C'est pourquoi la Commission de l'Infformation Technique de I'AGARD a
orgains on septcmbre 1988 une Sine de Conf~renccs sur Ie th~me de i'Nvaluation des Centres et Services dInformation" au
Luxeir bourg, en Grie et au Portuga 1. Les textes de ces confi~rences ont -.-ti rassembl~s dans la sdric de conferences no.160.

La Commission a allos demandd au directeur de [a sine de conferences de combiner le contenu de ces presentations et
.'expifien: , qu'il a lui mime acquise ii l'occasioii de ha participation as des actions d'6valuation de centres et services
d'nformaiion, dc fagon As prr~parer un manuel tenanit lieu dec synthise: c'est le volume priisente ici.

A I'eure m; il apparait clia!irement que *l'investissement itmmat~riel" dans l'information est essentiel si Ion veut rester
comp~titif, Ie manuel permettra As tous ceux qui ont une respornsabilit6 dans Ia gestion et Ie transfert de l'information de tirer le
meilleur parti des resqources et moyetis is leut disposition, d'ktre "proactifs" plut6t que "r~actifs" en mettant en place les

syst~mes de mesure, les tableaux de boros, qui faciliteront les prises de d~cision.

Je remercie les auteurs de cc manuel, Jos6-Maric Coffiths ct Donald WKing, qwi ont me semble-t-il parfaitement ri~ussi is
regrouper ti ii organiser dans cet ouvrage les connaissances des meilleurs experts du domaine et done it faciliter Ia misc en place
de ces syst~rnes de mesure et d'r6valuation.

Cc manuel devrait faire l'objet d'une large diffusion aupr~s des personnels techniques et administratifs qui unt ou sont appeh~s ii
avoir un r6le important dans Ia gestion et Ic transfert de l'information.

ALBERT YANEZ
President de Ia Comm sion de
l'nformation Technique de I'AGARD



Foreword

In 1965, NATO organised an advanced course on the evaluation of information systems, The course was of an exemplary
standard and brought together at the Hague the leading specialists in the field of information servu'e .

The co-icept of systen L mportant, as it provides the necessary flexibility for a type of development more in line with user
requirements. It enables cybernetics io give way to the human being. It dem"'istrates that efficiency is linked to the ability to
measure a number of pat ameters which the user must know how to identify and master.

In the NATO nations the major information centres or services have a large share of responsibility for the design and
development of national systems For these reasons, the Technical Information Panel of AGARD held a Lecture Series on "'The
evaluation of information centres and services" a Luxembourg, Greece and Portugal. The texts of :he lectures are contained in
Lecture Series No.160.

The Panel then commissioned the Director of the Lecture Series to combine the material presented there with the experieci:ce ne
had gained in many projects involving the evaluation of information centres and services, and prepare a unified manual (this
AGARDograph).

At a time when it seems clear that "grey matter investment" in information is vital it we are to remain competitive, this manual
will enable all those responsible for the management and transfer of information to get the best out of the resources and facilities
at their disposal, and to be "proactive" rather than "reactive", by setting up measurement systems which act as instrument panels
for those responsible for making the decisions.

I would like to thank the authors of this manual, Jos6-Marie Griffiths and Donald W King, who, tn my opinion, have successfully
brought together and structured in one volume the knowledge held by the leading experts in the field, and by st, doing have
facilitated the implementation of these measurement and evaluation systems.

This manual should be widely disseminated among the administrative and technical personnel who have or will h,v' an
important role to play in the management and transfer of information

ALBERT YANEZ
Chairman
Technical Information Panel of AGARD
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Preface

This manual on "The Evaluation of Information Centers and Services" grew out of AGARD Lecture Series No 160 entitled
"Evaluating the Effectivene.s of Information Centres and Services" The Lecture Series was given by.

Dr. Jos6-Mane Gnffiths, King Research, Inc.
Donald W. King, King Research, Inc.
John Martyn, Polytechnic of Central London
Professor Jack Meadows, Dean, Dept, of Library Infoi mation Studies
Dr. David Penniman. AT&T Bell I ,'boratories

in September 1988 in the host countries of Luxembourg, Greece, and Portugal

Readers of this manual are particularly recommended to read the papers'

Measutes, Methods and Models Employed in Evaluating the Effectiveness of Information Centres and Services, by A J
Meadows

European Examples of Evaluating the Effectiveness of Information Centres and Services, by J. Martyn

Evaluating for Information Centre Planning, by W. E. Penniman.

This manual deals largely with extensive evaluations done by King Research over the past fifteen years. The genesis of the
approach to evaluation of informaion centers and services discussed here began with a National Science Foundation study
published as a book' in 1971. Since ihat time the approach has been modified somewhat and extended considerably as a result
of nearly 300 projects involving planning. evaluation and design of information centers and services. We emphasize that the
general approach presented here (including suggested measures, models and methods) are not the only ones that one might use
Rather, the approach in this manual is a result of the particular knowledge we have gained and it reflects what we have found to
be applicable and useful to funders, managers. information center staff and information service users. For other approaches to
evaluation, we refer the reatder to the bibliography at the end of the manua! and, in particular, the works of Buckland, Hayes,
Kantor, Martyn, Meadows, and Penniman.

In this manual we emphasize evaluation measures, models, and methods and we usually present actual dati and results from
studies performed by King Research A companion book, "Special Libraries and Information Services - Increasing the
!.rtormation Edge"' represents an overview of the results of these studies. Also, we prepared "Keys to Success Performance
Indicators for Public Libraries"' that provides an additional perspective for using evaluation measures and indicators

Josd-Marie Griffiths, Ph D.
Donald W. King
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Chapter 1

The Role of Evaluation
1.1 Background rather, evaluation must take into acceunt relationships

between operational performance and effects on the
Information systems evaluation has been extensively users and organizations being served. In addition to
discussed in the literature over the past thirty years and there merely measuring costs and amounts of services
have been many exemplary evaluations performed over the provided, it is important to be able to relate costs to a
years. However, we believe that evaluation of information combination of service quantities, quality, timeliness,
centers and services is likely to take on new significance in etc. and, in turn, to relate quality and timeliness to user
the 1990"s. Institutions of all kinds worldwide are satisfaction, extent of use and consequences of use.
undergoing intensive scrutiny in terms of their performance Evaluation should be a communication tool where
and effectiveness, we believe properly so. It is no longer feedback to and from staffand users is unimpeded .;
accepted as matter of fact that information centers are evaluation should be addressed to, made known oy
necessary or that all services are needed. Information and used by information center funders, managers,
centers are undergoing increasingly strong competition for staff and users. We strongly advocate a participatory
funds within their companies, educational institutions, approach to evaluation. Information center staff must
government agencies or other organizations. We believe that know the objectives and possible outcomes of
such competition will become even more intense during the evaluation. They can contribute substantially to
1990's. Unfortunately, many information centers are not evaluation through their intimate knowledge of
well prepared to meet this competition. They typically do operations and users. They can also perform their
not measure or keep data that are useful for making a work better as a result of knowledge gained through
compelling case for themselves in a highly competitive evaluation, whether it be operational or user-related
environment. knowledge. We have found that users also can benefit

from the knowledge gained through evaluation -
Most infoirmation centers that we have dealt with maintain sometimes regarding their interface with service staff,
their management information or data in terms of budgeted use of services oe how information affects their work.
items that reflect resources such as staff, collections (stock), Evaluation should not be sporadic in nature, but rather
equipment and systems, and facilities. Sometimes should be sa oing mnaemet tool
information center managers allocate budgets to specific suold b an o uig o mae o
services, but rarely do they measure the performance of supported by an ongom g system of measures or
those services in terms oT productivity or output quality, ranageient information systen Nearly all evaluation
timeliness, etc. It is even rarer for iiformation center reported in the literature involve one-time studies
managers to establish the effectiveness of their services in However, ongoing evaluatioi can be relately
terms of uSer satisfaction, the extent to which services are inexpensive, because observation and analysis costs

used and the consequences of use of the services in terms of are spread over time. Furthermore, a one-time

the purposes for which services are used and how services evaluation provides a baseline measurement only. It is

affect users' work. We believe that in the future, budgets for the ongoing evaluation subsequent to action that

information centers and services will be cons;dered an provides important information on the effects of

investment and return on that investment must be action.

considered in terms of how effective services are for meeting * Ongoing evaluation should provide a means for
the organizations' mission, goals and objectives. continual monitoring, diagnosis and change. Such

ongoing evaluation makes managers proactive rather
Throughout the Manual are several recurring evaluation than reactive. By observing trends in critical measures
themes: and indicators, managers can set measurable

objectives which help fulfill meaningful goals and
SEvaluationmust haveapurposeitmustnotbeanendm missions of the center and services. A system of

itself The purpose of evaluation arises out of a need to measures will provide diagnostic tools for determining
"set a value on" an information center and services. why objectives are not achieved and what the
Lord Kelvin has said that "..when you can measure consequences of not meeting the objectives are to the
what you are speaking about, and express it in parent organization.
numbers, you know something about it; but when you
cannot measure it, when you cannot express it in Ongoing evaluation shouldbe dynamic in nature, in that
numbers, your knowledge is of a meager and evaluation measures, models and methods must reflect

unsatisfactory kind.2' 5. new knowledge and changes in the operational, user and
organizational environment. Changes in information

" Without the potentialforsome action, there is no need to center operations and services will of necessity require
evaluate. Whether evaluation is used for budgeting, different evaluation measures, models mid mcihods.
planning, administration, design or other functions, it Furthermore, knowledge gained through continued
should lead to decision-making, which is a prelude to observation and analysis will dictate modification to
action. evaluation procedures, measures, models and

* Evaluation must be more than merely descriptive; methods.
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Evaluation costs money aid uses resources that might be Evaluation provides a guide for considering the probable
applied for competing functions in the center. The impact of a strategy upon each objective. The question is
investment is in information that should lead to better essentially "How much better can the center, system or new
decision-making and ultimate savings to the information technology accomplish each of its objectives if the strategy is
center. The favorable consequences of evaluation and adopted and implemented?" Because a strategy designed to
ongoing system of measures must exceed the costs, further one objective may affect another, for better or worse,
Unfortunately there is little documentation, except through each strategy has to be evaluated against each objective. This
anecdotes to demonstrate this. On the other hand, requires some means of anticipating or forecasting the
circumstances in the future may impose tile need for incremental gain or loss from what is currently being
c6ntinued evaluation and it behooves information center accomplished. This may be a subjective exercise, because it
management to be prepared for this. We are aware of no relies on the expectations of the effects of strategies on
guidelines regarding how mch evaluation should cost. objectives; but it is absolutely necessary to evaluate
However, we believe that ongoing evaluation and s",tems of strategies for possible implementation. There is also the
measures should cost in the neighborhood of two to five experimental approach, whereby strategies are tested by
percent of budget. When a large-scale change is anticipated limited application in only one part of the system.
such as purchase or development of a major automated
system or a move to new facilities, approximately five Planning, like the evaluation process it includes, is ongoing.
percent of that budget should be set aside for special- A long-range plan is developed as part of the initial cycle of
purpose evaluation tied to the ongoing evaluation. One can the planning process. It includes the monitoring and
cite hundreds of examples where, without proper evaluation of the center's plan itself and evaluation of the
evaluation, the cost of mistakes made in purchase of new continued relevance of current center operations, services,
systems cost the information center literally ten to 20 times and products to the needs of the users to be served.
the recommended amount of five percent investment in
evaluation. Planning involves setting an information center's mission,

goals, measurable objectives, priorities and strategies for
1.2. The Role of Evaluation achieving change. These aspects of planning and

management are defined as follows:
We emphasize throughout the Manual the many roles that

evaluation plays in information centers. We also stress that * Mission should be an overall statement of the
evaluation should not be a one-time process but rather information center's role in meeting its parent

should provide a continual system of measures and organization's mission, goals and objectives. It should
management information. In particular, evaluation and a reflect the center's philosophy in providing service,
system of measures should assist in the following functions. • Goals are broad statements of desired ends such as an

$ Planning increase in the number of users, an increase in the use
# Resource management of services, automation of certain functions,
9 Operational function and service management development of new services, etc.
* Promotion, marketing and public relations * Objectives are specific targets within the goals, and

there may be several objectives for each goal. The
The role of each of these functions is discussed below, objectives should be measurable, if possible

0 Priorities should be set among objectives to help make
Evahitation During Plaining decisions on actions under various funding and other

resource limitation/contingencies.
Basically, the planning process is a structured framework for
continuous problem solving based on a combination of * Strategies for change are the ,ctions which can be taken
objective and subjective information. The role of evaluation to achieve the goals and objectives
in this process is to provide the basic information for
designing and redesigning information center operational perspectives for evaluation including the information center
functions, services, or systems. A planning manual was p eret for evaaio ind the infor ationdeveloped by Palmour and colleagues at King Research ' (management and staff), users and the user's organization,,
and evaluc.tion aspects from that manual are described (often the funder of the center) The mission statement
below, should include some language from the organization's

perspective, some goals must include meeting users'

Planning entails making decisions based on predicted information needs and requirements, and some objectives

effects of alternative actions. Decisioas are also made on the can include performance and effectiveness measures. We

basis of results of past decisions. This is the control function show that we can link information service performance to

of both planning and evaluation. Techniques most often users' performance. Thus, one can conceptually also link the

used in evaluation during the planning process include information center's performance to the objectives, goals

observational studies, surveys, and descriptive models of the and mission of the parent organization.

system. For example, once a planning group or committee Evaluation and information requirements for the planning
has developed several strategies for possible process (for public libraries) were developed as shown in
implementation, it is necessary to evaluate the strategies to Figure I The structure holds for information centers as well.
determine the best methods of reaching the desired ends.
Techniques used for evaluating proposed strategies (i.e., for A useful application of evaluation is in planning and
evalua ng alternative actions for accomplishing the designing systems and automation in information cetcs. It
previoisly determined objectives) include cost finding, is essential in planning, feasibility analysis, design,
assessi rient of center records, surveys and experimentation, development and operations. Evaluation involving new
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Information Required and Source Planning Stopa

Determine characteristics of environment and Ass omnt n

population (Secondary source data and surveys) Library Environment

Summarize library resources andi performtance,
current and trends (Library statistics)

DeVefeP Inventory 0t Current library services

Measure library Inputs and outputs against dotor- Evaluate Current Library
mkned needs ('Library statistics, citizen Jurvey) Services and Resources

Compare branches (Library statistics)_________________________

Oetine problem gress. strengths and weakunesses

(Staff survey) OtrieRl fPbi

Oelsrmine user satisation (User survey) Library in the Community

Determine community attitudes. expectsions, .:
awareness. priorities. library use, and satisationlSe Goals. Objectives.
(Citizen and student surveys) e

Detlne target groups and services (Surveys) adroite

Examine current patterns end priorities of use
(to-ibrary survey)

Determine baseline measurements for objectives
(Library statistics and parf ormance measurements)

Oetermine~~~evlo comndt Envaslueelateomre

Itension (Citizen and student surveys)StaeisorC ng

Oetenilne me~tod for reaching citizen groups
(Citize survey) Implement Strategies

Measure progress (performance rnesaurements) I __________ Monitor arid Evaiuate

I j j Ptogress toward Goals

SUpdaete chtaracteristics at community and
population (Secondary source data) .J ReWviw and Update Goals,

_______________________________________________ ____________________________________________
Update citizen Input (Focussed survey) Obecives, and Priorities

IUpdate interets preterenes. andi points of accessf Oveo n Eaut New
(Focussed surveys) Strategies for Change (if necessary)

Implement New Strategies

Fig.1 Information requirements for the planning process

technology must be an integral port of the entire system life while the loiter phases provide more opportunity for
cycle. Information systems hove life cycles that constst of observational and descriptive techniques. The
overiopping, interconnected, ond olternotive phases- tmplementation phase uses both types of techniques
planning and feasibility analysis, design, implementation,
operation, and planning again. As shown in Figure 2, Evaluation research provides the baste tnformation for
evaluation can have a role during each phase. In general, desigiing and redestgning systems. In addition, c-,aluatiori
evaluation methods used during the planning and operating studtes hove as one purpose the assessment of designs prior
phases differ somewhat from those used during the design to implementation. In the design process, the decision-
and implementation stages. The first phases make more maker must begin to consider multiple alternatives under
r'ctensive use of simulation and experimentation techniques, multiple conditions. The selection from alternative systems
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is rarely simple with one alternative clearly dominating all As part of the planning process, decisionmaking is based on
others. Usually, one system or alternative technology the predicted effects of alternative actions. In the
appears to be superior wih respect to one objective but not operational stage of the information system, decisions are
to another. The evaluator's function is to provide the also being made on the basis of the results of past decisions.
decision-maker with an explicit and rational analysis. There are numerous examples of the evaluation of
Consequently, evaluation of design alternatives often operational systems - evaluation is undertaken routinely in
involves the use of models. Depending on the alternative, a connection with quality control and in connection with the
model may involve only verbal statements of cause and ongoing, longrange planning process that is part of most
effect; or mathematical models can be developed to provide operational systems.
necessary data. Computer simulation may be also used.

Evaluation studies of operational systems have one or more
In some instances, research or feasibility analysis precedes of the following purposes: (1) to discover whether and how
design. When research is performed, evaluation plays an well objectives are being fulfilled, (2) to determine the
important role in observing, describing, and simulating the reasons for specific successes and failures, and (3) to
information environment under different conditions. These uncover the principles underlying a successful program.
evaluation techniques provide the opportunity to consider Questions for evaluation at the operational stage include:
the information environment under different conditions and H1ow good is the technology? What effects does it have?
perhaps anticipate potential problem areas before the actual Does it work as expected? The quality of the results
system is operational. Experiments conducted as part of the (expected or realized) is weighted against the resources
evaluation procedure in such a research context can be required to implement.
performed to understand more of the phenomenon of user
satisfaction by measurng as many of the different aspects of Information upon which to base the evaluation of current
it as possible. The increased knowledge of user behavior can services is gathered from various sources- currently
be used to adjust the conditions surrounding computer- collected statistics, measures of system performance or
based or electronic services accurately in order to increase effectiveness, and surveys. For example, the methods used in
user satisfaction. designing an information retneval system for a group of

users (e g., in-depth interviewing and user profiles) can be
used to collect new data that, when compared with earlier
data, make it possible to evaluate the success of the system in

SYSTI LIFE CYCLE attracting its target population

After the equipment has been installed and operational for
six months to a year, a post-implementation evaluation

F .NING might be performed. This evaluation will determine whether
or not the new system meets the objectives stated during the
planning, analysis and design activities. The evaluation

FEISIBILITY ANALYSIS should be as objective as possible. Consequently,
consultants are often asked to perform such evaluation. The

Eevaluation results should feed back directly into the
D)ESIGN STUDY planning process, initiating a whole new cycle.

Evahiatton for Resource Management

EVE.LOP NE" & IMPEI.EIETATIO? I We indicate that information center resources include staff,O collections, equipment and systems, facilities, supplies and
so on. Most information center budgets are based on such
resources in an optional way. This is as it should be because

OPEPATIOS an important part of center management is to allocate
resources. Part of a resource allocation involves the
allocation of funds among staff, systems, facilities, etc.
Another part involves allocation within resources. For_T example, personnel management includes: (1)
determination of information center staffing patterns (i.e.,

Fig.2 Evaluation as a part of a system life cycle how many of the staff should be professional,
paraprofessional and support and at what level for each) and
(2) penodic review of information center units and
individual staff members. System and equipment

Once a plan has been developed and the system designed, management includes determination of system needs and

the next step is its implementation. Evaluation is performed review of adherence of performance to contract

during this phase to check the match between the

implementation and program expectations. Evaluation specifications. Facilities management involves determining

study results may suggest needed adjustments before the the location, size, ambience, and amount of research space,

system becomes operational. The principal objectives of this reading space, staff space requirements, etc. that arc

evaluation are (I) to preict the performance of the system necessary; including adjustments for growth and other

once it is made operational; (2) to reveal specific needs, if changes.
any, for modifying and correcting the system before changes
become too costly; and (3) to perform a preliminary We suggest two basic types of measures for evaluating
investigation of operational strategies. resources. The first measure is of input cost, which is defined
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as the application of resources to various operational 1.3 An Approach to Evaluation
functions and services. Input of resources can also be
described in terms of the attributes of resources such as staff Evaluation as disclosed in this Manual can be performed
competence, experience, etc., or equipment speed, from several perspectives. The most important perspective
reliability, etc., applied to the various functions. The second is that of the information center with its operational
measure is of the output of resources in terms of quantities functions and user-related services. However, even though
and attributes. Performance of resources, then, includes evaluation may focus on a particular information center
these measures and relationships between them (e.g., resource such as staff, automated system etc. or on a service
productivity). One can apply the results of such evaluation such as online bibliographic search, the evaluation should be
to financial management including annual budgeting, done in a way that the other perspectives are considered as
preparation of ad hoc modifications to the budget, and well. In other words, evaluation should go beyond the
monitoring adherence to the budget. examining of performance of resources and services to also

estab:Iiing the effectiveness or consequences of them.
Evaluation for Operational Function and Servir- tnus, ft r example if an evaluation involves online
Malaent bibliogriphic searching one can establish service
Managenment perfo inance in such terms as cost, quantities produced,

WI'de most information centers maintain detailed quality, timeliness, availability, cost per search, and so on.
acco.inting records related to resources, no: nearly as many However, one can also determine the effectiveness of
maintar. data concerning operational functions and searching in terms of user satisfaction, amount of use,
services. Yet functions and services are the essence of purpose of use and consequences of use on the users' work
information centers and should be routinely evaluated. The (i.e., users' productivity, quality and timeliness of work, etc.).
data that are available usually concern output quantities Funders and users are interested in effectiveness as well as
such as the number of items acquired, number of online in the performance of operations and services, and
bibliographic searches peiformed and so on. Howe'. er, oftentimes more so.
performance evaluation must also include input costs and
the relationships of input costs (and resource attributes) to In Chapter 2 we set forth a framework for performing
output quantities (and attributes) such as quality, timeliness, evaluation of information centers and services. In the
etc. Input costs involve summing all resources allocated to framework we suggest a hierarchical description of
an operational function or service, using a common unit of information centers, including functions, services and
measure (i.e., dollars). In order to do this, the amount of products, actilities, resources and resource charactenstics.
resources such as staff time must be allocated to specific Information centers perform three basic types of functions:
functions and services using cost finding methods. user-related functions (e.g., reference, user training and

access to materials, equipment and facilities), operational
Throughout the Manual we describe information centers in functions that support user services (e.g., acquisitions,
terms of three kinds of functions: user-related functions document processing, storage, etc) and support functions
(e.g., reference, access to facilities and systems, access to (e.g., management, finance, personnel, etc.). Each function
collection and materials, etc.), operational functions (e g., can involve several services and products. For example, the
acquisitions, technical processing, etc.) and support reference function might include referral, question
functions (e.g., management, administration, personnel, answering, reference searching, selective dissemination of
finance, etc.). Functions are grouped in this way because information (SDI services), etc. For each service a number
each group has unique implications for evaluation of activities (or tasks) must be performed in order to
objectives, measures, and methods. For example, perform the service or produce a product. For example,
effectiveness of user-related functions or services is activities for the service of reference searching include
measured in terms of how output affects users; effectiveness interviewing users, developing ;earch strategies, deciding on
of operational functions is how output affects user-related search methods, actual search, screening output, presenting
services; and effectiveness of support functions is how well results to users, etc. In order to perform activities there must
the center operates. be resources such as staff, equipment, facilities,

communication vendors, supplies, etc. Activities describe
what is done and resources are who or what is necessary to

Evaltating Promotion, Marketing and Public Relations perform activities. Finally, the .owest level in this hierarchy
Functions includes characteristics or attributes of resources such as

Even though promotion of an information center, marketing staff competence (i.e., knowledge, skills and attitudes),
its services and public relations might properly be experie:ce, education or equipment quality, reliability, etc.
considered support functions, weseparatethem out because One can address evaluation at any or all of the levels in the
few information centers that we have evaluated perform hierarchy.
these activities well if at all. At minimum, evaluation should
include a determination of users'knowledge and awareness At each level one can measure input costs and output
of information centers and their services. On occasion we quantities and attributes (e.g., quality, timeliness, etc.). Costs
have had center managers or staff indicate that they do not can be aggregated or summed to obtain costs at each
promote services because promotion will create additional subsequent level in the hierarchy up to the point that the cost
work and their budget willnot support this. We have tried to of the entire information center is measured. Thus, one can
set forth an evaluation framework that will convince the "set a value" on input costs and output at all levels, and also
center's parent organization or funders that the information establish relationships of input and output both within a
center should be used as much as possible because use of its level (e.g, productivity or cost per unit) and among levels. As
services will result in lower organization costs and better an example of the latter, one should be able to establish the .
operations. relationship of a searcher's competency to (1) input cost

3j ~ l . . ...... . .......... -
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(salary), (2) output qtoantities (nunber of searches detailed descriptions of data cellection methods, sample
performed in a year) and quality, and (3) productivity design, questionnaire design, data processing, data analysis,
(quantity divided by cost at different levels of quality), statistical analysis and presentation. Strengths and
Examples of these relationships are discussed throughout weaknesses are presented for alternative data collection
the Manual. In Chapter 2 - A Framework for Evaluating methods such as self-administered questionnaires,
Information Centers, the framework also shows that users' observation of users in an information center, telephone
work involves a hierarchy of functions, activities and interviews, personal interviews, indepth focus interviews
resources (including information as one resource). One can and group interviews. Various statistical sample designs and
also show relationships between the use of information or sampling methods are discussed with some examples given.
information service performance on users' input costs, Sampling and nonsampling error are described with several
output (quantities, quality, etc.) and productivity. This numeric examples presented in detail including confidence
provides a powerful evaluation and information tool for intervals and sample sizes necessary to achieve desired
information center managers. levels of statistical precision. Nonsampling error is due to

communication and processing failures. These errors result
We present a system of measures that one can use iquestionnair design, inadequate sample frames,
evaluation. Included are input cost and resource attribute por error sin, indute s lraes,
(e.g., staff characteristics) measures; measures of output error Various means or avoiding these errors are discussed.
quantities and attributes (e g., quality, timeliness, etc);
effectiveness measures (e.g., user satisfaction, amount of In Chapter 8 - Evaluating the Effectiveness of Information
use, purpose of use, consequences of use, etc.); and domain Centers; Chapter 9 - Evaluating the Effectiveness of
measures (e.g, numbers of persons served, their information Specific Information Center Services; and Chapter 10 -
needs, etc.). Measures by themselves convey little or no Evaluating the Higher Order Effects of Information and
meaning. Thus, we also present derived measures or Information Service Use, we give detailed sample methods
indicators that yield greater meaning and usefulness. In and suggested quest;ons that can be used on a survey
Chapter 3 Evaluatin Measures, Models and Methods, questionnaire. With each question we discuss why the
adapted from Keys to Success', we show that data can be question might be asked, problems with obtaining the data
presented in several forms, each of which conveys special or information and typical responses that might be expected.
meaning. We give an example that demonstrates how one The data are used to determine amount of use, satisfaction
can evaluate and derive measures to be most useful. Finally, with services and attributes of services, purpose of use,
we liNt the many methods (e.g., cost finding, surveys, etc.) alternative sources of services and potential cost of using
that car, bc used for obtaining each measure. them and consequences of use. Higher order effects involve

how information and services affect users' work in terms of
Part 2 of the Manual begins with Chapter 4. This part their input costs and output quality, timeliness and other
concerns Evaluatior, of Information Center Operational consequences. Three example services are dealt with in
Performance. Operational performance can involve any particular detail: online bibliographic and numeric database
level of the hierarchy of functions, services and products, searching, Current Awareness Bulletins and journal routing.
activities, resources and their characteristics as shown in
Figure 3. At each level, as mentioned above, there is a In Part 4 - Evaluating Information Center Cost, Benefit
measurable input and output. Operational performance and Value, we show how one can link service output
includes all the measures and derived measures associated attributes to user satisfaction and extent of use as well as the
with input and output. The output quantities of some user higher order consequences of services. We also decnbe and
related services and products (e.g., reference requests, provide an example of a particularly powerful method and
interlibrary loans, etc.) are demand driven. That is, users model called conjoint measurement. This model provides a
determine the amounts that are to be performed or means -. determining the relative utility of service attributes
produced. The demand, in turn, is dependent on a number such as price, quality and timeliness (Chapter 11 - Relating
of factors such as output attributes (e.g., price, quality, Information Center Performance to Effectiveness). A
timeliness, etc.), distance to the center, number of hours of special type of evaluation involves cost and benefit (Chapter
opening, awareness of services, competition for services and 12). We consider costs and benefits to be unfavorable (costs)
so on. The extent to which these factors affect demand for and favorable (benefits) comparisons of alternatives.
services is the focus of Part Three. Part Two deals only with Comparisons would be done for input costs, output
operational aspects of information centers. As shown in quantities and attributes, effectiveness measures and higher
Figure 3, all levels of the hierarchy affect performance. order effects. An example of this kind of cost and benefit
Examples of methods for evaluating the performance of analysis is given for a resourc, (staff) and a service (online
staff and automated systems are given in Chapter 5. bibliographic search).
Measures are described for 60 major functions performed
ininform.tioncentersandexamplesofstaffproductivityare Finally, we devote a chapter to The Value of Information
given for each. Finally, information center funders and Centers and Their Services (Chapter 13). Examples are
managers are becoming increasingly concerned with quality given for three perspectives on value. The first perspective is
assurance. In Chapter 6 we provide a description and what users are willing to pay for the service; particularly in
examples for a formal Quality Assurance Surveillance terms of their on time. This value demonstrates that users
Program including quality control of staff-related activities, consider the information provided by information centers to
Examples are also given on how to do quality assurance. be of considerable value, usually three to eight times the cost

of the centers. Then we look at how much more it would cost
Both operational performance and effectiveness evaluation users to obtain the information (or services) if there were no
ofteninvolvestatisticalsurveyor sampling methods.For this information center. This value is also usually considerably
reason we have devoted an entire chapter to this topic, - higher than the cost of the center. Finally, we establish
Statistical Survey Methods for Evaluating Information measures of cost avoidance lost without services. This value
Center Effectiveness (Chapter 7). For surveys we provide is usually even higher.
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We stress that the evaluation measures, models and methods evaluators use. The rcadc, is referred to other approaches
pres~ented in this Manual are not the only ones that demonstrated by the bibliography at the end of the Manual.
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Chapter 2

A Framework for Evaluating Information Centers

2.1 Background store and provide access to government pubhications ahia,
in:ernal research, technical and other reports and, because

Several studies by King Research 7 and others in recent years of new technology, ,hey provide access to audiovisual
1,9 have clearly demonstrated that information is extensively materials, equipment and software.
read and used by professionals such as scientists, lawyers,
engineers, administrators, and so on. Readings of such A number of other factors are changing -the needs and
information are used for manypurposes, including research, requirements of information centers and their users. They
writing, proposal development, management, marketing, must provide access to an accumulating body of recorded
professional development, education, and so on. Each knowledge. As mentioned above, since 1970 the amount of
purpose of use has some value, otherwise professionals knowledge recorded throughout the history of mankind up
would not devote their scarce time to obtaining, reading and to that time has more then doubled. One of the unique roles
using information. One contribetor notes value of of information centers and documentation centers is to
information is in cost avoidance; for example, by not having provide access to all of the published literature. Naturally,
to repeat research for which results are already available or they cannot each hold all of the literature ever published,
by avoiding a costly environmental control penalty. In the nor even all published in a particular subject area, but they
literature and through one's own experience, anecdotal data do provide access to it through internstitutional borrowing
concerning such savings are available, particularly from other centers or thiough document delivery services.
concerning very large savings. l'he King Research studics Thus, not only do information centers have to cope vith an
mentioned above have attempted to estimate the total extent ever increasing amount of new literature, they currently have
of such cost a~oidance by observing incidents of savings to provide access to over twice as large a body of lite, aturc in
from a random sample of scientists and determining the 1990 as they did in 1970.
consequences of their readings of articles, books and
technical reports. All readings in 1984 of articles, books and Information Center users are becoming more information
technical reports were estimated to yield $300 billion in intensive in general and are using such centers more
savings to the scientific community in the U.S."'. This is not frequently now than they have in the past. For example, from
surprising when one considers that if scientists and 1977 to 1984 we observed from national sn;w,!vs that
engineers were denied access to information, it is doubtful engitieers and scientists have increased the proportion of
that they could accomplish their work. Furthermore, in their reading from information center copies of journals by
addition to such savings attributable to information and its nearly 50 percent" ' . Furthermore, they use many
use, we have observed several indicators which show that information services now that were not even known 25 years
reading also contributes to improved quality, timeliness and ago such as oriline retrieval of bibliographic and numeric
productivity of the user's work. data, They also provide other special information services

such as translation from foreign languages.
Another way to emphasize the importance of ieading and
keeping up with current research findings is to consider the Infommation Center users are increasingly exposed to new
rapid growth of science and technology. The amount of information technology. There has been a great deal of
recorded literature doubles about every 15 to 17 years. This discussion, in the literature, of how as the us, r becomes
means that all the scientific knowledge recorded throughout more "computer and information hterate," the information
the history ot mankind up to 1970 has now more than center will no longer have a role to play as intermediary
doubled since that time and probably will double again by However, the opposite is observed in most environments.
the end of this century. This means that engineers or Admittedly, users of information do perform some of their
scientists, upon graduating from college, will be exposed to own information searches, particularly when they have
only one-sixth of the knowledge that they must master become comfortable with available systems. However, as
during their careers. Because of the necessity to keep up they do more searching, they recognize that more of their
with the literature, scientists, engineers and other scarce time is being taken up with information searching and
professionals read a large number of articles, technical retrieval activities. They learn that there are a large number
repor.s and books. Our research shows that all professionals and variety of sources of information to choose from, and
in the U.S., such as scientists, engineers, medical that the sources change over time in terms of coverage,
practitiimers, lawyers, educators and businessmen, read procedures for use, quality, etc. Once they recognize the
over one billion journal articles a year, and engineers and complexity of information searching and retrieval, thqy
scientists account for nearly one-third of that amount"' .  begin to return to the information center as an intermediary,

particularly for their more complex requirements. However,
Information Centers that serve companies, government since their experience has given them a better awareness and
agencies, academic institutions, other organizations, and understanding of information systems, they are better able
individuals have been undergoing tremendous change. At to articulate their information needs, and they are more
one time, such centers were concerned largely with books, sophisticated in terms of their expectations of and demands
then they added serials and periodicals. Now they must also on information center services.



Because of the evolution of the information-seeking users* tine. information, support staff, equipment, etc. used
behavior of professionals, and the recognition of the to perform these functions. From the organization's
importance and value of information and information perspective, functions might be R&D, manufacturing,
services, many organizations arc evaluating their marketing, etc. and resources are the sum of staff, facilities,
intormation services to ensure that sufficient services are equipment, etc. applied to the functions.
being provided and that optimum return-on investment in
these services is being achieved. This chapter presents an Each function or service, activity and resource has an input
evaluation framework which can be used to: (1) assess the cost and an output associated with it.The inputs and outputs
information-seeking behavior of professionals, (2) establish are the third dimension of the evaluation framework. We
indicators of extent to whch use of information affects their refer to the application of these resources (or resource
work, (3) evaluate the performance of information center funds) as input costs. The output of the functions (or
operations and services and (4) determine the extent to services), activities or application of resources is some
wich information center services contribute to the use, product or service. For example, the output of online
usefulness and value of information. By determining the searching can be printouts or search results communicated
extent to which services contribute to users' ssork. orally by the searcher. The output of users' work may be
information managers can perform a truly comprehensive documentation of their work in the form of laboratory notes,
evaluation of operations and services. Such comprehensive technical reports, proposals, presentation,,, etc. Thus,
evaluation establishes not only measures of input costs and information serves as both input and output for users' work
output quantities and attributes of all operational functions as discussed in more depth in Chapter 4. In addition to
and -ervices, but also the relationships between (1) input identifiable output products or services, the outputs can also
cost and output and (2) between ou:put attributes and the be characterized by attributes such as quality, timeliness, etc.
extent to which services are used and the effects of the of the services or work performed.
services on users' work. We have found that information
center funders and high level managers relate very well to
this way of evaluating operations and services. For the information center example in the Figure 4, the

service is online searching and resources ate searchers,
2.2. Framework for a Comprehensive Evaluation of terminals, search tools. support staff (e.g., to do
Information Centers and Services photocopying, typing, etc.), communication, search systems,

photocopying, etc. Associated with the resources are cost.-
Below we present an approach to data collection and which are dependent on the attributes of the resources
analysis for information center evaluation planning and (arrow jai), Output quantities are related to costs. Lik(.w.s.%
management through an example. The framework for this output (in terms of number of searches conducted, quality
example is displayed in Figure 4. Therc are three dimensions and timeliness) depends partially on the attnbutes oi the
to the framework. One dimension involves three resources (arrow Ib]). The relationships between resot'rce
perspecaves on evaluation: the information center service attributes and input cost and output performance are quite
perspective (e.g., online searching), user perspective (e.g., a clear. For example, better searcher competencies (i.e.,
scientist conducting research), and the user's organization knowledge, skills and attitudes) usually cost more (in
perspective. Decisions made based on any one of the three salaries) but should also yield more and/or better search
levels will effect decisions based on the other two output. Performance of online searching can also be
perspectives. For example, if information center measured by cost per search or productivity (searches per
management decides to improve its online searc n by hour or dollar cost). These relationships are also designated
hiring more competent information specialists, the quality by arrow (c). In considering productivity, we feel that it is
and timeliness of the searches should improve. Evidence best to incorporate quality and timelm.. as well as
shows 'hat improved service should result in (1) more quantities produced, for example, by measuring cost per
searches being performed, (2) users' tnne being saved, and search at discrete levels of quality and timelines. or it least
(3) improvements in output of users' work. Since users above an acceptable level of quality and timeliness.
contijbute to the organization's goals and mission, any
change in their work will have some effect on the goals and Similarly, laboratory research conlucted by a scientist is
mission. On the other hand, if users change the nature of given as an example of an activity fr(,m the user perspective.
tr,eir work or alter their information-seeking behavior, their To perform this research activity, scientists or other
infornmtion needs and requirements will change thereby professionals must have such resources as their own time,
affecting the information center's ability to serve them, equipment, instrumentation, facilities, support staff and

informatioi. The amount and quality of information used by
We look at all three perspectives as ir volving functions (or the scientists depends partially on the output attributes of
services) which consist of activities neccssary to perform the the online search. This relationship is designated by arrow
functions and resources that are necessary to perform the (f). In turn, the amount, quality and timeliness of
activities (see Chapter 3 for a more detailed description of information will affect cost of performing the research
these levels). This is the second dimension of the evaluation, activity (arrow [g)) and output amount, quality and
framework in Figure 4. From the center's perspective, online timeliness of research (arrow Ih]). Productivity of the
searching is a service; act~vities might include interviewing scientist is shown by (arrow ill). Thus, the output of the
users, negotiating the sewr:h, developing a torch strategy, information service should affect the productivity of
conducting a search, reviewing results, providing results to scientists. Similarly the outputs of scientists' activities
users, etc. Resources could include staff, terminals, should . 'fect the input costs and outputs of their units, and
photocopiers, vendor services, referen.e materials, etc. hence, the users' organization as a whole (arrows (k], (11, and
From the user's perspetive, functior.s might include Im]). Furthermore, the organization's total input cost is
research engineering, management, legal work, affected by the center's cost (arrow 1d)) and user's cost
professional development, etc. Resources would include the (arrow [).
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Measures combinations of search quality and speed of response (see

For each information service one can define subactivities Chapter 11).

and resources that are used in providing the services (A 1n Other independent variables are introduced to account for
Figure 4). In addition to the numbers or amounts oi the other sources of variation. Our experience has shown that
resources, one can characterize them in terms of attributes the measurable relationships become weaker as the ability
that are likely to affect input cost (B) and output quantities to observe or measure becomes nioredifficult. Nevertheless,
and attributes (C). Such attributes include staff we have found positive correlations in most such instances.
competencies (knowledg,, skills, attitudes) or indicators of Cost and benefit analysis is performed by comparing each
competencies such as educational background, training and information service to its least expensive alternative (or
years of experience; equipment capabilities such as alternative that is most likely to be employed by users).
communication rates, storage capacities, reliability, etc.; Then, by application of the mrdels, one can compare the
photocopy or reproductior. quality; microfilm viewer current service with the alternative in terms of: service input
readability; and so on. Cost data can be subdivided into costs, service outputs, user input costs, user outputs, and so
fixed onetime, fixed recurring and variable elements and by on.
direct and indirect costs (see Chapter 4). Output (C) can be
identified and measured in terms of quantities produced, 2.3. Definition of Terms Used in the Manual
quality (probably more than one measure per service),
timeliness (probably both by response times and by the In recognition that evaluation terms have different
difference between negotiated time and actual time the definitions and meanings in various professional fields or
service is delivered) and any other attributes that might specialties, we offer the following definition of tcrms. These
appreciably affect user satisfaction and continued 'se of the definitions are provided to ensure a common basis for
service. We have found that it is sometimes useful to set an reading this manual.
acceptable level of output quality and timeliness so that one * Information Center- An information center is defined
can estimate the frequency of unacceptable performance
and, perhaps, later implement a quality control program for as a utit whose priacpal function is to provide

someserice (se Chnte 61information services on products for the benefit of
some services (see Chapter 6) endusers and/or intermediary organizations.

In pan-ticular, we suggest that evaluators should identify the Information centers include organization libraries (t.e.,

functions (or activities) performed by users and determine special libraries, academic libraries, etc.),

the extent to which they are performed (i.e., in terms of clearinghouses, technical irformation centers, special

hours spent) by users (D). For each function, the resources publication units, and so on.

used are determined, particularly in terms of the types of 6 Operational Function or Senice - Information center
information provided by the information center. One can operational functions and services may be defined at
also collect data on attitudes regarding the relative several levels. Examples of types of functions and
importance of information compared with other resources services include (1) technical functions such as
used in performing the various user functions. The cost (E) ordering or cataloging information materials, etc., (2)
to users of identifying, acquiring and reading information user-related services such as reference or access to a
can be measured. These costs include user labor, support collection, or (3) support function provided by
labor, equipment, purchases of materials, information, and administrators. Operational functions and services can
so on. One can also measure indicators of user output (F) themselves be subdivided into the discrete activities
associated with each function. Such output includes number necessary to perform them (e.g., contacting a patron,
of proposals or plans written, research reports (e.g.. negotiating what is needed, performing online
laboratory notebooks) prepared, journal articles or other searches, reporting results, etc.). Each activity may
publications written, consultations performed, and so on. In require several resources (e.g., staff, equipment, etc.).
addition, for critical incidents one can estimate the Products are usually the physical output of services
contribution that readings (of books, journal articles, (e.g, prnt-out of an online search), although every
technical reports, etc.) tnake to savings in labor and service does not necessarily have a product.
equipment, improving quality or speeding up completion of * Input - Several input resources are necessary to offer/
an activity, and so on. Finally, to the degree possible, one can
measure how user performance, in turn, affects the unit's or perform services. These include capital, staff,

the organizations total input costs and output. equipment, facilities, information, supplies,
administrative and support staff, etc. Input is

Models considered the application of these resources. Each
resource can be measured in several ways; for example,

One can establish correlations and other quantifiable staff can be measured in Full-Time Equival'mts,
relationships between information center input costs and number of persons, hours of work. or cost (:alary
outputs; service outputs and user input costs or outputs; fringe benefits, overhead).
user input costs and user outputs; and user outputs and unit/ * Output - Measures of output of information services
organization input costs. These relationships or links can be include quantities of output (e.g., number of items
developed largely through correlation, multiple regression iclude
and conjoint measurement models. Those models can be acqured, number of items circulated, number of

applied using surveys (see Part 3) because the surveys yield searches performed, etc.) and output attributes such as

several hundred observations of critical incidents. Conjoint quality of service, timeliness of services provided,
measurement permits one to determine the relative availability and accessibility of information' center
contributions that service performance attributes make over materials, equipment, staff and facilities, etc.
various levels' of the attributes. For example, one can 0 Productivity- Productivity is E measure of the ratio of 4
determine how much use would be lost over various output divided by input. It is formally defined as "a
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concept that expresses the relationship between the * Cost an Benefits - The costs (i.e., detriments) and
quantity of goods and services produced-output- benefits of an information center service are the
and the quantity of labor, capital, land, energy, and unfavorable and favorable comparisons of a service
other resources that produced it-input." (U.S. with alternative services, in terms of differences in
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, input, output, performance and effectiveness. For
Productivity and the Economy: A Chartbook (Bul!etin example, the value added by a service could be that the
2172). Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, service costs less than an alternative service, and/or the
June 1983.) Productivity is a derived measure which service is better than the alternative in terras of
inks input and output. The weakness of the traditional performance or effectiveness. Such an alternative to a

measure of producivity is that there is an service might be for users to perform the work
interdependence among amount of input resources, themselves or to engage a consultant or company to
input resource attributes, output quantities produced, provide the service to them.
and output attributes such as quality, timeiiness, etc. * Indicators - Sometimes it is not possible to measure
For example, a center staff's competency will affect input, output, performance oi effectiveness directly.
both input (amount of time and cost iecessary to Thus, indicators must suffice. Indicators of a center
perform a service) as well as output (amount. quality staff member's competency are degrees held,
and timeliness of service). There is usually an inverse university attended, professional awards given, elected
relationship between input amount of services position in a professional society, etc. Indicators may
produced and scr, ice output quality, timeliness, etc. bc needed for higher order effects. For example, one

indicator of research output is number of laboratory

" Performance - Performance is in indication of how notes or articles written uhich report the research.

v, ella service or activity is performed. It can be 0 I-ctor- That Affect Information Center Service Input,
measured in terms of the input costs and output Output, Performance and Effectiveness - Factors that
quantities produced, quality, timeliness, availability, affect input might include staff characteristics,
accessibility, etc. Other itdications ofperformance arc cqvipment attributes, etc. Examples of factors that
prodtceivtty, efficiency (i e., how close services or migat affect output or performance (in addition to
activities ciei to achieving some maximum), etc. amount of input resources) are management (policies,
Output attributes relates to the effcc'iveness of capabilities, attitudes, etc.), physical environment,
services (see below). Measures of productivity, attitude or capability of users, etc. Factors that might
efficiency, etc., are measures which are internal to th affect effectiveness (in addition to output
service and they can be used to help manage an performance) are user awareness of, attitudes toward,
information center. or perception of an tnformation center, a charge for the

service, distance to the service, communication
* Effectivenes - Effectiveness is measured from the constraints, etc. Some factors are internal and,

perspective of the users of information center services, therefore, controllable. Other factors are external and
Examples if m,.asures of effectiveness include user less controllable by information center management.
satisfaction wth a service, repeated use of a service and
number of tihnes a service is used (first order effects). 0 Linkage of Information Center Services' hIput to
Higher order effects include effect of services on the Output, and Center Service Performance to
user's research and consequences of the user's Effecnveness .- Linkage is achieved through
research, improved pre tictivity of the user's operatuon correlation and/or mathematical models which show
or research, etc. Presumably, improved service quality, that (1) output quantities and attributes are related to
timeliness, availability, etc. -hou;d result in greater user input resources in addition to other factors, (2) first
satisfaction, repeated use aitd the number of times a order effects (e.g., frequency of use of a service)
service is used. Thus, irformation center service depend on output attributes in addition to other
output attributes affects the effectiveness of the factors, and (3) higher order effects depend on first
service, order effects.

A6.
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Chapter 3

Evaluation Measures, Models and Methods

3.1 Background Part 4, we discuss cost and benefit analysis and measures of
the value of information centers and services. The

The heart of the evaluation of information centers involves remainder of this chapter discusses some of the concepts of
measures, models and methods. In this chapter (partially evaluation measures, models and methods.
adapted from Keys to Success) we discuss some concepts of
these three components of information center evaluation. 3.2. Evaluation Measures
As stated earlier, the concepts we present are by no means
the only way of looking at evaluation nor are the measures, Definition ofiMeasure
models, and methods the only ones used for evaluating
information centers and services. However, over the years For the purpose of this manual we define "measure" as
the approach presented here has been found to be useful for follows:
evaluating a large number (about 300) of information
centers, libraries, clearinghouses, publications, online Measure: Generically used to mean any process for
services, centralized and decentralized automated systems, describing in quantitative values; things,
litrary networks, and a host of other information services. people, events, etc. Measure also means the

Evaluation measum '% are the "vaiues" measured or placed value being measured.

on information centeis operations and services. In Chapter In the Manual we use measures as a generic term which
2 we presented a particular framework for evaluation. Here reflects a number of commonly used measures in evaluation
we present examples of measures related to (1) input cost such as:
(i.e., amounts o; ieources or money applied to operational
functions or services and attributes of these resources), (2) To measure distance (e.g., the number of feet or meters of
output (i.e., the quantities of operational functions or shelving) or the square feet (meters) of floor space.
services produced and attributes of the output), (3)
effectivLness (i.e., satisfaction with services, amount of use, To count the number of people on the staff or number of
purpose of use, consequences of use), and (4) domain (i.e., visits to an information center.
descriptions of the environment served by the information
center). To record the duration of the time required to respond to

The individual measures alone do not convey much online search requests or the amount of time required to

meaning. For example, knowing that staff input costs are actually perform a search.

S140,000 for online bibliographic search services is not T
particularly useful without some context such as timeframe, To observe what users or staff are doing at a point in time
number and cxperience of staff, number and type of such as doing research at study tables or reshelving
searches performed, etc. For this reason, we present some documents.
relationships among measures which we refer to as models.
These models provide more useful tools for evaluation and To survey users to determine their satisfaction with services
decisionmaking than measures alone. The simplest of or their number of uses of a service in the last month.
relationships are ratios (e.g., number of items produced per
hour of labor) or averages (e.g., average number of searches To compute costs of resources or services.

conductA~ per user). More complex models include
statistical correlation, multiple regression and conjoint In this manual we most often use the term "measure" to
measurement, and operations research models including mean the values being measured by the processes of
queuing, Markoff chains, etc. As Meadows' points out, there measunng above. There are two components of measures:
are several other types of models as well, including non-
quantitative models. The reader is referred to his paper and Numeric Values measured such as 12 staff members, 12
those of others to become familiar with the range of models dollars, 12 hours, 12 searches performed.
available for evaluation.

Units of measure such as 12 staff members, 12 dollars, 12
In this Manual we focus on three particular methods: (1) hours, 12 searches performed
cost finding for measuring input costs and output, (2) quality
assurance surveillance, and (3) statistical surveys. Cost Part of the definition of evaluation measures includes the
finding involves nonexact, but very useful methods for context within which the measures are taken. Such a context
meairuiing costs and output quantities. A chaptei is devoted should include at a minimum:
to measuring output quantities and attributes such as quality
and timeliness in order to assure that acceptable levels are Method used. For example, if a survey is used it should be
continually achieved. We also devote several chapters to described in some detail somewhere in the report and
statistical surveys since they are used to measure the mentioned in any tables presenting the data so that one can
effectiveness of information centers and services. Finally, in refer to the description.
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Context of unis measured. For example, if staff counts are ESOURaCS OUATrnES ATTIBrEMS

given it is important to specify what types of staff (c g.. Stf No of p ( 0 L I (1. Pfof,.O.,n
professionals, paraprofessionals, clerical, etc.,) whether the cnon, no of ho, s pat profes.noaa

count is of all staff (i.e., a head count), full-tune equivalents, od f ,, t w" dV ,a , o ).
Wanmts (FrE's) corr~ettmc (kro*dQ*

etc. skif, etbtndes). *ducon,
yee's of evoleetI-

Time period in which units are measured. For example, if cost coftcto No of Wse in t'p of material ( 0. books.

finding is used to estimate staff cost of searches, the time in two pore t, ,,,otpo,).no a,

which cost allocations are made should be specified (e.g., fall no of dempleces clss,-to moos 0e..
of 1990 or March 1990). vt.ok). age

No of ptocet of Type of eqpnet,
All of the above should be included in describing or EI.eProf end aof agtoe, egO.kawbty.

reporting measures. system SpeeCd make a Model
FPaodes Area (foo spac), TluOCgtm Nt. mwa on

no of floos, no $nteLte bretn m PM spe)
of Mts attobotes $Sfloas h"ke p

Generic Types of Measures ontmce, abiance. *tc

FenoetfCost Coe&. Poon1e Aflocato of f oos, ap-
Evaluation of information centers involves four generic Rams. eto coto of konj. dte t

leaect Uied vs VattaeW (see
types of measures including input cost measures, output Chept., 4)
measures, effectiveness measures, and domain measures.
The first two types of measures (input cost and output) Input costs of operational functions and services are the sum
involve information center operations and they, individually of all resources applied to the functions or services.

f or together, help to establish the performance of resources,
activities, services, functions or the entire information Output Measures
center. Such measures include the amount and attributes of
resources applied to services and output quantity and Corresponding to input costs are output measures which
attributes of services. Effectiveness measures are those include:
involving the effects of center services from the perspective 0 Quantities of output of services and operational
of users such as amount of use, purpose of use, functions are measures of the numbers of transactions
consequences of use, etc. _, main measures involve or items provided. Such quantities of services can
descriptions of the environme.t or context of the include, for example, number of searches performed,
information center. Such measures ii. lude the total number number of documents provided or made available, or
of persons in the service populatih n, their information number of documents photocopied, etc. Examples of
needs, etc. operational function outputs include number of items

catalogued, number of items ordered, and so on.

Information center performance is largely controlled by Quantities of output should correspond to the same

center management. For example, a management decision time period and attributes of resources as were used to

to hire online bibliographic searchers with subject measure the service input costs. Each unit of output
knowedg afect inut ost(becusether slares re gh) has inherent attributes associated with it such asknowedge affects input cost (because their salaries are high) quality, timeliness, availability and accessibility that

as well as output quantities, quality, timeliness, etc, If input should be measured.

costs or output are not satisfactory, management can correct

the situation through training or firing and re-hiring, etc. 0 Quality is a generic output measure which descnbes
However, management has less direct control over center the grade or "goodness" of information center services.
effectiveness because there are so many external factors that Quality is measured less frequently for services than
affect the extent to which services are used and the timeliness, availability and accessibility. Furthermore,
consequences of that use. However, management can react it is difficult to identify and measure quality attributes
to these factors with proper knowledge of them and how for many services. Examples of quality measures
they affect use. Managers have almost no control over include relevance of search outputs, accuracy of
domain measures. Nevertheless, knowledge of them is very cataloging, or level of excellence of activities. These
important to center managers (and staff as well). Examples measures must be carefully defined. Sometimes quality
of the four types of measures are given below, cannot be measured directly, in which case, scale

values, (e.g., a scale of I to 5) are used. Quality should
be measured for specific units of output, (e.g., an item

Input Cost Measures cataloged, a reference search, etc.). However, all
transactions or units of output need not always be

Input cost measures include: measured since sampling methods can be used.
* Amount of resources applied to operational functions Timeliness of user services involves an elapsed time

and services, between request and receipt of the output of a service.

* Relevant attributes of resources applied to services. The elapsed time can be measured in minutes (e.g.,
with circulations) hours or days. For some servicesSAmount of monPey applied to services: '.vhere money (e.g., online database searching, interlibrary

(i.e., dollars, pounds, francs, etc.) is a common unit that borrowing, etc.), it is useful to establish a time by which
can be applied to all resources. users require a response and measure the difference

between the elapsed time and the required time. For
Examples of quantities and attributes of resources are example, a user may require search results in three days
as follows: to prepare a report. If the elapsed response time is foir

Ib . .....
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days the difference is one day late. Anoth. aser may dnv-n. That is, the amounts are largely determined by
require the results in five days. If the elapsed response users and the extent to which users will use these
time is four days, this user will be much happier than services depends a great deal on output and service
the user who required the response in three days. Just attributes such as quality, timeliness, availability and
as with quality, timeliness should be measured for accessibility. On the other hand, the amount of use of
specific units of output. some services such as access to materials do not

correspond to output quantities, (e.g. number of items
0 A principal measure of availability is number of hours in the collection).

of service, (e.g., number of hours of service per day or
per week), or number of person hours of service, (e.g., Just as with operational function and service outputs,
number of hours of service times the number of each service and unit of use has associated attributes
persoais providing the service during those hours). The that can affect to the extent of use. These attributes
spread of hours of availability over a week, (e.g., include users' perceptions of service performance,
morning, afternoon, evening and weekend hours) is their expressed levels of satisfaction with services, their
also a measure of availability. Another example of indicated importance of the services to them, the
availability is the specified loan period of materials. purposes for which services are used, and
Availabilityisusuallymeasuredforaservice, butnotas consequences of their use. These attributes are very
a unit of service output. relevant to the use, usefulness, and value of

* One measure of accessibility is the distance of the information centers. Additional effectiveness
service (or information center) to the user. Distance measures are as follows:
can be measured in feet or floors in a building, or in * Users'perceptions of services and service attributes can
terms of a surrogate measure such as time (e.g., be measured by their rating services and attributes.
minutes). Waiting time (e.g., in service queues) is an Service ratings can be measured in general or for
important measure of service accessibility. The time specific attributes of service. For example:
taken by users to get to an information center and
waiting for services is a portion of the "price" paid by General service performance rating of reference
users to use center services. The more users are services
required to "pay" in terms of their own time, the less
likely they are to use the services. Accessibility to Note
collection, equipment, etc. is of particular concern to Very Good Very
users. Materials may be inaccessible if kept in a remote Bad D f Good
storage or compact storage. Public access terminals
may be inaccessible as a result of extensive use. Finally, 2
accessibility is an important consideration for people Specific attributes such as relevance of response:
with disabilities. Physical accessibility can be assessed
in terms of the existence of special facilities such as
wheelchair ramps or by rating the degree of AN D Mni ly Very Extremely
accessibility using scales (1 to 5). Psychological go B R
barriers to using an information center can also create
accessibility problems. Perceptions of accessibility to 1 2 3 4 5
the center and its services on the part of the population Some service attributes are readily observable and
served will have an effect on the amount of use that is
made of them. Distance is observed for the entire measures of users' perceptions are not al~vays required.
center or for specific services by individual users. For example, response time should be known by both
Waiting tinie involves specific service transactions, the center and the user and, therefore, measurable by
whereas remote storage, etc. involves certain items of recording at the center and/or reporting by users (on a

collection or equipment. survey questionnaire).
9 User expressed satisfaction with information needs and

Effectiveness Measures service requirements determine to a large degree the

Effectiveness measures include: extent to which services will continue to be used. It is
difficult for users to express satisfaction with how well

* The amountofuseofan information center orany of its services meet their information needs and service
services is an important measure of effectiveness. The requirements, but they can quite easily rate their
more a center or its services are used, the more satisfaction on numeric scales. For example, users can
effective it is. The amount of use of a center can be rate their satisfaction with timeliness of response of a
measured by the number of visits to it, although there reference search as follows:
are other forms of use such as telephone calls to a
reference service. Amount of service use can be NeitherSatsfw
measured in several ways. Collection use can be Very Nor Very
number of items loaned or amount of reading. Uses of Dissatisfied i Satisfied Satisfied
services should clearly define and specify what is 1 2 3 4 5
meant by use, such as requests for reference service, or
number of itrnss provided, use of photocopying Satistaction probably should be measured in the
equipment (i.e., an occ-.sion of use, an artirle context of either specific needs or specific
photocopied or a rage photocopied). For some requirements. For example, one should measure
services, the amount of useis the same as the amount of satisfaction with reference response time and/or with
service output. These amounts are usually demand- relevance of response.

4
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0 Another measure related to satisfaction is the work, operations, marketing, etc.), age or years of
importance of information needs orrequirementsor of a experience, degree level.
service. High satisfaction with low importance for * Information behavior: amount of reading, information
timeliness has significantly different meaning (at least media bsed, sources of information used, amount of
in terms of repeated use) than high satisfaction with
high importance. Importance can (and should) also be writirg iumber of presentations, number of
measured for services in general and for specific consultations, etc.

attributes of services. Importance can also be * Information need: number of persons having need by
measured with rating scales, type of information needed (research results, census

data, legal briefs, etc.), purpose of use of information
Importance of photocopying services: (see above).

NOMW 0 Importance of information as a resource: rating of
v!"rherd V~y importance of information on scales of I to 4, I to 5, or

unLkrortan unhporiM tranponwt Ipoamt ir poant I to 7.

2 3 4 a 3.3 Evaluation Models
Importance of amount of charge for coin-operated
machines: Evaluation measures by themselves do not always provide

Noliw sufficient information for operational decisionmaking,
IfmPortem design, planning, and so on. For example, knowing the costs

VeY Nor VaY of services or the output quantity is not nearly as meaningful
90"90" to consider as the two measures together; i.e., cost per

1 2 3 4 s transaction or number of transactions per input cost (i e.,
If interested in comparing across services an information productivity).
center can have users rank services in order of their An example to demonstrate how relationships between
importance. measures can reveal useful management information is

One can rate importance of levels of availability such as loan given below. In the example assume that information center
period: staff is observed for a peiiod of two weeks and that 50 staff

members spend anywhere between one and 50 hours
of Haf krorta providing a service (e.g., document ordering) or operationaloe Th el d , function (e.g., acquisitins). Hypothetical results of staff

hours worked and number of units of output produced (50
Of. Wek 1 2 3 4 s staff members) are given below:
Two W**r 1 2 3 4 5

Tree Weks I 2 3 4 5 EXAMPLE OF VALUES FOR DETERMINING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
srAFF INPUT AND OUTPUT

€oer Weeks 550 STAFF MEMBERS OBSERVED OVER TWO WEEKS

" There are many measures of use of information center Hour Uits Hours urs

materials and services, each of which has some Worked Produced Worked Produed

implication for the consequences or value resultiag W (N I

from the use of the centers. 1a 102 31 121

19 116 10 25
* We often characterize purpose ofuseby type of work or 48 345 43 231

other function fe- which the information or services a 191

are used. Such t,de of work might incluae research, 25 140 14 ES
engineering, legal work, medical care, management, 2 102 24 121
financial work, marketing or sales. 4 12 2 1

" Consequences of use can be expressed in terms of how 46 281 47 26
inf,.nation provided by information center or 37 235 32 146

services affects users' work (i.e., input cost, output 12 46 12 36
quantities, quality, timeliness, etc.). Even through one 16 69 17 60

cannot always place values on such consequences of 34 210 35 190
use, it is useful to consider them and at least make 6 230 41 211
statements about these consequences. 7 21 s I

Domain Measures 44 270 24 121
27 138 27 140Domain measures include: 6 16 1 2

* Total number of persons in service population: head 42 211 22 76

counts, FrE's 38 268 33 185
19 128 16 61

* Total number of persons in user population: head 1 35 45
counts 34 2M 46 210

* Attributes of persons in target and user populatio.v 50 3 45 Zo1
field of specialty (i.e., chemistry, law, !ngineenng, 2 5 3 4
medicine), work roles (R&D, administration, legal 23 136 22 75
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The total number of hours worked by these 50 staff EXFLE 01SPLAY
members during the two-weck period is 1,254 hours and
they produced 6,787 transactions or units. Neither of these 1
two measures has much meaning alone, nor do averages of I i" I

hours per staff member (25.1 hours per person) or units per "
staff member (135.7 units per person). However, relating the t
two measures such as average number of units produced per I .66.._
hour begins to have some useful meaning (5.4 units per I I
hour). If the number of units produced by the information LtITS/ 4-I _
center is increasing each year from about 176,000 units in l-f t
1990 to 220,000 in 1991 the center must budget for about t
8,148 more hours to do the work (i.e., 44,000 additional 3-1
units divided by 5.4 units per hour). Or if the average hourly 23 Irate is SI 2.00, the budget increase would be about $97,800 I ""
(i.e., 8,148 hours times $12.00 per hour). 2I I

The relationship can be displayed in graphic as well as
tabular form as shown in Figure 5. Again, the data displayed
as such do not convey a great deal of meaning. Using linear I_ I
regression the relationship provides some more quantitative I I
information through the following equation: i I

y-a+bx 0-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50

- -25 + 6.4x NO. CF HM Vs

where y is units produced and x is number of hours worked. Fig.6
This equation is represented in the figure by a straight line.
Using the equatidn one can approximate or estimate the information center services or operational functions. With
number of units one would expect from a staff member such knowledge, center managers can improve productivity
working between I to 50 hours in a two-week period. For by centralizing services or batching services. If this can be
example, if one works 30 hours, one would expect a person done for the entire year(1990 in the example), the work can
to produce about 167 units. Also, one can assess an bedoneinabout29,830hoursinsteadof32,600hours, thus
individual's work to see whether the staff member's saving S33,240. (i.e., 2,770 hours at S12.00 per hou
productivity is above the line (good) or below it (bad).

Other factors such as years experience can contribute to
productivity as well. In the hypothetical example, this staff
attribute is distinguished by the two columns of numbers
above, where the first two columns are experienced staff and

0the second two columns are inexperienced staff. When
productivity is calculated by level of experience for the

S- -15 . 4 amount of time worked it is found that experienced staff
average 6.02 units per I, ,ur and inexperienced staff average
4.74 units per hour.

AVERAGE PREOUCTIIY OF EXPEFENCED AND0 LNE5PtFUENCE0 STAFF
zoo,

No of Home
Worked Eperkor-d 10-4-le10N0. AN

0 L0 20 00 0 50
0-10 304 233 273
1110 548 371 440

Fig.5 Relationship of number of hours worked and 2- 548 448 46

number of unts produced 3o40 4, 52
41 50 :29 530 Sol

However, there is more information in the data than AU 602 474 540

revealed by the relationship expressed by mere average. For
example, by grouping the data by ranges of hours worked as
shown in Figure 6, we find that the staff are much more Thus, experienced staff would appear to be more productive
productive, if they work more heavily on the service, and this is true at all levels of amount of work. However, an

important question is whether it costs experienced staff
That is, the staff who work less than ten hours on the service more per unit since they are paid more. If experienced staff
over two weeks only produces an average of 2.73 units per is paid S 14.00 per hour and inexperienced staff $10.00 per
hour. If they work I1 to 20 hours they produce an average of hour the cost per unit produced for experienced staff is
4.66 unitq per hour, all the wa.y up to 5.81 units per hour fo, S2.33 per unit ($14.00 per hour divided by 6.02 units per
those who work 41 to 50 hours. This relationship (indicator) hour) and the cost per unit for inexperienced staff is $2.11
given by the hypothetical example is not unusual for per unit (S10.00 per hour divided by 4.74 units per hour).
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Consequently, for this particular example, it would cost 3.4 Methods
slightly less for inexperienced staff to do the work. Overall it
would cost about $37,994 less per year to have all the work A listing and description of measures were presented in
done by inexperienced staff. The total cost of producing Section 3.2. The principal measures include: input costs,
176,000 units based on the calculated productivity levels by output quantities, amount of use, number of users, user
levels of experience and number of hours wvorked arc as satisfaction with services, number of persons in the service
follows: population, user needs and proportion needs tilled. Each of

these measures has associated attributes that can also be
Cmo TO PrXOOICE Ira " OWUNIS BY

esPENENCIM MD9 441EXIMOCC STAFF measured. Several basic methods can be used for obtaining
the measures: internal and external surveys, resource

EV-W-allocation, staff records, other i'normation center records,
No Of H914 ____________

W0kdEVW4. k~W d A local authority records, census data, peer review and expert
- review Examples of the methods used for each measure are

0.10 Sa87Sn$554 Na73 2 presented below:
115449B30 474394 4"3219

21 .110 41 4,615 3920W7 402M

3140 38 1399 35499M 370526

4150 5l3205 3 1 MEASRES METHODS _

As0.0.101 $40930 1491 we 0091 1"~~ SERIC INPUT COST

We have found several relationships to be good indicators 0, souce
for evaluating information centers. These indicators are SRIEOTU
summarized below. 5IC UU

0.uOfl 01 o $1.9 Stall Cents4140.014 504159 9104970"

PERFORMANCE i1i2ICATORS MEASURES O4.
T
" 0r 0144 b.1U 01 1400019internal 4011941010, *0944 fsv~aW

OPERATIONAL. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 04N.in Bput io output) Mioid etr*id
Prodouvwq Output ouirtit coss ~ 4SyCu4014

Cosi Per Output Input Costs/Output Osatrts A".k Stal r*orS vii ""y geealMSuvy SPOOM1 9444.

Cost By Atiirbo Lavoie Average inosi Costs By L45ts,
of Output Attrtbola

PsoduOcMty By Atll.te Prodc"t By Laoie of Out- SEVC FETVWS
LOvIta Wo ,&taibuoo A1014 of 4,s tiM ra0147 V019 survey419, generl use $i-190.y, S.y9 4 $*

EFFECIVENESS INDICATORS (R*Wsi OutpA 10 Use) Nun.ibsr of Uw41 Mar1y 1940509Vd Survey709 ga001a494 user .9 S 944" 4941

User Satsfaction Satisfacn R0Ic,9 S441.5/ -. y. pouao w9
Nwub9. of Rainop use Perception01

Turnove Rate Amflount of Usuntp Ousintifs, Attributes V1944 944097. 590401 us40 9014" s94004 $97040 '9Y

Amouciof Use By Av19geAmnt of i~UseBy Loveft
Atlnito LMsIB of Output Attituto Our BpI,*se
Sabtacton, by Attibut Average Suisfbction By 09*41. Popi4 suve
4.40.1. OOFW Attribuo

U99 0mod410 ktlpltao,4 51.44 Surve, 5004091 use, S.00. 990104 941.V" 4.07
Amount ci Use By Avarag. Amnt1 of Us# By Loseis PPLb 1
Sati9sfcio Levels9 Of Saiia59ctlco

purpeos 0f us. VWW0 Survey, gono41use 91 440y, sp*4
5
o 90-4 4-4.

COST EFFECTIVENESS INDICATORS (Re.4te Input to Use of to 04omain) POPtsbon auvy

Cosi Par Cop" Input Costs/Nurrtber In Service
PcpsA.Bcn SERVICE 00OMAIN

Cosi By Satsfati~o Avwog* input Costs By Levels of Leel Nwnott of Persons in Orgat0404l 1.4414. 191ph44 dir.,W41oo

IMPACT INDICATORS (Relate Use to Potential Use or to Domain) Number40of1Needs P040414011515097,"44949407 94140Wa901--09, $Peak

Users as a Proportion cf Nomb" of Uses/Nuotbet in 154109141544 of eed . P440.4*400 Sway.97 449404 940497 Conwal9 use, 90Y, "F9014

Population 5414100 Pcputatton 9 "Vey940

Us*$ Par C.4055 Amount of Us/Nutof In
3arrice Popultion

159449 F-t RAst. Nstitbe of Nooda Fft&4 Some basic concepts of measures and methods are
Numrt4 of N.4s identified discussed in Parts 2 and 3. Also detailed discussions on

By O&",*iUtar'59. User4150 p itouftao otrU measuring staff costs, measuring the costs of other

Amt of tibrary, Use Amun of Inomto Cente Us$/ resources, measuring output quantities and attribtites, and
Ey Attolbol Lvls 15wo Ou1Wo Atiijtta measuring service effectiveness and domain values are

presented in those Parts.

A,
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Part 2

Evaluation of Information

Center Operational

Performance
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Chapter 4

Concepts for Evaluating Operational Performance

4.1 Background involve the application of resources such as staff, equipment,
facilities, etc., which are necessary to perform the functions.

This chapter provides concepts for evaluating operational We have identified a number of general functions and six
performance. A description is also given of a system of categories of resources which are discussed in detail in this
measures that can be used by information center Manual. The resource inputs are the cost of resources (e.g.,
management and those concerned with the overall budget salaries and wages of staff, allocated equipment costs, rent
and operations of the center. In particular, evaluation and or space costs, etc.) and the resource outputs are the amount
the system of measures are designed to assist in the following of staff and their time, equipment amount and time, etc. that
functions: are available to address the service needs of the

organization.
" Monitoring information center operations for control

of resources, prevention of undesired problems, and The inputs for services and functions, then, are the total
diagnosis when trouble occurs, in order to treat the application of resources or total amount of resources
difficulty, necessary to perform the functions (e.g., $200,00 or the sum

of individual resources such as two staff, one terminal, 400
odictins toee, buhdngadgetiandadheren to th square feet of facilities, etc). Outputs for services and

hoc modifications to the budget, and adherence to the functions are measured in such terms as quantities produced
budget. and output attributes such as quality, timeliness, availability

* Personnel management, including (1) determination of ard accessibility.
information center staffing patterns and (2) periodic
review of information center units and individual staff Performance of staff(or other resources) can be measured in
members. terms of their output (e.g., 2,000 online searches performed,

average rating of relevance of search output of 4.21, average
" Systems attd equipment management, including response time of 2.4 days, 3,000 hours of staff available to

determination of system needs and review of perform online searches, etc.). We consider such simple
adherence of performance to contract specifications measures to be output attributes. Performance can also be

* Facilities managenent, including adjustments to measured by relatng outputs to inputs. Productivity (which
growth. is output quantities divided by input costs or amount of staff

* Planning, including setting measurable objectiyes and time) is the most common such measure. For example,
productivity might be 0.01 searches per dollar or 067

determining strategies for change. searches per labor hour. The inverse of productivity is easier

* larketing andpublic relations for achieving objectives to interpret: S 100 per search or 1.5 labor hours per search. It
and following strategies. is also possible to relate input costs or labor time to level of

quality. For example, if rating of quality is one to five, (where
We refer back to the conceptual framework for evaluation in one is the lowest quality and five is the highest quality), one
Chapter 2. could compare average cost necessary to achieve five levels

of quality as, for example:
Evaluation is done from three perspectives: information
center operations, center users (principally professionals) ujLlyf Ag, A v ot ta8or
and their work, and the users' organization. The reason that One $ 45 09 $18
we suggest that one focus on more than the informatioh Two $50 1.0 $20

Three $60 1.2 $25
center operations is that the center services are likely to have Four $ 80 I 5 $35
a significant effect on the work of professionals. Five $110 20 $50
Furthermore, the better these services are provided the
greater the benficial effect on users. We also have found it Thus, one can establish how much it costs to achieve various
useful to thin!: of the information center operations in terms levels of quality (and timeliness, availability and
offunctions, services, activities and resources: each ofwhich accessibility, for that matter). The input costs can vary by
has input costs and output quantities, quality, timeliness, and such factors as type of search (e.g., quick look-up vs. in-
so on. User's work processes also have inputs and outputs depth) and attributes of resources (e.g,, level of searcher
which are affected by the center services. A system of knowledge, skills, attitudes, terminal baud rate, database
measures can be derived to relate the center outputs to their used, etc.) which affect input costs and effort of searchers.
effect on users' work, at least through indicators. The
framework in Figure 4 Chapter 2 shows how this can be Users' work processes also have input resources and costs
done. associated with them. One of the most important resources

used by professionals is information, which is often obtained
In the figure, the information center is shown to have through or by the information center. The cost, amount,
functions; each of which have inputs and outputs. The inputs quality, and timeliness of the information as a user resource

Av
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is partially determined by the output performance of the A word needs to be said about output quantities since, for
center. We have shown in our studies that the extent t, which services at least, these quantities can be the same as amount
the center services are used depends on such factors as user of use. One can think of output quantities as being
satisfaction with service performance, awareness of production-driven or demand-driven. Pcoduction-driven
services, availability of services (e.g., hours of opening), quantities would include such operational outputs as items
accessibility of services (e.g., distance to the center), and cataloged, items acquired, etc. Demand-driven outputs are
perceived relationship of price (i.e., cost to use) and value of those determined by users' needs, such as online searches,
services. Weconsider effectiveness ofthe information center items circulated, amount of reshelving, etc. In some ways,
to be measured in such terms, the production-dnven outputs are easier to manage and

productivity based on them is more easily observed. On the
Performance is viewed from the perspective of the other hand, if there is sufficient demand, the demand-driven
information center. Center management can control output can be relatively easily managed as well Finally,
performance directly by decisions concerning operations extent of use of information center services or materials can
and resources and how they are allocated. Effectiveness is actually be less than output quantities (ifone orders but does
viewed from the perspective of users. However, center not read a book, for example) or more than output quantities
management can on-, indirectly affect the effectiveness (i.e., (if one passes on a book to colleagues, for example).
the consequences) o.. center services because so many
factors other than center performance contribute to In Section 4.2 of this chapter, a list of possible measures of
effectiveness (i.e. determine extent to which services are input, output (performance), operational performance,
used). In addition to output performance, other factors effectiveness and other derived measures are given for
which are related to effectiveness of center services include principal resources and services. Levels of input, output and
extent and type of information needs, availability and cost of performance of information center operations and services
alternative sources of infoimation, knowledge and attitudes are dependent on a number of factors. Some factors are
of users concerning centei services in general, weather, and controllable (at least largely so) by management (e.g,
so on. Nevertheless, measures ofeffectiveness are important competencies of staff hired, attributes of systems and
to observe and linkages of measures of input or output of equipment purchased, etc.), while otherfactors management
center functions to effectiveness measures are useful can only indirectly control, that is, respond to, (e.g., type of
indicators and decision-making tools, users served, their collection requireinots, etc.).

Effectiveness of information center services can be Theie are several types of resource components that
measured in terms of extent of use, amount of repeated use, management can utilize to perform the center functions and
user satisfaction with quality, timeliness, availability and provide its services, including.
accessibility of services, proportion of service needs that are
met (i.e., so-called fill rates), and so on. In addition, one can 0 The collection

derive a whole range of other measures that provide • Staff
indicators of the performance arid effectiveness of center 0 Facilities (e.g., space, shelving, seating, etc.)

operations and services 0 Systems and equipment (e g., computers, terminals,
etc.)

D External services (e g.,contractors,sendors, etc.)Derived measures would include:
There are attributes associated with each of thebe resource

Cost per capta (i.e., populaton, potentialusers, actual components that affect both input costs and output
users, etco), performa:ce Examples of such attributes are listed below" Quantities or use per capita, bYy type of resource component-

* Average cost per levels of satisfaction with quality,
timeliness, etc. Collection

" Average use per levels of satisfaction, -- Type of material (books, periodicals, government
* Proportion of target audience reached, and so on. documents, microform, A-V. etc.)

- Type of publisher (foreign, domestic,
Such measures can be monitored over time, e.g., annually, to commercial, professional society, etc.)
provide indicators of changes in center operations or users - Collection (main, reference, etc)
served. - Subject (medical, science, statistics, etc.)

- Category (e.g, language)
We have shown in a number of evaluations that information - Age
center services affect user performance and we believe that - Other
user outnuts, in turn, affect the entire organization served
and even higher order effects such as GNP and quality of L Staff
life. Higher order effects may be incorporated in the mission - Level (e.g., professional, paraprofessional.
of the organization served by an information center, and the clerical, support; GS-rating)
mission of the center is to help the organization achieve its - Full-time, part-time
mission, goals and objectives. The goals of the center can be - FTE, head count, positions (budgeted)
thought of in terms of the services provided in light of user - Levels of competencies (i.e., knowledge, skills,
information needs and requirements expressed in terms of and attitudes)
performance. In this wa ,,one can link ihe center's objectives - Education
to goals, and goals to mission, through the linkages of - Experience
performance measures to effectiveness measures to higher * Facilities
order effects (even though such higher effects cannot be - Total space, net assignable space
measured). - Study facilities
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- Shelving (open, closeJ, remote) Thus, one could estimate average cost per capita as average
- Handicapped access cost per center staff member, per professional, per user, etc.
- Meeting rooms, etc. Each such average has some specific meaning.
- Utilities (e.g., heat, light, etc.)
- Features (e.g., architectural design, layout, no. of Outtptt

floors, no. of restrooms, etc.) Output is measured in terms of quantities produced and
attbutes such as quality, timeliness, etc. There are a number

Equipment of ways in which work output can be measured, although- Computers many activities simply do not lend themselves to specific
output quantities (or quality or timeliness for that matter).
Quality can be observed by supervisors (or someone else

control, etc.) qualified to check quality) by inspecting random output of
- Features (e.g., amount of memory, touch someone's work. Timeliness can be observed by 100 percent

terminals, etc.) observation of events or with random spot checks. These
- Photocopiers and other methods of observing quality and timeliness are
- Staff, patron use (free, coin-operated) discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
- Features (e.g., two-sided, color, collation, etc.)
- Audiovisual (AV)
- Microform readers/printers Not every activity has a clear quantity of output, although

many do. Even fewer have quality, timeliness, etc. measures.
* External Services Table 4.1 lists the 19 basic functions and 60 activities with

- Contractor suggested output measures, where they seem to apply.
- Vendor services
- Consultant services
- Cooperative arrangements Output measures of quantities can be obtained in a number

of ways, one of which is by individual staff members. For
These are examples of attributes that are likely to affect example, a weekly output log can accompany the weekly
input costs and output performance. Thus, in some tine log for some activities. A suggested weekly output log is
instances at least, it will be important to observe input, given later in Section 5.2. On the log are output quality
output and performance by the classes of attributes. For measures and spaces to indicate amounts for each day of the
example, copy and enhanced cataloing costs, quantities, week. Supervisors will have to determine which quantities to
quality and productivity should be determined by collect in this manner and then record the appropriate
professional and paraprofessional swr I Cost, quantities and output quantity measures on the form. The dates of data
average cost of the collection might be observed by foreign collection and signatures for both employees and
vs. domestic publishers, commercia' v, society publishers, supervisors should be obtained.
type of materials, or subject.

There are three levels or degrees of observation of such 4.2 Information Center Performance and Eff-eiveness
attributes. Indicators

* continually observe, present and analyze data by In this section we discus% measures of input and output, and
attribute classes, indicators of operational and service performance,

0 continually observe, but present data by attribute effectiveness and other derived indicators. The measures
classes only occasionally or for diagnostic purposes, or and indicators are presented initially for resource

* do not observe, but have a means of collecting data components (collection, staff, systems and equipment, and
quickly if needed for diagnostic or other special facilities) and then for principa functions and services.
purposes. Examples of measures and indicators are presented along

with some suggestions as to the meaning of them. Below, we
The methods of observing such data are discussed i detail discuss sonic important cost concepts because costs require
later. certain rules concerning partitioning, depreciation and

allocation that are important to apply Then resource
indicators are discussed; followed by examples of indicators

Finally, some of the other derived indicators are computed of operational performance, effectiveness, and services.
as per capita averages. The per capita computations could
involve severpl types of populations such as:

In the previous sections we briefly discussed input costs In

Population (per capita computations) this section we discuss cost concepts in much more detail.
Entire organization staff (i.e., all employees) Service input costs are defined as the application of

Professionals in the organization or organizations resources to provide information center services. Examples

served of resources include:
All users of the information center * financial resources,
Perqons registered (if a library) 0 Lollectiun,
Active users (e.g., those who have used library at 0 staff,
least once within past year) * facilities,
Visitors to the center (e.g., gate counts) 9 equipment and systems, and
Users of a specific service 0 all other resources (e.g., furniture, supplies, etc.)
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TABLE 4.1
(CONI NUED)

Quantities Quality Timeliness Availability Accessibility
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TABLE 4.1
(CONTINUED)

Quantities Quality "flmelness Availability Accessibltty
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Each service requires the application of one or more of the 0 Price and cost of processing oF materials and other
resources above. For example, online database searching stock items applied or used.
requires referenc- and support staff, space for staff and
service, terminais and peripheral equipment, reference and It is useful to identify attributes of resources and to carry
searching materials, and so on. Generally, these resources them through measures of service input and output because
are quantified as: decisions may be required concerning the attributes. For

example, one may wish to establish productivity (e g, output
* Financial amounts budgeted for services quantities divided by input costs) for specific levels of staff
* Number of staff or staff hours applied to services such as professional, paraprofessionals or support staff. The
* Amount of space allocated to services application of resources needs to be considered in a broader
" Number of equipment items and systems used to context:

provide services
* Number of collection items applied or used * services, functions or activities for which the resources

are applied (e.g., for total operation of the information
It is sometimes only necessary to know the amount of staff center, lending collections, reference, etc.)
time or equipment time used for a service. However, it is * a time period (e.g., a year, month, hour, etc.)
often necessary to know the extent to which all resources are
applied to a service. Then, the amount of all resources The context for measuring resources of course depends on
applied to services can be converted into a common unit, the purpose for which the input measures will be used. The
which is money or funds. Once the amount of resources important thing is that the context should be exactly the
applied to services is determined, conversion to measures of same for both input costs and outptt quantities and
money or funds is not too difficult in terms of the following attributes. Otherwise performance and other indicators
types of measures: cannot be properly interpreted.

a Wages. qalaries or othcr compensaiio applied to A common time period for measuring resources is a year,
services although other time periods could have meaning for specific

* Amount of space rent or depreciated expenditures problems and decisions as well. Attributes of a resource or
applied to services service are inherent characteristics of a resource (e.g.,

* Equipment and system lease or depreciated education level of staff) or of a service (e.g., subject of
expenditures applied to services reference searches.)
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Direct and Indirect Costs how many times the resource is used, the cost is fixed and
does not vary. Furthermore, use essentially does not deplete

Methods of measuring input cannot and should not attempt the resource (except when used extensively). An example of
to be precise (reasonably accurate but not precise). The use depleting a resource is paper used for photocopies. The
reason for this is that measuring the cost of resources in the cost of paper is a variable cost. Yet the use of the
context of a service often requires allocating resources photocopier does not deplete the photocopier as a resource
among several services or functions. For example, a staff (although use can be denied for a period of time). This is a
member may spend time on reference, interlibrary lending, fixed cost.
and administration. Thus, this person (or someone else)
must estimate the amount of time spent on e cch service. There are two kinds of fixed costs: one-time fixed costs and
Unless the person is observed constantly, it is necessary to recurring fixed costs. One-time fixed costs represent
rely on memory or even interpretation of what one is doing. resources that are purchased outright such as purchase of
However, most purposes for which input costs are measured books and equipment. Recurring fixed costs represent costs
simply do not require precise measurement and the methods that are fixed for short time periods (e.g., a month) but recur
of measuring proposed here and elsewhere are sufficient. oser the time periods. Examples of recurng fixed costs are
The sane qualifications hold for applcation of equipnt, monthly payments for equipment leases and facility ren 2 ,
facilities and most other resources. Determining the annuol fees paid to vendors or annual subscription prices
application of all funds in an information center over an pard to publishers.
annual budget period may require annual audits. When
audits are required (as opposed to evaluation) of course thecomments above conc ,nig exactness of measures do not Total cost of information center services is the sum of fixed

and variable costs incurred for the services. Obviously total
apply. cost increases as the amount of service transactions (or units

Direct cost is the application of resources which are provided) increases. Figure 7 provides an example of how
easily allocated to a service (e.g., line charges for an total cost of a service increases with number of transactions
online search). Thus, directcostisacostwhichiseasily (i.e., output quantities) for that service. If there are no
identified with a service (e.g., iaterlibrary lending) or transactions ic total cost would be the sun of fixed costs
resource (e.g., staff). applied to the service such as terminals, facilities, or the
Indirect costsare those which are not easily assignable collection. If there are transactions there would be an
or ready attributable to any one service or function, incremental cost associated with resources required to

aiy or resource. Rosenbergv (and others) provide each transaction (e.g., staff time, line charges and hit
subdivides ordirect costs n b two categories: rate charges from the vendor, photocopying of output, etc ).

The graph shows that incremental costs are equal for each

Indirect operating costs. These costs include centrally transaction, which is clearly not true for most services.
budgeted items (e.g., utilities. rent, insurance, etc.) that However, for theoretical discussion they can be thought of as
are necessary to the general operation and being linear. Furthermore, at some point the volume of
maintenance of the information center, services is such that a resource is completely used (e.g, a

Indirect sutpport costs Costs for support services that terminal is used to its capacity) and more resources must he

benefit overall administration of the irformation purchased to provide any additional services These coss

center and its services (e.g, administration, are referred to as semi-fixed or "step costs" and must be

accounting, personnel, etc.) added to the variable and fixed costs as shown in the figure

The key to assigning costs into direct or indirect is whether Allocation and Depreciation of Costs
changes in amoint of services appreciably affect such costs.
Direct costs vat v with changes in amounts of service, while Calculating the total cost of a service would be relatively
tndirect costs dc not. The indirect costs calt be allocated in simple if resources were always dedicated exclusively to

sonic equitable way to direct costs such as allocating these specific services. Unfortunately, this is rarely the case except
cos eitableporway to a fdirect costs . with very large information centers where, for example, staff

can be assigned exclusively to do searching, cataloging, or

interlibrary loan and so on. Even in large centers computer
SFtxed and Vaniable Costs equipment and systems are used for multi-purposes and

Another concept of cost finding involves fixed coste, serm- facilities are used for most services (except those provided in
fixed costs, variable costs, and incremental costs. Total cost branches or when remote warehousing is used for storing
of a service normally consists oi i'e application of a number older materials). Allocation of costs is the process of
of resources such as funds, staff, equipment, facties, etc. determining the extent to which resources are applied to
Sometimes the resources are applied to the service when the specific services. For example, allocation of staff is done by
service is requested or used. That is, these costs vary when determining how much time staff spend on specific services
the service is used and are, therefore, called variable costs. and other activities. Examples of methods for allocating
In other instances, resources are purchased or leased for the staff, collection, equipment and other resources are
purpose of applying them to services over a period of time. discussed in the methods chapter of this Manual (Chapter
However, once the expense is incurred, it does not matter 5).

'Definition of terms are adopted from Cost Finding for Publi One could also think ofstaffsalanes as recurring fixed costs, but
Libraries, Philip Rosenberg, American Library Assn., 1985. there are reasons for not doing so, one of which is that personnel

can be redeployed if this resource cannot be usefully applied to a
service.
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TOTAL COSTS Average or Unit Costs
(UBRARY SYSTEMS) Once the fixed and variable cost of resources have been

properly allocated, it is possible to calculate total cost over a
specified time period associated with a service or activity.

ToTAL Average or unit costs of services can be calculated by
COSTs$ dividing total cost by total output quantity. Examples of

average cost include cost per book loaned, cost per online
search, cost per item used in the information center, cost per

VARIABLe COSTS SW COSTS interlibrary loan, etc. This derived performance indicator is
extremely useful, but rarely calculated by information
centers. Such averages are probably the single best indicator
of how well a center is performing in terms of costs. The
inverse of average cost (i.e., total quantities produced or

WCF"E--.--ST ttransactions divided by total cost) is productivity.

An example is given below for calculating average cost.
Assume that the fixed cost of a service, say online searching,

FamOTS is $10,000 (i.e., including a terminal, space, photocopier,

furniture, reference materials, etc.) and the incremental cost
is S100 (i.e., line charges, hit rates, photocopy, staff, etc.). If
there are two searches the average cost is $5,100 (S 10,000 +
2 X S 100 divided by 2), three searches S3,433 and so on. As
the number of searches increases, say to 100 searches, the

Fig.7 Number of transactions/units average cost drops to $200 (S10,000 + 100 X $100 divided
by 100), a number much nearer $100, the incremental cost.
At 1,000 searches the average cost is S 110. One can continue

A special kind of allocation is done when resources are to increase the number of searches and the average cost will
expensed rather than expended. For example, if equipment continue to come closer to $100 but never quite reach it.
is purchased outnght, the amount paid is the expenditure. Thus, the incremental variable cost is an asymptote (i.e., an
On the other hand, it may well be advantageous to allocate amount closely approached but never reached).
the cost of a resource over the time period it is likely to be
used. This allocation process is called depreciation. The At some amount of transactions the average cost
amount allocated is an expense. Depreciation involves approaches an asymptote which, in fact, is the incremental
spreading expenditures for such resources as computer variable cost as shown in Figure 8. This point at which
equipment, facilities and so on. average cost approaches the incremental cost can be thought

of as a "critical mass". From an information center funder's
Usually accountants recommend methods for calculating perspective, it is desirable for services to be provided at or
depreciation amounts over time, or actually perform near the critical mass because it is at this point that the
calculations for information centers. The simplest method difference between costs of services and value received is at
of calculating depreciated expenses is to divide its optimum. Information centers and their branches can
expenditures equally among planning years. This can be achieve a critical mass for such activities as acquisitions and
done using the following steps: physical processing by centralizing the functions to increase

number of transactions or units processed.
(1) Establish a useful peri'od of life for the resource; for

example 7 years for a mainframe computer, 5 years for AVERAGE COSTS
minicomputers, 3 years for microcomputer, 50 years (LIBRARY SYSTEMS)
for buildings, etc.

(2) Estimate a write-off value for the resource at the end of
its useful life.

Fixed Costs

(3) Calculate the equal annual write-off value; the .
difference divided by the number of years in useful life.

For example, for a minicomputer:

S12,000-S1,200 - $2,160 per year

5 yewrs

For many reasons, accountants prefer not to use linear
depreciation (i.e., equal amounts over the years). One reason ,a
that linear depreciation is not used is that use of the resource Incremant Vatials Cos

;s likely to reduce over time. Another reason is that the value 0
of money changes over time. Note that a depreciated cost 0
can, and often is, further allocated among services (in
addition to allocation to specific time period). Fig.8 Number of transactions/units
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The figure shows that a "step cost" will affect average cost, divided by S 100). Thus, the number of searches would be
butnotattheleveloftheentirestepcostbecausetheamount reduced by more than one-half (450 vs. 500). If
of the step cost is averaged over a large number. For management focussed on increasing productivity of
example, assume, that a new terminal at $2,000 is required searchers say, by 25 percent one can establish what effect
after 2,000 searches (i.e., 2,001 searches). The average cost that would have on cost. If the S100 variable cost, assumes
at 2,001 searches then is $106 ($12,000 + 2,001 X $100 all that the omponcnts of this cost is $45 vendor changes, $2
divided by 2,001), a value not much higher than $105 the photocopying, $3 for support staffand $50 for professional
smount at 2,000 searches without the new terminal, time. Then the toU cost for 1,000 searches would decrease
Obviously, an information center would not purchase a from $10,000 to $97,500 and average cost would decrease
terminal in order to conduct one search, but rather search from S10 to $97.50. Thus, savings would be S12,500. If the
off-hours, etc. with the initial terminal. However, in theory cost to achieve these savings is higher than that amount, the
and not too far off in practice the average cost is as Flown in decision might not be to train, hire or whatever necessary to
the figure. accomplish improved productivity unless quality, timeliness,

etc. is affected or that the productivity improvement affects
Economies of Scale vendor costs as well.
Spreading of large fixed costs over a large number of There are basically four ways in which the productivity rates
transactions or units results in reduced average cost. This should be utilized:
phenomenon is referred to as achieving economies of scale.
Economies of scale can be achieved in other ways as well. (1) In some instances, productivity should be observed
For example, large information center operations can and reviewed on an ongoing basis. This is done for
normally perform some production-like activities less activities which involve regular production-like work
expensively than small ones. An example is processing such as cataloging, some physical processing,
interlibrary loan requests, indexing or cataloging. By photocopying and so on. The review can serve as a
batching these activities, they can normally be done more means of monitoring individual staff, certain activities
productively than if they are done in an on-again, off-again and units.
manner. Economies of scale can also be achieved in larger (2) Sometimes it is too difficult to monitor productivity on
operations by having staff with specialized competencies an ongoing basis for individuals because output is
(i.e., knowledge and skills developed through education, difficult to attribute to a particular staff member (e.g.,
training and experience). The extreme example would be circulation) or the staff members are performing a
small information center run by a professional staff member variety of activities at ill-definable times. In these
who is required to catalog, search, open the mall and instances, the entire activity can be monitored, but
reshelve materials. Also, large operations can often individuals are more difficult. lHere, it is still necessaiy
negotiate volume discounts for purchasing services, to observe over time. One can then reverse the
supplies, materials, equipment, etc. calculations and determine if sufficient output is

There are diseconomies of scale as well. Typically, .in achieved from collective input.
information centers and other organizations it often costs (3) There are many activities in which there is no
more on the average to administer operations as the size of measurable output such as in management and
the organization increases. That is, the proportion of total administrative activities. In these instances, one can
costs accounted for by administration tends to increase as still establish, by the formulas given, whether or not the
the total costs increase. There may be many reasons, if and amount of time devoted to the activities adheres to
when this happens, but probably the principal reason is that norms based on staffing patterns in the center.
communication and maintaining control is harder in larger (4) Finally, as mentioned previously, data can be used inorganizations. ()Fnly smnandpeauldt a eue

the aggregate to monitor the staffing pat. rns and to
There is a question of whether one should use average cost help budget and plan for the future based on forecast

(i.e., total cost divided by total transactions) or productivity levels of services.
(i.e ., to ta l tran sa c tio n s d v d e d b y to ta l c o st). E a c h T e e u e f t e p o u t v t e s r s s o i d b e t i
performance indicator has a useful meaning. For example, These uses of the produciivity measures shold be kept i
funders may ask what they are getting for the dollar mind when reviewing productivity values.
expended. Productivity is an indicator of what they receive. Other operational performance would include the inverse of
The equation for productivity is as follows: productivity (i.e., hours per item I..oduced or dollars per

Productivity - Total transactions divided by total cost. item produced). In addition, average cost per level of quality
(timeliness, availability, or accessibility) can be computed

This equation can be reversed as follows: from input and output measures when appropriate. These
operational performance measures provide ar, indication of

Total transactions - Total cost times productivity, what it costs to achieve different levels of quality. Since

average cost is the inverse of productivity one can also
Thus, if productivity is increased funders will get more derive productivity at the different levels ofquality. All ofthe
transactions for their investment or if they invest more or operational performance measures are derived from input
less they can forecast the effect on the output. Economies of and output measure s and, therefore, do not require data
scale play a role,,however, because of fixed costs. Assume collection themselves.
that there are 1,000 searches and the ,ixed and variable costs
are as given above. A funder might ask what would hap en, Across the board, the data can be applied in several ways.
if they cut the budget in half, from the current amount of For example, for upcoming budgeting one can forecast
$110,000-to $55,000. The number of searches possible amount of activity (e.g., no. of ILLs, in-depth online
would be cut from 1,000 to 450 (i.e., $55,000-510,000 all searches, etc.) that should be expected in the upcoming year.
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By multiplying the inverse times the number of forecast would be 0.01 searches pcr dollar. Second, average cost,
quantities of output, one can estimate the number of staff when broken down into components, can be used for
required. For example, if there were 6,983 in-depth online budgeting purposes. For example, if an information center
searches in the base year and that number is expected to has trend data on amount of online searching done, items
grow to 9,000. the staff requirements would be 8,257 hours loaned, etc.. it is nossible to use a forecast of amountl of
or about 4.6 MTE staff (I divided by 1.09 searches per hour searching to forecast resou~ce requirci-vns,
x 9,000 searches). Such computations ccqn be made to Resource Indicators
establish the entire information center staff size and staffing On ca
patterns can be determined by taking the 1986 norms and decin view input and output resources in light of a
determining for each of -..e 17 functions by the proportion deiinto acquire a resource component (e.g., hire a staff
that are professional, library technician and clerical. These m be, purchase a system, etc.). Thus, input would then be

proorios henca b mltilid y hesum of staff time the cost of the resource component (..,salary and fringe
prorlatinsten cn e utipnliae-bsth benefits for staff, contract amount for equipment, etv.) and

output would be amount of resource(s) purchase (i.e., total
Sometimes average cost is a better indicator to utilize thai staff hours, number of terminals, etc.) and expected (or
productivity. First, productivity is sometimes more difficult achieved) quality, timeliness, availability, accessibility, and
to interpret. For example, if average cost of onlirve searching so on. Examples of input and output are given in Table 4.2,
is S 100 per search, the corresponding nroductivity indicator for collection, staff, systems and equipment, and facilities.

TABLE 4.2
RESOURCE PERFORMANCE AND EFFECTIVENESS INDILAMJOS

OPERATIONAL OTHER
RESOU.RCE INPUT OUJTPUJT PER1FORMANCE EFFECTIVENESS DERIVED INDICATORS
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For resources, input is always measured by cost in dollars. to use the collection or visit the information center but if
For example, cost of the collection includes purchase, price, only 10 percent of the professionals do, or if the proportion
input processing, cataloging, shelving, storage and is decreasing over time, there is an indication of potential
withdrawal. Thus, there are a number of resources involved problems. Repeated use by users is also an indicator of
in the cost of the collection and the cost will vary by effectiveness. Poor service (in quality or timeliness) can lead
collection attnbutes over time. The price paid each year for to use of alternative services; thus, repeated use is an
the collection is an expenditure; however, we feel that costs indicator that users are sufficiently satisfied to continue
should reflect an allocation of this expenditure over time. As using the collection, systems or equipment and facilities.
an approximation, use by age can be used. Input costs of
systems and equipment, facilities and staff should include Purpose of use and user satisfaction can be observed
allocation of expenditures and all other costs associated through user response forms (foi specific incidences of use)
with these resources. In addition to attributes of the or from general survey questionnaires. Purpose of use refers
collection given in the previous section, another important to the purpose for which information is used, such as patient
attribute is collection additions and withdrawals, since they diagnosis, clinical research, management, professional
affect input cost. Type of fringe benefits is an additional development, and so on. Purpose of use is an indicator of
attribute for input cost of staff, effectiveness and degree to which the information center

services contribute to the parent organization's mission.
Output of resources reflect quantities such as titles or items User satisfaction with services or -ervice output
in the collection; a head count, FTEs, hours of work for staff; performance can be measured by rating scales (say, I to 5).
systems and amount of equipment; and square feet or net For example, one can rate satisfaction with relevance of
assignable square feet for facilities. Just as input cost can be online search results. It is useful to obtain such satisfaction
classified by attributes, so can output. However, it only ratings with specific instances of use.
makes sense to classify both by the same attributes. Other
outputs for collection include the scope of the collection in Other Derived Indicators
terms of what is covered and comprehensiveness of the It is possible to derive many indicators from relationships
collection in terms of how well it is covered. Availability of between input and effectiveness, output and effectiveness,
the collection is observed in terms of (1) the hours (say, per and operational performance and effectiveness. Generally,
week) the collection is open and (2) unavailability due to use the following derived indicators are found to be useful:
in the library, on loan or missing (misshelved, stolen).
Accessibility is determined by extent of open stacks, closed 0 Cost per capita (total population, user population,
stacks, or remote storage. Output of staff is determined by users)
quality of work and availability of actual hours worked (i.e., * Cost per use
taking away vacation, sick leave, holidays, personal time 0 Extent of use per capita
taken off). With systems and equipment, other outpats 0 Output quantity per capita
resulting from input costs include quality, response times 0 Hours of use per capita
(timeliness), and number of hours available. Finally, other 0 Average cost per level of satisfaction - in order to
facility outputs include quality of the facilities, hours open determine what it costs to achieve various levels of user
(available) and distance to users (availability). satisfaction

* Average use per level of satisfaction - to establish the
Indicators of Operational Performance importance of user satisfaction

* Purpose of use per capita
Indicators of operational performance involve relationships
between input costs and output performancz. For example, Other extremely important indicators are (1) the total
for indicators of the collection is operational performance demand for services (i.e., how much services are used from
might be S2.00 pe title for open storage and SI.00 per title the center and other sources) and (2) the costs of using
for remote storage. Other examples might be $20 per FTE alternative sources It is shown in Chapter 13 that alternative
for staff, S20 per net usable square foot of space, and so on. sources often cost users much more in their time and in
Average cost per level of quality, availability and dollars than in using the information center. The difference
accessibility are indicators of what it costs to achieve these in cost is a measure of the value of the center to users.
levels. Thus, if actions are anticipated or taken to change the
levels, management will roughly know effects on costs. Services and Function Indicators
Indicators of Effectiveness Some examples of measures of input and output and

indicators or operational performance and effectiveness are
Indicators of effectiveness show the consequences of the given for services and functions in Table 4.3. Services and
resources; input cost and output attributes. Such indicators functions are different than resouices in several ways. First
are generally measured in terms of extent of use; user of all, input can be measuied both in terms of (1) the total
satisfaction with quality, timeliness, availability and cost of all the resources necessary to perform a function or
accessibility; and some rates such as collection fill rates (i.e., provide a service and (2) the amounts of resources
proportion of needs satisfied by the collection). Extent of expended. For example, input to collection development
use of the collection would include circulation, in-house can be dollars expended or number of labor hours
reading and use, and interlibrary lending. For staff this expended. Labor hours, of course, is the output of the
would be the output of work for various functions, which are resource. Labor hours (and other amounts of resources) are
discussed below; systems and equipment, the number of useful for monitoring productivity of individuals or an
uses for each system or type of equipment; and visits as a information center unit. Yet, ultimately, management may
measure forthe center. Other indicators of effectiveness want all resources to be expressed in the common unit of
include number of users and proportion of population who dollars. The inputs of the services and products are
are users. One does not expect everyone in an organization expressed in costs(S) and amounts rI resources. 4,
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Operational performance may also be expressed in such affected by attributes and other factors. Second, services
terms as hours per item produced. However, we have not and functions are more likely to have additibnal attnibutes
cardied the amounts of resources to the other derived that affect input a.d output. There are also more extcnsne
indicators. It is noted tnat amounts of resources are also indicators of effectiveness and other cierived indicators.

TABLE 4.3
LIBRARY PERFORMANCE AND EFFECTIVENESS

INDICATORS
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TABLE 4.3 (CONTINUED)
LIBRARY PERFORMANCE AND EFFECTIVENESS

INDICATORS

SERVn.MS OPERATIONAL OTHER
FUNCTION 0N1r OUTPUT PERrORMANCE EFFECTWENESS DEIVE INOICATORS
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4.3 Information Center Input and Output Measures 15. Catalog withdrawal activities
Physical Processing

In this section we give some numeric examples of input and 16. Spine labelling, barcode labelling/linking
output measures and operational performance, 17. Other physical processing
effectiveness and other derived indicators. These examples 18. Monograph binding and repair
are given for 19 principal functions (or services) and a total 19. Acquisitions list
of 60 activities. These functions and activities are listed
below: Periodicals Binding

20. Setup of binding records

Functions/Activities 21. Preparing materials to be bound

Collection Development and Managemenit 22. Processing returned bound volumes

1. Collection development Invoice Processing
2 Collection weeding 23. Invoice processing
3. Physical withdrawal and related housekeeping Reference Readers Advisory

Acquisitions 24. Directional
4. Ordering 25. Reference
5. Processing materials received Online Bibliographic Searching
6. Claiming 26. Q iclook-p

7. Cancellations 26. Qutck look-up

8. Follow-up 27. In-depth

Materials Receiving and Mail Processing 28. SDI
9. Materials/mail processing Circulation

Cataloging 29. Circulation

10. Copy and enhanced cataloging Shelving and Reshelvir-
11 Origina! ctaloging 30. Shelving and rest c .ng
12. Journal cataloging (original and copy) Interlibrary Borrowing and Lending
13. Added volume and copy 31. Interlibrary borrowing

Catalog Maintenance 32. Interlibrary lending
14. Catalog additions activities 33. Items from document delivery services
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User Instruction outputs of the functions, activities necessary to provide
34. Prepare exhibits services or produce the products, resource components
35. Conduct tours and/or present briefings required to perform the activities and attributes of the
36. Conduct training sessions/demonstrations resources. These form a hierarchy of sorts as shown in Table
37. Conduct advisory service sessions 4.4. The library functions are sub-divided into technical or
38. Other user instruction operational functions (e.g., acquisitions, storage, etc.), user

related functions (e.g., reference, access to materials,
Photocopy Services circulation, etc.), and support functions (e.g., management,
39. Make photocopies financial, etc.). The reason for the distinction among these
40. Cheek-in users three types of functions is two-fold. First, measures of
41. Open and close, work at service desk, provide output attributes and effectiveness are different for them.

maintenance and supply Second, costs of technical or operational functions are often

Translation Services allocated to user related functions. For example, it is
42. In-house translation of articles, chapters, etc. meaningful to allocate costs of acquisitions, document
43. Processing and monitoring out-of-house translations processing, storage, etc. to circulation of materials. The

former being fixed costs and the latter variable costs of
Automated Systems Administration circulation of materials. Furthermore, costs of support
44. Backup system files functions might first be allocated across both technical and
45. Monitor system performance and usage user related functions.
46. Vendor related activities
47 Staff related activities For each function there are various services provided. For
48. Reporting example, for the reference functions there are referral

General and Administrative Support question answering, reference search and Selective
49. Stati.stical and financial data related activities Dissemination of Information (SDI). There are services that
50. Secretanal/clerical related activities are often accompanied by physical outputs such as online
51. Professional development and training activities search computer print-out. The physical outputs are

products. Within each service there are many activities that
Management and Administration are performed to provide the service. Taking one service, for
52. General administration example, reference searching, there are activities associated
53. Planning with solicited searches (e g., interviewing users, developing a
54. Financial management search strategy, etc.) and with unsolicited searches. In
55. Personnel management and staff development addition, there are general activities that must be performed
56. Computer, equipment and systems related activities to be able to do reference searching (e.g., keeping abreast of
57. Facilities management database sources, reference materials, and vendor services,
58. Contract services etc.). There are resources that are applied to perform all of
59. Marketing, public relations, etc. the activities. For example, for conducting searches there are
60. Policies and procedures staff (people), equipment, communication services,

There are at least 500 individual activities that have been materials, space and furniture, and supplies that are
Theenat e a indinformat i dual aeterItivite thatiae bn required. Activities are what is done and resources are what
identified in information centers. It is neither practical nor is necessary to do it. Each of these resources require certain
necessary to record the amount of labor time devoted to this attributes to be able to perform activities well. For example.
many activities. On the other hand, it is useful to record the professionals require certain competencies (e.g., knowledge
time required to per" .rm the three to ten or so basic and skills to apply the knowledge). Indicators of knowledge
activities performed by each employee. The basic activities and skills are education, training and experience.
should include the 60 mentioned above, if done by an
employee, However, other important activities should be It is noted that every fuiction has d, tuict services and
included as well; particularly if they are of interest to the products, that in turn have many activities, requinng several
employee's supervisor. resources, that have special attributes. Thus, the operations

and services of libraries, clearinghouses, and information
One can structure an information center (such as a library, centers are very complex, but to properly evaluate them one
clearinghouse, etc.) into functions, services and products as must describe them in the detail depicted in Table 4 4.
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TABLE 4.4
STRUCTURE OF AN INFORMATION CENTER
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Chapter 5

Evaluating the Performance of Information Center Staff
and Automated Systems

5.1 Background other services). The remaining services and functions and
other staff are ignored for the purposes of the example. Each

In this chapter we present tvo examples of performance staff member is asked to complete a Weekly Time Log (see
evaluation. The first example involves the evaluation of Figure 9 for a sample). Assume that one staff member
information center staff. In particular, we discuss measuring spends 1.6 hours on breaks, 6.2 hours on Reference and
staff input costs, output quantities and attributes. Some of Readers Advisory (directional queries) and so on. The staff
the examples are also found in Keys to Success". Chapter 6 member also spends 3.3 hours on Overhead Activities (e.g.,
discusses methods for controlling the productivity of staff discussions, professional development, etc.) and 7.2 hours
using quality assurance surveillance methods. The second on Sick Leave. The total hours spent on specific services and
example discusses the evaluation of automated systems. functions can bc estimated for an entire year by adding the
This example emphasizes the three levels or perspectives time logged on 52 Weekly Time Logs or a sample of Time
suggested in the evaluation framework described in Chapter Logs. In some instances the Weekly Time Logs can be kept
2. Some measures and models are suggested. for sampled periods and extrapolated to a full year.

On the Staff Allocation Worksheet (see Figure 10), services
5.2. EvaluatingStaffPerfonmance and salaries of specific staff member (A and B) are listed.
Measuring Staffinput Costs The worksheets can be designed for all staff or subdivided

by specific units or levels of staff depending on the size of the
Measunng staff costs associated with specific services can information center staff The salaries can, and probably
be difficult unless the amount of staff time devoted to should, include any fringe benefits or other forms of
services is known. There are many ways to measure staff compensation Recorded on the sample Staff Allocation
time, but none are ideal. In fact, different methods are better Worksheet for each staff member are (1) hours worked, (2)
in different circumstances. Generally, the best method is to proportion of hours worked on specfic services, and (3)
allocate staff time to appropriate services and operational appropriate allocation of salaries. For example, there are
functions. The following rules and steps are suggested: about 234 days or 1,872 actual work hours per year

* Allocate staff time only for the amount of time actually (excluding vacation, sick leave, and holidays)
spent working at the center (i.e., do not include In the example, staff memberAhas 42 days ofsick leave and
holidays, sick leave, etc.) holidaysa5pdays offprofessionalsd42edaysent.sackuteaveaas

" List all of the services or operational functions of holidays, 5 days of professional developnhent adout 2 days
interest, This list could include, for example, the of breaks, and about 19 (lays of other overhead tme for a
functions and services listed in Chapter 4. total of 68 days (490 hours) of overhead time. This overhead

" Design an individual Weekly Time Log (see WEEKLY time can be iecorded (as an indteator of efficiency) rit can
TIME LOG below). be distributed across the other services and functions. The

* Design a worksheet for allocating individual staff time calculations below demonstrate both methods
and salaries to services (see STAFF ALLOCATION rotal staff costs for services are calculated using the
WORKSHEET below) following steps

Three ways of measunng staff time are: * The proportion of hours devoted to each service is

* Use time sheets or labor logs on an ongoing basis of calculated by dividing the number of hours for each
time spent on specific activities, services or functions, service by the total hours (e.g., 72 divided by 1,872 -
" Ask staff or their supervisors to estimate the 0.038 or 3.8%).
proprtin of tmei supe os c atietimes, s ces The staff cost (for staff member A) is calculated by
proportion of time spent on specific activities, services multiplying the total compensation by the proportion
or functions throughout a year. of hours (e.g., $30,000 times 0.038 - $1,140).

* Observe staff doing various activities at random times * The total staff cost is found by adding the costs across

during the day. Random alarm devices could be used or staff b s g , byaddig3th6cs ts4aros

a supervisor could walk through the unit at random staff members (e.g, S1,140+$3,296,S4,436).

times and observe what staff is doing. The overhead can be allocated across services as follows:

Interestingly, the three ways of measuring the allocation of 0 Calculate the cost rate attributable to overhead:
staff time to services do not yield greatly different results An (S30,000) divided by ($30,000-S-7,860) - .355 for
exampleoftheuseoftimesheetsfollows. A and (S16,000) divided by ($16,000-$3,520) -

1.282 for B.
For the example, assame that there are two staff members (A 0 Multiply staff cost of each service by 1.355 (e.g., $1,140
and B) involved in Reference and Readers Advisory (R & times 1.355 - $1,545 for A and S3,296 X 1.282 -
RA) and Online Bibliographic Searching (in addition to $4,225 for B).
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1) TO BE LOGGED IN 0.1 HOUR INCREMENTS; E.G., 0.2, 5.8, 5.5, ETC.

2) A NORMAL WORKDAY IS 7.2 HOURS.

Sat/,
Service/Functions Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sun. Total

1. Break* 0.4 0.4 03 . 0.51.

2. R&RA:
Directional 2.1 1.8 1.3 1.0- -

3. R&RA,
Reference 0.5 0.8 0.1 0.2 1.4

4. Circulation 31 4.3 1.5 1.4 _ 10.3

5. Shelving and
Reshelvng - -- 2.0 - - 20o

6. Photocopy
Services 4.0 4.0

7.

8

9. Overhead 1.1 01 2.1 3.3

10. Other (Specify)

11. HolISL 72 7.2

TOTAL 72 7.2 7.2 7.2 72 _ 36.0
hrs. hr.. hr.S. hr. hr. hr.. hr.. hr..

Month Day Month Dey

Date.: Monday ___ to Sunday - ,1990

Employee Signature _____________

Supervisor Signature_____________

Fig.9 Example of a weekly time log
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PERIOD OF OBSERVATION:

A

Specila/ Prop. of Prop. of Total
Operational Hours Hours Comp Hours Hours Comp Compensation
Functions 1,872 () $30,000 1,872 () $16,000 $46,000

Stock Development and

Management

Acquisitions

Mail Processing

Cataloguing

Catalog Maintenance

Physical Processing

Periodicals Binding

Invoice Processing

Reference & Readers Advisory

Directional 72 3.8 1,140 395 20.6 3,296 4,436

Reference 299 16.0 4,800 298 15.9 1,544 7,344

Online Bibliographic Searching

Ouick Look-up 102 5.4 1,620 1,620

In-depth 391 20.9 6,270 6,270

Circulation 87 4.6 1,380 521 27.8 4,448 5,828

Shelving & Reshelving 104 5.6 896 896

Photocopying Services 152 8.1 1,296 1,296

Equipment Services

Public Relations

Management and
Admlnlstratlon 431 23.6 6,930 6,930

Overhead 490 26.2 7,860 412 220 3,520 11,380

Fig 10 Example of a staff allocation worksheet
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0 Add new staff costs (e.g., $5,770 for Directional Query All appropriate resources should be identified for each
Service). activity and cost to be measured for resources and staff

activities. Suggestions for recording these data are given in
To determine staff time and costs it is suggested that the following example. The sample spreadsheet format tn
supervisors establish about three to ten basic activities for Figure II can be used as a guide.
each staff member to be included on the log sheet. A
combined log (i.e., a log that combines input time and output Measuring Costs of Other Resources
quantities) can also be used, if preferred. The activities given Cost finding is more difficult for non-staff resources. Many
on the Weekly Time Log (see Figure 9) sheet are presented times it is best to estimate the cost of an activity on an item-
as examples. Items 2-9 could be left blank for supervisors to-item basis (e.g., total vendor invoices for online biblio-
to fill out for each staff member. Supervisors should graphic searches; cost of photocopies, etc. for online
determine which activities to record for each of their staff searching). Other times the costs of some resources (e.g,
members. Generally, all of the 60 activities listed in Chapter computer system, postage, some supplies, ctc.) can be
4 should be covered at minimum. Other activities to be coptrsteotasmeuplst.)anbestablished for services by allocating their total costs acrossincluded should be those that involve substantial time or that service items. Suct -"ource costs can be derived from line
the supervisor is interested in monitoring over time. The items in the inforr .ttun center's budget.
amount of time devoted to various activities can be
monitored over time to establish trends in the way in which Fixed costs may require depreciating expenditures over
staff members devote their time, particularly for activities time. It may also be necessary to allocate the depreciated
that do not deal directly with specific user services (e.g., costs to activities. Depreciation involves spreading capital
acquisition or document ordering) or those related to expenditures for such items as computer systems,
specific output (e.g., number of items originally catalogued), microform reader/viewers, other equipment, facilities, etc.
Otherwise, the input measures will be related to output over a useful period of life. If equipment and other similar
measures to establish operational performance indicators, expenditures have not been depreciated, the steps

The Weekly Time Log should be completed each day to the mentioned above provide a method for doing so.

staff members' best abilities. Each day should include 7.2 Once a resource item's cost for a year is determined, it may
hours for full-time staff. Time should be recorded to the be necessary to allocate the cost across two or more
nearest 0.1 hour to add up to 7.2 hours each day. Each week activities, since expenses for some resources or items might
staff members should hand in a log that they have signed or apply to more than one activity. Examples include
initialled (at the bottom of the form) If absent, the staff depreciated computer system costs (e.g., S4,0CO per year),
members should complete the logs on their return. Staff annual fees, total postage costs, etc. In these instances, the
should also record the total amount of time for the week for costs must be allocated between vanable and fixed costs.
each activity worked on during the week (i.e., row totals). Suggested steps for making such allocations are-
Staff costs will be determined by multiplying individual staff
hours times staff rates (i.e., salary plus overhead divided by 0 Design an allocation worksheet (see Figure 12
1,872.) This can easily be done if a spreadsheet program is OTHER RESOURCE ALLOCATION WORK-
available. SHEET).

f Oamputer Sysstw I
Staff I Equipnent. etc. I btemal Services I

I FuIction/Activity
I Staffi 'iber I tour $ I Itene I I Iteu$l........l............. I I I _________I___I____ I

"1 I I I- 1 I-a4ke photocoies I 1 I 1.567 1511,752 lItcctoplers Is 8,809 IHoe I
I 2 I 462 I$ 3,615 lNiintance I$ 656 I1 3 I 108 I$ 934 [Other I$ 524I III I- -....I I-.... I I
I '1rL I 1516,301 I I$ 9,989 I II I I I I I I

___.I,_,I,__I.__I____I.__I. ,I___

1 1 I
I Postage, envelop e, I IFacilities I Suples, etc. I eU,LICt4 I Other Recurces I IOTA

I II I
I temr I$ I Item 6n I$ I tew IS I$

Ii. . . - I.i .I I- I I I I
S40u ift. ise0473 S 15 4,081 lAllocation of 1$30,400 lone I
I Furniture 1$ S8 I'tir I$ 326 Icollectin use II

I -------- I - I I - II 'Or1AL 1520'531 I "OAL IS 4,618 I 1$30,400 1 I 1 $71,8391II I I I I II
I. I 1 I . I I 1 .. .

Fig.11 Spreadsheet for displaying direct input costs of
activities

4
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0 For each cost item (i.e., resource) establish a an information center together with suggestions for output
reasonable basis for determining the proportion of measures.
costs that should be allocated to each service. For
example, computer depreciation costs can be allocated Output quantities can be measured by individual staff
on the basis of relative time used for services, postage members. For example, a weekly output log can accompany
can be allocated by number of items sent for the the weekly time log for sonic activities. A sample weekly
services, etc. output log can be found in Figure 13. On the log are output

* All computer time can be allocated, or if idle time is quantity measures and blank spaces for recording the
known, the idle time can be allocated as well, amounts for each day of the week. Supervisors will have to
depending on one's ability to determine proportion of determine which output quantities to collect in.this manner
time (see the previous section on allocation of staff and then record the appropriate output quantity measures
overhead cost). on the form. The dates of data collection and signature for

* Proportion of costs for each cost item should be both employees and supervisors should be obtained.
calculated and recorded.

* The costs of each service can be estimated by There is some merit in recording output quantities along
multiplying the total costs times the proportion (e.g., with input times so that employees get a sense of their own
0.70 x S4,000 - $2,800 for computer). productivity especially if recorded on a daily basis as

* Total other resources cost associated with a service can suggested. It can be eye-opening for employees to have to
be found by adding across cost items for each service, record these data.

Costs expressed in terms ofmonetary units (dollars) provide Service output attributes include quality, timeliness,
a common unit of input for all resources (and services), availability and accessibility of services and operational

functions. Service output attributes are generally more

A sample spreadsheet for displaying input costs and output difficult to measure than service output quantities. Methods
quantities was given earlier in Figure I1. The service in the are described in Chapter 6 for measuring service output
example on the sample spreadsheet is Making Photocopies, attributes.
and the resources used for the service include staff,
photocopying equipment, facilities, supplies, and the 5.3 General Approach to Evaluating Information Center
collection. Allocation of collection costs is not normally Automated Systems
done, but there are philosophical reasons for doing so if
desired. The total cost across all resources for this service is Theapproach discussed in this section relates the evaluation
S71,839. Cost per document photocopied is S0.90 per of an automated system to its role in supporting the mission,
document copy and cost per page is SO.098 per page. goals and objectives of the center, and therefore, the center's
Methods for measuring output quantities are discussed in parent organization as a whole. Our approach to the
the next subsection. evaluation of automated systems involves three levels (or

perspectives):
The costs of all resources are affected by the attributes of 0 Automated system level
resources (e.g., the experience of staff, the storage capacity * Information center
ofcomputers, etc.). The spreadsheet program should record 9 Organization level
important attributes such as the staff level (i.e., professional,
paraprofessional, clerical support, etc.) and salary scale. In The object of evaluation in this example is the automated
this way, staff productivity can be observed at several levels: system. However, we have found it very important to
individual staff productivity, productivity of each level of consider the total environment within which an automated
staff, productivity of all staff in the unit (department/group, system operates; otherwise, one might make decisions
etc.). It is not necessary to measure the attributes of other concerning automated systems without regard to how the
resources on an ongoing basis unless current decisions system actually affects the information center, its users, and
regarding such attributes are to be made. If, for example, a the organization being served. Furthermore, the objective of
decision to purchase new equipment is required, then one developing a methodology to address future directions for
can establish the effects of the various attributes of current the center's program efforts can not be properly achieved
computer systems, microcomputers, terminals, photo- without evidence concerning all three levels.
copiers, facilities, etc. on tlle service outputs.

Below we describe in more detail what is meant by the three
Measuring Service Output Quantities and Attributes levels of evaluation and why evaluation is performed in this
Service output is measured in terms of quantitiesproduced, way. Later in this section we describe how the various
quality, timeliness, etc. There are a number of ways in which measures and models can ensure that the automated system
work output can be measured, although many activities helps the center fulfill its role within the organization.
simply to do not lend themselves to specific output
quantities (nor to quality or timeliness for that matter). Evaluation from the Auto'nated System LevelPerspectie
Quality can be observed by supervisors' (or someone else The automated system can be evaluated from a series of
qualified to check quality) random inspection of output of interconnected perspectives. First, the system can be
,nmenne work Timeliness can be observed by 100 percent evaluated in isolation from its environment. This type of
observation ofevents or by random spot checks.Manyofthe evaluation is done in "benchmarking" different automated
output quantities should be measured as a matter of course. systems' performance against some standard measure of
Materials purchased, interlibrary loans, reference inquiries performance. In these cases, each system being evaluated
handled, etc., should all be quantities that are kept routinely, against the benchmark is made to operate under the same
Table 4.1 in Chipter 4 listed basic services and activities of environmental conditions and constraints. The automated
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RECORD AMOUNT OF OUTPUT EACH DAY - COMPLETED WORK ONLY

Output Quantlty sat
Measures Mon. Tues. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sun. Total

1. R&RA:
Directional

2. R&RA:

Reference

3. Circulation

4. Shelving and
Reshelving

5. Photocopy
Services

6.

7.

8._____

9.

10.

11.

Total

Month Day Month Day
Dates: Monday _ to Sunday 1990

Employee Signature

Supervisor Signature

Fig.13 Examples of a weekly output log

F . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . ... .. .. . .
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systems arc generally "emptied" of all unnecessary data and procedures and equipment, physical comfort of theprograms, except those that are needed to conduct the workstation/terminal and display, availability of system helpevaluation. A predetermined number of data records in a messages, availability of other forms of assistance (such aspredetermined format are usually loaded, together with a center staff assistance to center users), etc.
program that will perform one or more operations on the
data. The program is then run for either a pred., lned time Evaluation From ihe Organizational Level Perspecitveperiod or for the time necessary to perform a function (in Often the mission of an informati3n center is to providewhich case the time taken to perform those operations is
measured). In either case, the performance of the system is comprehensive support to the parent organization totime he s mission. To any extent that an automated system
measured ,n terms of "quantities produced per time helps the information center to fulfill the mission, it alsointerval". helps the organization to achieve its more global mission.
The types of evaluations range from the very simple such as Thus this third level of evaluation would relate the use ofthe
number of additions performed per minute, or time taken to automated system to the use of the center, and the use of the
sort a list of N items; to the rather sophisticated, such as the center to the work of the professionals it serves. Evaluation
number of predetermined, simultaneous user transactions studies of this type should demonstrate not only thethatcanbe prfomed n a hor. Nverheles, hat immediate effects of system use but also the extent ofthat can be performed in an hour. Nevertheless, what
distinguishes this level of evaluation from another level is subsequent or higher-order effects.
that the system is evaluated against other systems LikingtheThreeLeelsofEvahation
independently of the environment in which they are
operated. Such evaluation is useful for the following The general approach to evaluating the automated system is
purposes: displayed in Figure 14. Across the top of the figure a,e
0 evaluating the "compute power" of an automated several related aspects:

system against other systems (this can include other 0 hardware/software components
systems of the same manufacturer or vendor, or other * machine performance
systems performing similar functions) 0 mac tors

* evaluating whether or not the computer configuration 0 system factors
being evaluated can cope with anticipated workloads * system atributes/vanables(at both normal and peak operaticon) 0 system effectiveness(at othnoral nd pak pcrticn) higher order effects/consequences of system use* providing a baseline of performance against which
various operational mixes can be evaluated (a nearly
"empty" machine being as close to an "ideal" The first four aspects correspond to the automated systemenvironment as possible). level referred to previously, the system effectiveness to the

information center level and higher order effects/In addition to such automated system performance consequences of system use to the organizational level. Themeastres mentioned above, one can also look at other arrows indicate that one aspect affects the next one. That is.
automated system components as well, such as the hardware/software components affect machineinformation content or form. These components also affect performance, which affects certain system factors which
system use, effectiveness and higher order effects, affect system attributes (or variables), which affect system

effectiveness, which affects consequences of system use.Evaluation Fromn the Informaton Center Perspective
Another level of automated system evaluation is from the The system hardware/software components include CPU,
perspective of the organization within which it operates. At internal memory, external memory, functions/modules,
this level the evaluator would be concerned with how well indexing structure, and communications. The machinethe system supports both the day-to-day operation of the performance of quantities processed, processing time,information center and the needs of users of the center. Both response time, etc., clearly depend on these components (asthe center staff and center users are users of the automated well as other components such as vendor). Furthermore, thesystem. Some qystem functions (or modules) are used only functions (or modules) supported by the system are anby center personnel (such as cataloging or circulation), important system factor and the decree to which the overallwhereas others are used by both staff and users (such as an system performs is dependent on aese functions. System
online catalog). Thus, an evaluation would be conducted at effectiveness depends on several system attributes of the
this level according to the specific function/module, and function/module factor. Such attributes are the quantities ofaccording to the type of user (i.e., staff or user) The information available, quality (accuracy and precision),
evaluation at this level relates how well the system performs currency of information, timeliness of response, cost and soin supporting the particular function and'how effective the on.
system is to its users. We think of performance in such termsas output quantities produced, quality and timeliness. For We suggest grouping system factors and their attributesexample, the performance of an automated cataloging together because the information center has some directsystem could be measured in termsofthe time taken to input influence on them through , ystcm configuration and
a complete bibliographic record, or.the time taken to input management modifications.
anite./holdings statement, or thc number of recordb titcould be input per hour, response time, etc. On the other In addition to functions/modules supported, another factorhand, effectiveness is measured from the perspective of the over which the center has control is promotion, which; 'fectsuser of the system in such terms as amount or frequency of user awareness, percention and understanding of theuse, amount of repeated use, user satisfaction, etc. Other system; all of which partially contribute to system use and
factors that relate to effectiveness include ease of use of both effectiveness.
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Fig.14 KRI evaluation mode'

There are some system factors which cannot be influenced and/or model so that it may be necessary to make
directly by center or organization personnel, but knowledge comparisons in nor-quantifiable terms.
of which can be v.'r, helpful because of their indirect effect
on use. These include user-related and environmental Finally, in this evaluation approach it is assumed that the
factors. User-related variables include the education, mission of the automated system is in some way related to
training and specialty of users, their exposure to and use of the higher order effects/consequences of the system. The
automated systems, and age. Evidence suggests that goals of the system are broad statements of ways in which the
frequency of use of automated systems is related to such mission can be achieved. System objectives can be stated in
variables. Similarly, environmental factors such as location terms of system use or effectiveness. Within each goal are a
of terminals and visibility of terminals to users also affect set of such measurable objectives. Then, using the
system use. evaluation approach set forth in this chapter, one can also

make decisions on the basis of how they affect objectives,
One approach to this level of evaluation is to measure and goals, and mission of the information center.
evaluate system attributes and variables and to develop Detais oftheAutomated System E-ahtation
models for estimating the relative contribution that they
make to the use of the system and then to the consequences As mentioned above, there are many factors that contribute
of system use. to the use and usefulness of a system such as an automated

system. The information center has direct control over some
Most evaluations merely measure either attribut': ,qd user of these factors through, for example, system design
satisfaction, or frequency of use. The power of mod-sls for modifications. With other use-related factors, the center can
actually linking attributes with frequency of use is thai t ty only take indirect actions such as by training programs.
estimate the relative contribution that attributes, suco as Below we sub-divide the system factors into groupings that
cost (to use), timeliness, quality, etc., make to frequency of imply different levels of solution or action that can be taken.
use. Thus, decisions can be made concerning functions/ Associated with each of these system factors are attributes
modules supported and promotion alternatives based on or variables that can be measured and which can be used in
both cost and effectiveness (in terms of amount of use of the models for estimating purpose and amount of use, or
system). effectiveness, The models can also determine the relative

contribution each attribute makes to the frequency of use of
Frequency of use per se does not totally indicate system the system. The listing of potential system components and
effectiveness. One must consider higher order effects as their attributes are given in Figure 15.
well. Obviously, improved user productivity, better research
and more effective management are important Information is sub-divided into two principal components:
consequences of the system. It is very useful to determine the information content and information form. Information
effectiveness of information systems by estimating the cost content is the actual message which is being conveyed.
and benefits of systems by comparing the current system Attributes related to information content include accuracy
with altrnative methods of obtaining infoimation (or and precision (i.e., the -dosage" of information content: is it
alternatives to not having the information). Such too much or too little?). Other attributes related to use and
comparisons are made at all the levels mentioned above; that usefulness are currency, completeness, and availability. The
is, system attributes, frequency of use, and consequences of second information component, form, includes the format
use.Ateachlevel, ifthecomparisonisfavorableitiscounted of the information, the structure, and medium (e.g.,
as a benefit and if it is unfavorable it is counted as a cost (or, electronic, paper, microform, etc.). Together the different
perhaps more appropriately, a detriment). As the levels aspects of information form comprise the "package" used to
aggregate it becomes more and more difficult to measure communicate the information content. Examples of

__
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performance and/or effectiveness include the possible
development of multiple user interfaces (for example, one

t for experienced users and one for occasional users, or one
for specialists and one for non-specialists) to improve
flexibility and use of the system.

Promotion of information systems, services or products can
. ~ be evaluated in terms of their attributes, effects on frequency

Wormation content Accuracy of use, and higher order effects. Presumably, the objectives
Precision of promotion are also to increase the use and effectiveness ofeirrem?

mpletmes the automated system and achieve it goals and mission. One
Iforntion Form can subdivide promotion into public relations and price (see

Figuie 16). There are many ways that public relations can be
riur A lty achieved including exhibits at the center, flyers, orStructure ccessibility

Witu Avalability nm'wsletters sent to users.
Access m6dchism

garaar. Respon~se time
Sof ware esource utilitkon
0CMoIsications EM of use

Fig.15 Relationship of functions/modules supported
factors and system attributes

attnbutes of information form aregiven in the figure and elat o..
include accuracy, precision, timeliness, and ar -ssibility As .its Awareness
a matter of further clarification, we also .iink of the Newsletters Perception of system

Flyers nderstanding
nformation content along with purpose of use as user Direct contacts Recall

information needs, and the attributes associated wit Wtr of contacts
information content and form are user information 7hms

requirements. Both are essential to evaluating system PILO1
effectiveness and value. Echange of monies Dollars

Other Costs
User Time Labor time

In addition to the content and form the automated system
includes an access mechanism. One major conponent of Fig.16 Relationship of promotion factors and system
this mechanism is hardware/software used to provide user attnbutes/variables
access to the automated system. This includes computers,
computer storage units, and various other peripheral ally price or co
devices, such as terminals, prnters, modems, and Norm st of use are included as an attnbute
controllers. The hardware/software employed can seriously (e.g., in conjoint trade-off analysis), but we included it here
affect ultimate system performance and system as A component of promotion. The reason that we normally
effectiveness. O0 r hardware considerations affecting evaluate price as an information service attribute is that
system perforr... - and effectiveness are the types of users pay for both the information content and information
commuications . s supported by modems, the amount of form (i.e., value added by improvements in attributes of
internal memory in the computer supporting the database, format, structure, and medium). Thus, we have found it very
etc. useful to determine the trade-offs to users in terms of what

they are willing to pay for various levels of quality,
Another component of the access mechanism is the timeliness, etc. In the automated system, the "price" paid for

information content is the time and effort users expend incommunications infrastructure which supports user
interaction with the database. The nature and extent of this gaining access to, assimilating and using information. We
infrastructure, measured in terms of type of have found with bibliographic information systems, that the
communications line (direct dedicated, dial up, voice-grade, iprice" is sometimes too high to pay. Thus, users either use
data lines, hardware, etc.), can also affect system intermediaries or simply do not get the information (see
performance and effectiveness. The speed of data Chapter9).
communications can affect the speed of response of the There are a number of user and environmental factors that
system (as will some of the hardware attributes). can be correlated with purpose of use and frequency of use

of the automated system. There are some user-related
The components, hardware/goftware and communications, factors that link information content and form to frequency
comi ,ing the access mechanism should be evaluated in of information use. For example, certain ways of expressing
terms of how they affect system performance and meaning varies by specialty and age. Certainly, experience in
effectiveness, For example, output attributes can be using various media is linked to age. These relationships are
measured in response time, flexibility of the user interface, shown in Figure 17.
omac of use of the user interface, efficiency of system
resources utilization. These system output measures can be There are several important or potentially useful user-
related to effectiveness through correlation with frequency related factors that might be used in evaluating such as age
of system use, purpose of use, user satisfaction, and so on. and resistance to new technology. We have also found that
Alternatives that might be developed to improve there are a number of environmental factors that are related
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to frequency of use in systems as well. The most important All of the principal measures of automated system first
such environment..: f:-tor is the location of terminals and, order effectiveness should be observed: user satisfaction
relatedly, visibilityoftheterminaltousers, distance(intime) with specific 'performance attributes, repeated use,
to the terminal and availability of a terminal based on frequency of use and purpose of use. Specifically which
competition for its use. performance attributes and purposes of use to be employed

in the evaluation should be determined early in the project.
The uses can be sub-divided into meaningful categories
depending on relationship to both performance attributes

rand likely higher order effects. Such categorization can be
determined by a combination of prior work at the center,
experience with similar systems, review with knowledgeable

Us'r-Rlate rai a R, lt, experts, and literature. All of the measures chosen for the
Nevaluation should be incorporated into models of these
c."rEahc Lomtion relationships, if possible.

Fig.17 Relationship of user related factors and system The true justification for information system expenditures is
attributes/variables higher order effects achieved as a result of using the system.

Higher order effects can be observed and measured by
Over the years we have made a definitional distinction either asking professionals to indicate what these effects are,
between system performance (e.g., output quality, quantities or by observing user behavior over a period of time. Either
produced, timeliness, etc.)and effectiveness which measures way, the estimates are usually "soft" because of the many
the consequences of the system. Design and other system other factors that contribute to user behavior. We hrve
decisions can directly affect output attributes, but one must found that observing specific critical incidents of use
assume that higher quality, faster response, etc. will have (chosen randomly from a set of uses over a specified time
positive effects such as greater user satisfaction, more period) provide much better analytical results than asking
frequent use and positive higher order effects such as use of general questions about information use and its
primary materials and how that affects work. Later we will consequences. For survey purposes, this permits the users to
show how to determine, through models, the extent to which focus on specific perfonnance attributes, satisfaction,
output attributes affect frequency of use. Here we discuss purpose of use, and consequences. This also provides a
examples of measures offirst order effects of the automated much more statistically sensitive correlation of these
system. measures. It is anticipated that such observations will come

The first effectiveness measure is user satisfaction (see Part from the users as well as online surveys.

3). Here system users are asked to indicate their satisfaction
with system performance such as with system response time, There are several powerful models for linking information
accuracy and so on.These measures are made by employing system attnbutes to frequency of use (Figure 18). Which of
Liken like scales (1 to 5). Then, actual measured attributes these models should be used for the automated system
are correlated with user satisfaction. For example, one evaluation depends to some degree on the evaluation plan.

should be able to obtain measures of system response time The first of these models is a conjoint measurement trade-
and user satisfaction. System response time can be observed off model. This model, in effect, establishes the relative
generally with the controlled system ecr.hancement and importance of system attributes such as quality, timeliness,
experimentation and correlated with general observations response time, etc. The conjoint method involves a
of satisfaction with this attribute. However, if possible, questionnaire and interviewing technique that forces users
critical incidents of use should be employed to directly to make choices between levels of pairs of at'nbutes. Value
correlate observed response times with the satisfaction "utilities" are derived from these user choices to indicate thendicated in a user survey relative importance of all the attributes (and their level) or

compare several attributes against one such as cost to use

Frequency of use is partially dependent on user satisfaction One can then correlate the utilities of the attributes with
However, we have found that both measures of effectiveness frequency of use (of an information product). Our greatest
should be observed, over time. One reason is that increased success with the conjoint measurement method has been
frequencyofuseovertimecanbemisleading, ifforexample, with critical incidents of use rather than with general
thereis a great deal of initial trial (or learning) ofa system as comparisons of attributes. This is because every single use
may be the case with tht, new automated system. For this varies in terms of relative irportance of attributes (see
reason, we also like to measure "trial and repeat" use of Chapter 11).
systems. Secondly, declining use does not tell why the system
is being used less. One can often determine why by analyzing Examples of conjoint measurement analysis include: online
user satisfaction with specific performance attributes and and manual bibliographic searching (two different systems),
the actual attributes measures, products involving catalog subject authorities, document

delivery systems (i.e., distribution of journal article copies).
In addition to frequency of use it is important to determine Examples of the important attnbutes of these information
purpose of use. This is necessary because certain systems are relevance of output, number of items retneved,
performance attributes may be important to specific speed of delivery and price (bibliographic searching),
purposes of use. An extreme example is that speed of frequency of publication, publication medium, cumulative
response, accuracy of information, content, and highly or not, and price (for the subject authority product), and
picise information is absolutely necessary sometimes. Such speed of delivery, reproduction quality, availability of 7
levels of performance attributes are not necessary at other special graphics or not, and price (for the document delivery
times or for some users. Purposes of use are related to the system). In each instance, the trade-off analysis can be done
value that is derived from information use. for different user population segments or for comparison of
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several attributes against one specific use. Data collection Another model involves cluster analysis. A form of cluster
methods included self-administered questionnaires and analysis is market segmentation or multi-dimensional
telephone interviews. Another kind of trade-off analysis can scaling to determine groups of users (grouped by their
be performed using disaggregated multiple regression attributes) that are more likely to use systems such as the
models. This modelling technique has the advantage over automated system. The problem with the way researchers
conjoint measurements of incorporating both product analyze market segments or clusters is that these clusters are

attributes as well as other factors such as user and not then related to frequency of use. By using multiple
environmental factor For example, for scientific journals, regression modelling (or disaggregated multiple regression
we determined the relative contribution that (1) quality of analysis) three linkages can be made. For example, the
journals, (2) number of articles, (3) price, (4) whether a dependent variable can be frequency of use and the
journal is part of a professional society membership or not, independent variables can be system component attributes,
(5) availability in information center, and (6) distance to promotion attributes, environmental attributes and user
information centers makes to personal subscription to related attributes, promotion attributes, environmental
journals. The problem with this technique is that it is very attributes and user related attributeF determined from
expensive, cluster analysis.
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Chapter 6

Quality Assurance Surveillance of Information Center Operations

6.1 Background 0 Output attributes measured
- number of days for delivery measured from a

Chapters 3, 4, and 5 discuss evaluation of the performance negotiated delivery date of full searches of online
of information center operations and services. In particular, bibliographic databases
we discuss performance evaluated from the standpoint of - qualityof original cataloging
input costs and attributes, output quantities and attributes, - relevance of items selected by the collection
and relationships between input and output. Information development process
center funders and managers are becoming increasingly 0 Acceptable quahtylevels
concerned with controlling productivity and performance of -Acc eae u lives
operations. For example, all Federal libraries and - full searchesdelivered within one workng day of
information centers in the U.S. subject to OMB Circular A- negotiated delivery date

76 are required to operate under a formal Quality - items should be originally cataloged to center

Assurance Surveillance Plan (QASP). This procedure conformance standards

ensures that acceptable levels of staff productivity are - Items selected by the collection development
achieved for relevant functions or activities. In this chapter process should meet center conformance
we provide a brief description of measures and methods that standards of relevance

might be used for Quality Assurance Surveillance. * Rejection criteria
In this chapter we describe measures of individual - No more than 5 percent of the search results
performance of information center staff. The performance should be delivered beyond one day of negotiated
measures deal primarily with services to users involving date of delivery.
specific or identifiable center user services (e.g., online - No more than 10 percent of items originally
database searching, interlibrary borrowing, translation, catalogued should fail to meet quality
etc.), operational functions that involve a high degree of conformance standards.
professional or intellectual work (e.g. cataloging), or - No more than 10 percent of times selected should
production-like activities (e.g., shelving, photocopying, etc.). fail to meet conformance standards of relevance.
Below we list some functions and activities for which we
recommend maintaining measures of performance and we e Methods ofsuneillance
present examples of acceptable levels of performance. - Review records monthly to see that full searches
Following that we provide suggested methods for observing are performed within acceptable times (i.e., I day
and controlling (in a quality assurance sense) performance of negotiated delivery date).
of staff. Note that the process should be an evolving one in - Sample 20 items originally cataloged every
which measures are observed and changed to reflect the quarter. Tlle sample catalogs are inspected to
practical aspects of knowledge work. Clearly, performance ascertain that original catalogng conforms to
ratings must go beyond the data collection suggested here, to center quality standards.
make sure the measures are fair, feasible, and practical. The - Sample 100 items selected by the collection
suggestions below may go beyond what an information development process each year. The sampled
center might ultimately arrive at. However, they can serve as items are inspected to establish that they meet
a beginning from which to work. center relevance standards.
6.2 Performance Levels of Activities and Functions Note that the last two methods of surveillance above involve
The principal methods of Quality Assurance Surveillance samples. More detail concerning Quality Control (QC)
involve traditional quality control (QC) procedures. There sampling is given in the next section. In these instances the
are several aspects of these procedures that one must estimates of proportions which do not meet standards are
thoroughly understand. Below we discuss these aspects and subject to sampling error. Thus, some latitude is provided in
give several examples for each: the sampling to minimize the risk of rejecting work when, in

0 Functions or activities being observed fact, it is acceptable. Procedures are discussed in the next

- online bibliographic searching section for how this is don-.

- original cataloging The QC procedures require that rejection of work output be
-- collection development and management: based on a proportion of units of output (or transactions)

selection of materials which do not meet acceptable quality levels. This method

* Units or transactions measured assumes that the information center can develop meaningful
- full searches of online bioliographic databases and relevant conformance standards. Many of the
- items (e.g., books) originally cataloged information centers we have worked with have developed
- items (e.g., books, journals, etc.) selected by the such standards. One can also set rejection criteria on other

collection development process. operational performance measures as well, such as



productivity. Examples of acceptable levels of productively Below we list examples of functions and activities for which
might be two titles originally cataloged per hour or eight one might observe performance measures. For each one we
invoices processed per hour. It is useful, if possible, to set also provide suggested measures and the basic method of
productivity levels at different acceptable levels of quality, observation.

Collection Development and Management

Review and select materials 1. Items selected by the collection department process should meet
center conformance standards of relevance. No more than 10 percent
of items selected should fail to meet conformance standards of
relevance.

2. Survey users annually to determine level of satisfaction with collection
scope, comprehensiveness, and relevance.

3. Annually review circulation records and in-house use to see which
items are never used. Establish that there are no more than )0 percent
of the items (acquired in the last two years) that are never used.

Review and select materials for withdrawal I. Review items recommended to be withdrawn and establish that fewer
than 10 percent are judged not appropriate for withdrawal.

Acquisitions

Acquisition of monographs, serials, etc. 1. Normal orders should be placed within five working days of request, 98
percent should be placed within five working days and none over ten
working days.

2. Rush orders should be placed within 48 hours of request.
3. Normal receipts should have immediate notification and receipts

processed within the hour. All rush materials should be processed
within one day.

4. Rush receipts should have immediate notificrtion and receipts
processed within the hour. All rush materials should be processed
within one day.

5. First order items should be claimed within two months of date ordered
and monthly thereafter. No claims should extend beyond two weeks of
specified time.

6. Claiming of serials issues should be made within one week of
identification of overdue date and monthly thereafter.

7. 95 percent of continuing serials issue receipt should be checked in
within one day of receipt and 100 percent within two days

8. Productivity of ordering and order control processing should be 5
items per hour.

Materials Recewing and Mail Processing

Materials handling 1. Incoming materials should be processed and delivered within one day
of receipt. All items should be processed within two days,

2. Productivity of mail processing should be 10 normal mail items per
hour and 4 packed items handled per hour.

Copy and Enhanced Cataloging I. Items should be copy-cataloged and enhanced to information center
conformance standards. No more than 5 percent of items should fail to
meet conformance standards.

2. Productivity for copy cataloging should be 4 titles per hour.
3. Throughput time should be less than 5 days No more than 5 percent of

titles should take more than 5 days.

Original Cataloging 1. Items should be originally cataloged to informatioi center
conformance standards. No more than 5 percent nf items should fail to
meet cuiformance standards.

2. Productivity for original cataloging should be 2 titles per hour.
3. Throughput time should be less than 5 days. No more than 5 percent of

titles should take more than 5 days.

Cataloging Maintenance 1. Review items and card files and dispose of items and/or cards within
one week of notification.
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2, Resolve authority conflicts within one week of identification.
3. Update automated catalog/shelflist, authority file, etc. at prespecified

times.
4. Productivity for catalog additions should be 2 titles per hour.

Physical Processing

Spine labelling, bar code labelling/linking I. Productivity should be 8 titles per hour.
Other physical processing 2 Productivity should be 25 items per hour.
Prepare materials for binding and repair 3. Prepare materials within one week of notification by supervisor to do

SO.

Periodicals Binding 1. Review within one week of schedule.
2. Send to bindery within one week of review
3. Shelve within one day of return to center.

Invoice Processing

Prepare invoices for payment and payment 1. Prepare within one week of receipt.
document 2. Productivity should be 8 invoices processed per hour.

3. Productivity should be 40 invoices per hour.

Online Database Searching I. Full searches delivered within I working day of negotiated date of
delivery. No more than 5 percent of full searches should be delivered
after I working day of negotiated date of delivery,

2. No rush searches performed beyond negotiated day of receipt.
3. 95 percent of user satisfaction ratings at satisfactory or above ,or

relevance of response; response time; and number of items retrieved

Selective Dissemtnation ofInformation 1. Searches performed within two weeks of scheduled time.
2. 95 percent of user satisfaction ratings at satisfactory or above for

relevance of response; response time; and number of items retrieved

Circulation Activities I. Surveys should establish that fewer than 5 percent of the users are
dissatisfied or very dissatisfied with speed of response at circulation

2. Random spot checks should establish that check-in and check-out are
done expeditiously and unnecessary queues do not form

Translatnon 1. No more than 2 percent of translations completed more than 10 days
beyond negotiated time.

2. No more than I percent of rush requests within two days beyond
negotiated time.

3. No more than 2 percent of user ratings less than satisfied or very
satisfied for response time, accuracy of translation, etc

Shelving and Reshelving I. Productivity of shelving should be: 125-150 volumes per hour (bound
journal volumes), 150- 175 issues per hour (loose unbound issues).
Sorting productivity should be 5 to 10 minutes per truck (depending
upon size of truck),

2. No more than 1 percent of ILL or circulated items shelved incorrectly.

Interinsttutional Borrowing and Lending

Interinstitutional borrowing 1. No more than 10 percent of normal borrowing requests should be
processed in more than 1 day.

2 All rush requests should be processed within 48 hours.
3. Productivity of requests fulfilled should be 50 requests pe hour (not

including photocopying).

Interinstitutional lending 1. No more than 10 percent of lending requests processed in more than 3
days.

2. Productivity should be 25 initial requests processed per hour and 4
lending items fulfilled pei hour.

Photocopying : Productivity of photocopying should be 30 articles per hour.
2. No more than 2 percent of user ratings less than satisfied or very

satisfied for response time and quality of photocopy.
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6.3 Data Collection Methods for Quality Assurance inspected by random sampling, the number of faulty items
Surveillance or services which determine a lot rejection is determined by

an acceptance level and the statistical quality control
Data collection for staff performance evaluation is methods applied.
conducted to help ensure that sufficient levels of
performance are achieved. To do this we suggest that several In many instances, the acceptance or rejection of
measures be observed including: productivity, timeliness of performance will be determined by 10' % inspection made
services and quality of some activities and services. There on a periodic basis (usually monthly) In order to assist
are essentially six methods employed in rating staff 100% inspection to observe timelessness, it will be
performance, as follows: necessary to maintain records (logs) of transactions so that

timeliness of events can be determined. In the exarrple
1. Obsertion of Productiviy Productivity is measured above, a log must be maintained for each order covering the

by the number of items produced per work hour. date of request, date oforder placement, date of return, date
Output quantities may be observed by logs or other of delivery, and so on. The logs (maintained manually or on
means over a specified period of time (e.g., one month an automated system) could highlight activities that exceed
or quarter) and corresponding input hours observed by performance standards of timeliness. In other instances,
logs, dianes, raidom observations, etc. timeliness of activities, such as delivery of periodic reports,

2. 100% Inspection or Observation of the Timeliness wtah can be observed through review of each report and its
WInch Activities Are Performed or Services Provided. delivery.

Timeliness is determined by recording when events
take place. Standards for the timeliness of an activity In order to assess timeliness, a set of guides are provided at
are based on a proportion of events that are to be the end of this chapter. These guides (Observation of
accomplished within a specified time period. For Timeliness Guides Numbers I through 3) arc based on
example. acceptable performance might be that no transactions which require records (logs) under any
events be accomplished beyond specified time or fewer circumstances and thus, records of timeliness (i.e., time at
than 3 percent accomplished beyond specified time or which events are performed) are merely additions to the
fewer than 3 percent accomplished beyond that existing logs. For example, a record is usually maintained
specified time. All events (100%) would be observed to when a request is made for an item (see Observation of
make sure that acceptable levels of standards of Timeliness Guide No. 1). Examples of events which must be
timeliness are achieved, recorded for that item to ascertain timeliness are: dates of

original request, when order is placed, claiming, receipt of
3. Random Sampling of Outrmat. In most instances, item processed, check in circulated item, modify copy, or

individual observations of performance are difficult or original cataloging. Obviously, these events involve several
expensive In these instances, the output ofactivities is functions including acquisition and cataloging. In order to
sampled and inspected for timeliness or quality, inspect timeliness standards for special cases, it is necessary

4. Random Spot Checks. Spot checks ascertain that some to identify special classes of transactions. In the example
activities are being performed as specified. For above, this would include distinguishing between normal
example, the circulation desk might be observed at and rush orders; new serials or continued serials, and so on.

random times to insure that it is manned, large queues
have not formed, and users are being served properly, The surveillance records can be maintained in any one of
etc. A spot check performed weekly or monthly can several ways including logs or computer records. Such logs
verify that this is happening. or records should have some mechanism(s) for highlighting

events that fall below the acceptance standards. Otherwise,
5. User Feedback Including User Surveys. A stirvey of the logs or records must be perused monthly to identify

users may be done in order to ascertain that instances where the standards are exceeded.
performance standards are being met (e.g., that a
standard for reference timeliness and quality ismaintained from the user perspective). See Part 3 for The second principal method of inspection is random
in-depth discussions of user surveys, sampling. In this case, a periodic (usually quarterly) lot ofoutput is sampled and inspected. For example, the

6. Validated User Complaints. User complaints should be acceptance level or original cataloging is that no more than
encouraged. They should be received and verified as a five percent of the items originally cataloged 3hall fail to
means of assuring quality of work performed. All conform to information center standards. A supervisor, or
complaints should be responded to and the reason for someone designated by the supervisor, should determine
th! problems determined and addressed, whether sample outputs conform to information center

standards. For example, there might be 600 items originally
Each of these methods is described in more detail below, cataloged annually at the information center standards.

These are subdivided into quarterly output and randomly
Performance of a required operational function or service is sampled using the following methods. There are about 150
considered acceptable when the number of discrepancies items originally cataloged quarterly. These are the lots to be
such as rush requests filled in more than 48 hour i5 helow a sampled. There is a standard statistical guide for
predetermined proportion of transactions. Most levels of determining sample size based on the lot size. This guide
acceptance found through 100 percent inspection are stated recommends a normal sample size of 20 for a lot size of 150
in terms of percentages. The percentages should be (seeTable 6.1). The level ofacceptanceand rejection is given
computed periodically (usually monthly) by dividing the in Table 6.2. The acceptance levels in the table include 4.0
number of discrepancies by a lot size or sample frame percent and 6.5 percent, but not 5 percent, thus 6.5 (higher)
(usually monthly or quarterly output). For required services is used.
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TABLE 6.1 lot). Then random numbers are chosen from the table and
SAMPLE SIZES TO USE AS A FUNCTION the numbers assigned to those designated in the lot. This

OF LOT SIZE AND PRECISION REQUIRED represents the sample. The second method involves
systematic random sampling. In this procedure, the lot size
(i.e., number of items in the lot) is divided by the sample size

Lot lSo Nartnal Sample Size to determine a sampling interval (e.g., every tenth or thirty-
second record). Then the first sample item is chosen by

2- 2 a choosing a random number from one to the number in the
Q.,. 3 sample interval (e.g., 10 or 32) using the table of random

numbers. The remaining sampled items are chosen
1625 systematically by counting the interval (10 or 32). Thus, if
26.50 a the sampling interval is 32 and the first random number is

s1.o90 13 24, the samples are 24,56,88, 120,152, etc. Instructions on

91 • 0o 0 how to use the random table are given below.

151 •260 32 The random numbers in the table are arranged in groups of

261. 0 .so five numbers (i.e., 58651, 25480, etc.). To use the table,
60. -20 so begin by picking at random a group of numbers on any page

of the table. Various patterns should be used alternately. For
1 201-3,20 125 one sample one can use rows, for the next sample one can
3.201 10,000 200 use columns, and for the third sample one can establish a
10.001.35,000 315 diagonal pattern.

35.00 - &,000 Six TA B LE 6 .3

150.001 6oo- 0oooo EXAMPLE OF RANDOM NUMBER TABLE PAGE

5O.000 and over 120

Source A OGde for Wng and Admastorrg Performance Statements of work for

Semlce Contracts, Supplement #2 to OMB Cacul No A-76 RlOws 1 2 3

1 651 20460 46809

TABLE 6.2 2 9078 71705 434 2

MIL-STD 105D ACCEPTANCE, REJECTION LEVELS FOR 3 31535 21726 32554

NORMAL INSPECTION 4 47490 10907 8179

5 46159 39410 05665

Accepta b , 0le _Levels*

Sample .40%.. _. 6 % ,10 Note that typcal random tables have as many as 750 foe Mori Sots of random
Size Ac Re Ac. Re Ac Ie numbers per page

8. + + 1 2 2 3 The use of variety in the Random Number Table ensures

13 I 2 2 3 3 4 that patterns that might be detected by staff do not occur.
Besides starting at different random points and alternating

25 3 , 5 the patterns for finding a string of random numbers, the user

TypJ twols have so~s of15 sample sizes and 26 Acceptable Qualrly Loves; may at some point in time wish to use the first significant
digits instead of the last. For instance, in the random number
group 58651 the last three digits (i.e., 651) are used when

The table entry for 6.5 petcent and sample size of20is 3 and looking for a random number with three digits, but there is
4, which means that nonconformance of 3 or fewer no reason why one could not, for a period of time, use the
cataloged items from the sample of 20 from a quarterly lot of first three digits (i.e., 586).
approximately 125 will constitute acceptance of that lot and
nonconformance of 4 or more cataloged items from the The person responsible for quality assurance should first
sample of 20 means that the lot does not meet an acceptable select the areas and times for random sampling using the
level of performance. It is noted that the rejection level of 3 procedures in the sampling guides and program these
nonconformed items corresponds to 15 percent i.e., 3 inspections on the schedule. When the sampling procedure
divided by 20) which permits 10 percent (15 minus 5%) does not allow for specific selection of inspection items
leeway due to sampling error. The items to be randomly during the preceding quarter, it would be necessary to show
sampled would be determined by the supervisor or other on the schedule the date and time the sample selection will
designated person. be accomplished and when the inpections will be

conducted. Then one should program into the schedule the
There are basically two ways in which random samples periodic checklist items to be reviewed during the period.
should be selected. The first of these involves the use of This schedule should show what the responsible person is
random tables. A table of random numbers is given below. In monitoring each day.
the first sampling procedure, a lot from which the sample
will be drawn is listed or ordered so that one can identify an Tally checklists should be prepared for each sampling guide
item with a number (from I to the number of items in the and used to record information on observations and defects.
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Each observation in the sampling should be recorded on the transaction are traced from request through technical
tally checklists. These documents then become formal processing.
record for later reference. The tally of observations and
defects at the end of the month would be compared to the 3. Events
acceptable number of defects appearing in the appropriate Events in which time should be recorded include:
sampling guide. Any errors detected during the course of the Request
surveillance, even if not of sufficient degree to render the Order placed
service unsatisfactory in terms of the acceptance level Receipt processed
parameters, would require corrective action by the In-house routing of serial issues
supervisor, if possible. Claiming of 1 st order items

Claiming of serial issues
In some instances, inspection requires visual observation of Modify OCLC copyactivities or events. In order to achieve such inspection, Original cataloging
random spot checks of the operation could be made by a
supervisor or manager. Such spot checks should be made on 4. Special Classifications (Attributes)
a weekly and monthly basis depending on the observation
made. Note that the process of spot checks will have the Materials need to be identified in the following ways:
effect of the staff knowing certain activities have to be done Rush orders
and on time. RsersI New serials
In many instances, it is necessary to inspect a report or Continued senals
output of an activity to determine whether it is provided Continued serials (without lapse)
within quality standards. Examples of functions andactivities for these are listed below. 5. Surveillance Method

1) Monthly review of records to see that titles and items The surveillance method involves inspection of all
requested are the same as titles received unless not in acquired items, the evtnts listed above and when they

print, took place.

2) Monthly review of records to see that review for OBSERVATION OF TIMELINESS
subscription claiming is done twice per year. GUIDE NO. 2

3) Special reports and other materials meet standards set 1. Function(s)
for content and format and time specified.

Provide Information, Reference, and Research4) Observe repairs to see that repair process meets Assistance Services
specifications for all items involved.

5) Observe inspection reports to see that security 2. Transactions
inspection includes all structural and environmental Transactions are reference questions or full searches
features, the log meets specifications and performance initiated by a user
of safety officers meets requirements.

6) Review and compare all items chosen and deleted by 3. Events
selection staff to see that they are appropriate. Request

7) Monthly review of records to determine if journal Interview with user
continuity is maintained. Searching, packaging, and dispatch

8) Meet with staff to determine that they maintain 4. Special Classifications (Attributes)
currency of knowledge through specified means and
events and that this is reported in monthly reports. Rush searches

Walk-in requests
9) Review records to determine that interlibrary Telephone requests

borrowing does not involve more than 5 requests fort. Sllane Mettitle. 5.Surveillance Method

10) Monthly review of records to determine that incoming Review records monthly to see that events are
and outgoing mail is delivered correctly and messenger performed within standard times.
assignment, are accomplished successfully.

OBSERVATION OF TIMELINESS OBSERVATION OF TIMELINESS
GUIDE NO. 1 GUIDE NO. 3

1. Function(s) I. Function(s)

Acquire Materialh fui the liifoinlltioin Center. Piovide Ciimulation Service for dud Physical Acces% to
Catalog and Classify Materials for the Information Information Center Materials
Center.

2. Transactions
2. Transactions Transactions are circulated items; interlibrary

A transaction is acquisition of specific items (i.e., borrowing requests; interlibrary loan requests; and
monographs, serials, etc.). Events associated with each access through document delivery services.

.A

A
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3. Events 7 Inspection Procedures
Item need determined The items cataloged will be inspected to ascertain that
Response original cataloging conforms to standards.
Follow-up overdues
ILB or document delivery vendor request 8. Performance Criteria
Repeat ILB or documnent delivery vendor request Performance is satisfactory when three or fewer items
ILB or document delivery vendor item sent to user are not originally cataloged to conformance standards
ILL request and performance is unsatisfactory iffour or more items
ILL discharge are not cataloged to conformance standards.
Forms filed
Materials shelved RANDOM SAMPLING

4. Special Classifications (Attributes) GUIDE NO.2
Rush requests 1. Function(s)

Provide Information, Reference, and Research
5. Surveillance Method Assistance services.

Review request forms to see that events are performed 2. Unit of Observation
within standard times.

(a) A completed online search
(b) A completed manual search

RANDOM SAMPLING 3. Acceptable Quantity Level(s)
GUIDE NO. I

Over 6.5 percent of database searched online not
Function(s) relevant to question.
Catalog and Classify Materials 4. Lot Size ofSampling

2. Unit of Observation All on line searches performed in a quarter.

Items originally cataloged 5. Sampling Size

3. Acceptable Quality Level(s) 50 online searches quarterly.
Over 5.0 percent of items are not cataloged to
information center conformance standards 6. SamplingProcedures

A systematic random sampling of online searches
4. Lot Size for Sampling where the sampling starting point is vaned weekly

All quarterly items cataloged 7. Inspection Procedures

5. Sampling Size Each week the online searches are identified and the
search procedures and output are reviewed from the

6. Sampling Procedures search records.

Divide the lot size by 20 which determines the
sampling intervals (e.g, every 6th record). Then choose 8. Performance Criteria
the first sampled item by choosing a random number Performance is satisfactory if seven or fewer databases
from one to the number in the sample internal (i.e., 6). are not relevant or do not show relevant items and
The remaining sampled items will be chosen unsatisfactory performance is when eight or more
systemically by counting the interval (6). searches do not meet these standards.
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Part 3

Evaluation of Information

Center Effectiveness
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Chapter 7

Statistical Survey Methods for Evaluating
Information Center Effectiveness

7.1 Background with each center andthe services being evaluated. In every

case, however, management should ask what results will beIn this chapter we discuss statistical survey methods used for acsheverm manaem sureheold ist sresuwign and
evaluating information center effectiveness. In particular,dsgned and
these statistical surveys involve the middle perspective on implemented. Evaluation surveys, in themselves, will not
the framework given in Figure 4 in Chapter 2. nthese result in change. The survey results are merely instruments

surve ys are such user-related measures as user input costs for change, to be used with other sources of information and
(E on the figure), output quantities and attributes (F), and knowledge to be applied with good judgement. We strongly
activities and resources used in work (D). More specifically, believe that evaluation surveys should be done only if
these surveys focus on information resources used (D) and decisions are going to be based on them. We also
the interface (0) with information center output quality, recommend that such decisions should be made within the
timeliness, accessibility and availability. In other hapterb of framework of the information center's mission, goals and
this Part on Evaluation ofnformation Center Effectiveness, objectives (see Chapter 1). With measurable center

we gve pecficexamlesof urvy mehod aplie to objectives, one can derive meaningful evaluation goals and
e vai e usecexa pless of vey mto apledntor measurable center objectives. For example, a center
(Caputithe n use and usefulness of eifaionceters objective for a particular service might be to provide X
(Chapter 8), and we an ihod e ef es of ifcsrvaices number of transactions, of which 80 percent are to be rated
(Caer 9), ashel aibtos heate ecso informationcetrmaeo for quality and timeliness as satisfactory or very satisfactory

i information use (Chapter 10). In this chapter we focus on by users. The evaluation survey can then be designed to
! some fundamentals of statistical survey methods that can be me .asure the number of transactions and ratings of

usedforanyof he tatstial srves aplid i evluaing satisfaction With quality and timeliness. In addition, the
useforay tesati stca suvesnteiersealatn survey can be designed to identify factors that affect the

i~afrmaion entrs.number of transactions and user satisfaction, so that
There are many instances in evaluation in which data about decisions can be made to help increase the number of
information center services need to be collected from transactions or satisfaction ratings, if they are found to be
individuals. Such data may provide information about who too low. For example, satisfaction with timeliness of service
uses and does not use center services and, more importantly, provision might be that some transactions require fast
why services are not used. Such information can also be used response and others don't. Thus, a decision can be made to
to establish the use, usefulness and value of information handle "rush" requests differently from others. Or it might
services on users' work. Thus, one can link the performance be that the distance of some users from the information
of services in terms of their quality, timeliness, availability, center requires different response mechanisms. Number of
accessibility, etc. to their purpose of use, and how their use transactions can depend on many factors, such as inherent
affect-z user's work. A substantial number of evaluation need for the service, competition from other sources,
studies involve users of information services. In this chapter awareness of the service and service performance. Thus,
we emphasize examples of survey methods that might be data can be gathered about these factors to aid in decisions
employed in such evaluation studies. Again, we focus largely relating to the number of transactions stated in the
on survey examples that fit the overall evaluation framework measurable objective.
discussed in Part 1, Chapter 2 of this Manual. Note that the
methods described here apply equally well to other survey Evaluation surveys provide merely a snapshot in time. To be
measures and evaluation studies. an effective management tool, one must consider the
User studies cited in the literature, for the most part, possibility of making surveys part of an ongoing process to
investigate users of specific information services, products provide relevant management information, Surveys do not
or systems. The survey.methods described in subsequent normally need to be conducted weekly or monthly.
chapters provide a comprehensive set of surveys that, However, one should adapt procedures and a system of
together, provide a "complete" picture of the entire range of measures about users that will yield data at appropriate
services provided by information centers. Furthermore, the intervals of time. For example, if a center objective is to
surveys carefully tie operational performance (i e., increase levels of transactions (from X number to Y
relationships of a center's input costs of resources and their number) and satisfaction ratings (from 60% satisfied to 80%
attributes and output quantities and attributes) to service satisfied) over three yea~s, one must be able to measure
effectiveness.Thec focus of evaluation surveys is on users and progress each year and to determine the effects of decisions
prospectiie uscrs. W-e try to obtain data that indicat why (e.g., to haidle "rush" requests differently, to increase
services are and are not used, and what the consequences of awareness of the service, etc.).
use and non-use, are. to the information center and the
center's and/or user's parent organization, Finally, by knowing and understanding operational

performance (i.e., cost per transaction at various levels of
The i nestment an information cener makes in both time quality and timeliness), center management can estimate.,
and staff resources to conduct evaluation surveys will vary what it would cost to achieve the center objective of

......... strongly.
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increased transactions and satisfaction ratings. researcher's method of communicating and responses to the
Furthermore, one can speculate with some degree of questions form the respondents' communication.
confidence as to what effect achieving ,he objective will have Sometimes we ask respondents if they would like to see the
on users' work. This presents a much stronger case to survey results. The communication process an be
fundersforincreasingbudgets.Thus, evaluation surveys and characterized by the degree of interaction between the
operational evaluation together, can facilitate planning, respondent and theevaluator.The utility of various methods
management and administration, which can lead to better- depends on such factors as required accuracy of
servt.(. This requires obtaining reliable and useful data and communication, time and cost constraints. There are six
information from evaluation surveys. Below we describe basic survey data collection methods that might be used for
survey methods that should achieve this objective, evaluation purposes2.4 .

7.2 Components of Survey Design and Application * Self-administered questionnaires. This is probably the

There are eight basic components of survey design and most commonly used data collection method. The
application as follows: method involves (1) sending the questionnaire to

respondents through the mail or the organization's
* Overall evaluation design distribution or (2) handing the questionnaire to an
* Data collection methods information center user, who is asked to fill it out and
* Sample design return it to the center or evaluator. This method is
* Questionnaire design inexpensive and has the advantage of letting
* Data processing respondents fill out the questionnaires at their own
* Data analysis pace and to think about their responses more
* Statistical analysis thoroughly. However, this method has the distinct
* Presentation. disadvantage of potential low response rates. Typical

mailed questionnaires, for example, often result in less
Surveys are like a chain in which each process in a survey, than 20 percent responses and questionnaires handed
like links in a chain, are equally important. If one process is out in information centers often result in less than one-
done improperly, the entire survey results can be ruined or third responses. Those who voluntarily complete a
invalid results obtained, regardless of how well all the other questionnaire may be different from whose who do not
processes are done. The eight components above arc (e.g., they may be frequent users, less busy, better
discussed in this and subsequent chapters. educated, etc.). Generally, one should aim for more

than 50 percent response rates. From a cost
7.3 Overall Evaluation Design standpoint, it is far better to have a smaller initial

The methods employed in surveys depend on the overall sample, and achieve higher response rates (through
evaluation design which is dependent on: telephone follow-ups to non-respondents or some

other means of follow-up) than to have a large sample
• the objectives of the evaluation and the decisions that with low response rates. If all the information that is

will be made as a result of the evaluation; collected is for measures and derived indicators, a

" who or what will be affected by the decisions (i.e., combination of telephone interviews and self-
center staff, management, users, funders, etc.); administered questionnaires will suffice. For example,

when visitors leave the center, they can be asked to fill
• the overall environment in which the information out questionnaires at that time (with tables or desks set

center operates including such factors as a single aside to do this) or asked to fill them out at their offices
versus multiple sites served by the center, number in and return them (on subsequent visits or by mail). The
the population served, whether or not the population sampled individual can be asked for name and
served is in (i.e, employed by) the same organization as telephone number to permit telephone follow-up (to
the center; and clarify responses if necessary) or to obtain the

" the current knowledge concerning center users and information over the telephone if the person has not
prospective users. responded. If the information center is part of therespondents' parent organization, one can expect

These issues dictate to a large degree the survey methods higher response rates than if it is not. We expect about
used for data collection, sample design, questionnaire 40-50 percent initial response rates for professionals
design, and the other components listed above. We employed by the center's parent organization and
emphasize that there is also an interdependence among the sufficient responses are achieved by letter follow-up
components. For example, data collection methods (e.g., and then telephone follow-up, if necessary, to prompt
salf-administered questionnaire, telephone interview or response or to actually collect data. Only about one-
personal interview) will dictate, in part, the ques'ionnaire fifth of the surveys we have performed in this
design. How the questionnaire is designed will affect data environment have required telephone follow-up.
processing, and so on. Another aspect of self-administered questionnaires is

that the questionnaire must be carefully structured and
7.4 Survey Data Collection Methods worded with suthcient instructions and definitions ot

terms.
Surveys obviously require input from respondents drawn
from the population being surveyed. Surveys should be 0 Observation of users in the information center. Another
thought of as part of a communication process, where the method is to merely observe users in the center to
researcher (evaluator) is communicating with the determine what services and resources they use. If the
respondent (data provider). This communication is a two- observations can be made unobtrusively, one can
way process in that the wording of questions is the measure extent ofuse oftheservices and resources. On
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the other handi the method is very limited in the times, satisfaction with quality, timeliness,
nimber of measures that can be obtained and must be availability, access, etc., for specific services).
~accompaned by collectitg. dacta (from the same * In-depth interviews. This method is used for very
pirsohs) on frequency of visits and use, satisfaction, specific types of evaluation; for example, when a very
and so on. new or unique service is being contemplated, or for a

* tlephbne interviews the telephone interview is an pretest of the survey. In-depth interviews require a
excellent method for.collecting survey data. This significant degree of interaction in order to probe and
method should achieve a higher response rate than gain an in-depth understanding of important issues.
self-administered questionnaires, but less than The interviewer may actually follow a service user
personal interviews (see below), The time taken to through the process ofinteracting with the information
complete the survey can also, be lower than for self- center and its environment. When used for a pretest, an
administered questionnaires so this method is often in-dipth interview can establish acceptable
used if the evaluation.has to be completed in a short terminology that can be used in a survey questionnaire.
timeframe. The telephone interview questionnaire can For example, one can learn what to call an informal
be less structured than the self-administered collection of documents that is shared by a group of
questionnaire and communication is enhanced by professionals (examples we have found acceptable in
letting respondents ask questions and interviewers different environments are "shared office collections'
clarify responses. There are some drawbacks to "local library," or "unit library," etc.) or what
telephone interviews: professionals call regularly routed j6umals ("routed

- They are more expensive than self-administered journals;' "circulated journals," etc.). One can also

questionnaires, but less expensive than personal probe to gain a better understanding of information-

interviews, related behavior, general awareness of information
must be trained. services, use of alterativ. ources (to the center) and

Interviewers so on. About six to 12 such interviews can be

They require staff, telephones and facilities to do enormously helpful. They normally take 30 to 45
the interviewing. minutes each. This method is 'usually loosely

structured, with only a portion of information
- here must be a current and complete telephone requiring formal questions. The questions often lead to

directory, although this should not be a problem formulation of other issues and questions. The
when respondents are employed in the center's interviewer must be very communicative and be able to
parent organization. identify when further probing is necessary. The in-

Personal interviews. Personal interviews are conducted depth interview is expensive on a per interview basis.
by having interviewers ask questions from a survey * Focus group interviews. This method involves gatherng
instrument or ,interview guide. This method can be a small group(s) of users or potential users (eight to ten
used only when it is possible to communicate with is common) together in an informal atmosphere to get
respondents directly such as in the information center them to discuss issues of interest. This method
or at the respondents' place of work. The interviewers capitalizes on interactions among the participants with
normally ask specific questions and record the a moderate amount of stimulus from a moderator. The
answers. They can also clarify the intent or meaning of moderator guides discussions and listens more than
questions, if asked. Most of the data obtained for talks. The advantage of this method is that interaction
effectiveness measures can be precoded and, therefore, among participants often creates a whole greater than
recording bias can be kept to a minimum. Personal the sum of the individual interaction. On the other
interviews have the advantage of permitting complex hand, the process is expensive and yields information
questions and lengthy interviews. However, neither of from a relatively small group.
these two conditions are necessary for data collection
for effectiveness measures. On the other hand, the cost The in-depth interviews and focus group interviews are
of personal interviews is high because interviewers often used to enhance the communication performed on a
should be trained and, if the interviews are conducted broad scale and to formulate hypotheses that can be tested
in workplaces, there aresubstantial additional costs through a statistical survey.
associated with setting up the interviews, travelling to
and from the locations of the interviews, and calls back
when respondents are not available or do not show up. 7.5 Statistical Sample Design
This,,survey method ,probably should not be used
unless: Statistical sampling methods are used for three purposes

- the effectiveness measures data are being First, they provide a formal mechanism for making sure that
collcted as part of a larger datai collction effort, the most precise estimate possible are obtained for a given
or ,budget. Second, they help ensure that correct (non-biased or

accurate) estimates are obtained. Finally, they provide a
....- ,the data'collection is done in the information formal means for estimating the precision of the

center. - (This- cxcludesT ,geneial population observations made. Inherent in the statistical methods are
surveys.) Center staff members can conduct procedures for determining what sample sizes are necessary

-interviews for,general user. surveys, visitor for achieving certain levels of statistical precision. This
surveys,, or. ,specific service surveys. The section discusses four important aspects ofstatistical sample
interviewers should, not be those who are design and their effect on the reliability of estimates based

Sassociated with.-any specific service for which on the sample survey, The three principal kinds of estimates
data arebeingiollected (e.g., reported response made from evaluation surveys are:,

-
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* Population totals including the number of persons who several reasons that are discussed below. As the name
use an information center or its services, number of implies, the design is based on tndom sampling from a
uses of the services, amount of reading o! journal sampling frame of individuals, events or objects. The basis
articles provided by information centers, total amount of thc random sample is to be able to assign a known
of time users spend in usiig the services, etc prol hility of selection to each item or unit in the sample

* Population averages including the average number of frame A simple random sample implies that each unit has

visits to information centers per year per user, average an equal chance of selection. For this to be true, it is

time spent reading articles per reading, average time necessary to construct a sampling frame and establish a

spent reading articles per reader, average rating of selection procedure.

satisfaction with a service, etc. The first step is to define the population to be sampled. A
* Population proportions including the proportion of the population might be all professionals in an organization, all

intended target population who visit or use the scientists who belong to a professional society, all the online
information center, proportion of the population who users, all online uses, or items retrieved from online
are aware ofa service, proportion ofuses ofa service in searches. It is not enough to define the population for
which the user is satisfied or very satisfied with speed sampling purposes; one must also identify units within the
of response, etc. population so that they can have a known chance to be

chosen in a sample. The identity of units, which are
In addition, survey observations can and should be made so frequently listed, is called a sample frame; and the items on
that one can relate one measure to another. For example, the list are called sample units. The sample selection
one may wish to relate distance from the center to the procedure involves the manner in which individual sample
amount of use made of center services, or levels of units are chosen. Some statisticians insist that the sample be
satis'action with amount of use (i.e., to show that amount of chosen in a completely ,andom manner, using tables of
use decreases as distance increases or satisfaction random numbe-s. However, a perfectly valid method, which
decreases). We will demonstrate that one can also obtain is far more practical, is to employ a systematic sample with a
data for sophisticated modeling that illustrates the relative random start. In this procedure one simply takes the desired
contribution such factors make to amount of use (see sample size and divides that number into the number of
Chapter 11) sample units in the sample frame and then samples through

0 Statistical sampling methods. The sampling frame can the list using that interval (calied sampling interval).
be arranged in ways that can provide specific Suppose we have a list (or directory) of 2,000 professionals
information or improve survey precision of estimates in an organization. If we wish to interview 200 of the
and/or cost effectiveness of the survey data collection, professionals, we would divide 2,000 by 200 to establish a
The design also helps ensure that correct (unbiased or sampling interval of 10. First draw a random number
accurate) estimates are obtained. They also provide a between I and 10 to use as a starting point in the sampie -
formal means for estimating precision of estimates. say 7. With a sampling interval of 10, the sampled units
Examples of statistical sampling methods include would be the seventh and every tenth name beyond that (i.e.,
simple random sampling, systematic sampling with a 17, 27, 37,...). The only caveat about using a systematic
random start, stratified random sampling, multistage sample with random start is that there can be periodicity in a
sampling, cluster sampling and ratio estimation, listing which can bias the sample selection. For example,

* Sampling populaticn and sampling frame. The suppose the sample frame is days over time. A sample
sampling population is the universe of people, objccts interval of seven would mean that a specific day (such as
or everts which one can describe or measure. The Tuesday) would always be chosen; and there could be
population may be all professionals employed by the differences among days that would not be represented in the
center's parent organization, all scientists in the sample procedure described.
country, the items shelved in the center, or all of the
uses on an online catalog. The sampling frame is a As mentioned earlier, there are statistical sampling methods
physical list of units that make up the population or that are designed to provide better results than the simple
procedures that can account for all the sampling units random sample. One of these designs, stratified random
without the physical effort of actually listing them. sampling, takes advantage of information known about the

* Sample size. The number of persons, objects or events sampling units in order to provide more precise estimates.
For example, if one knows that some professionals are more

chosen for the initial sample. The ending sample size is likely to be center or service users (e.g., scientists and
the number of units that respond to the survey or that lawyers versus financial and operational professionals), the
are observed. The size of the sample (i.e., ending designer can apply this information to improve the sample
sample) partially determines the precision of survey design. That is the sample frame can be subdivided into
estimates. groups of professionals of like work roles (e.g, R&D,

0 Sample selection. The method used for choosing operational, legal w:rk, etc.). If the assumption concerning
sampling units after a statistical sampling method is the relation ofwork rol- and center or service use is correct,
established, aad initial and ending sample sizes :iave the precision of estimates should be less than the precision
bee determined, of the estimates found from a ,.inple random sample (or

Each of these aspects of sample designs is discussed further systematic random sat..;!- '; his means that the confidence

achof tsh interval of an estimate tromn a stratified random sample is
narrower than estimates from a simple random sample, if the
sample size is the same for both designs. Conversely, one can

Statistical Sampling Methods achieve the same level of precision with a smaller sample
The most basic, straight-forward sampling design is simple using a stratified random sample than from using a simple
random sampling although it is infrequently employed for random saiple.The reason that the estimated precision of a

1
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stratified random sample is less than one estimated for a that provide online search services may be known. The
simple random sample is that tie standard error (ic., sampling method then is to sample libraries (or information
measure of precision) estimate is based on the variability centers) and subsample their online users. If the number of
within strata, which can be substantially less than the users or online searches is large, a subsample of them would
variability across the entire population. be necessary. This procedure is called two-stage sampling:

the primary sampling units in the example are libraries, anti
Three criteria should be kept in mind for allocating the the online searches by users are the secondary sampling

sample size to the strata (e.g, R&D, operational, legal units Sometimes the primary units are referred to as clusters
professionals, etc.). In a given stratum it is usually best to if the number of secondary units is not identified or known
take a larger sample if any of the following conditions is true: before the sample is drawn.

I. Tile stratum total population is larger than the others. Usually, to keep costs down, the number of primary sample

2. The stratum is more variable (i.e., the range of units is reduced and the number of secondary sample units
measures in the stratum is greater) is increased. The question of how the samples are allocated

3. The sampling is less expensive to conduct in tle among primary and secondary sampling units depends on

stratumn the variability within clusters. At one extreme, if all the
secondary sampling units were exactly the same (e.g., if

the absence oinformation a the libraries had rules that online searches could be for a given
In t of approprate m a out tstrata length of time), then it would be necessary to choose only
one will not go too far wrong by employing the same sample one secondary sampling unit (e.g., one search per library).
fraction in each stratum. The sample size would be the number of primary sampling

units chosen. At the other extreme is the case in which everyThere are exceptoms to the rule above For example, assun.e clusterx ieeeyohrcutr(~,teaeaetm pn

that an ;ndepend-nt information center (e g, clearinghouse ers like every other cluster (e.g the average time spent

or national librzry) is surveying libraries to determine extent searching and the variability of time spent searching is the

of use of certain uroducts or services. Here the stratification same for all libraries) In this instance one would need to

factor might be size of the library. In this case, it is probably sample only one or a few primary sample units and

beter o smpl moe haviy i th statu wih trge subsample heavily in that unit(s). The sample size would bebetter to sample more heavly the stratum with larger the number ofsecondary sampling units chosen. Usually the
libraries (i.e., it is usually best to give the larger units a cost is less for fewer primary units sampled; therefore, a
greater chance of being chosen in the sample) For example, balance must be achieved between cost and precsion of

one would sum the sizes of libraries in the large, medium, cstmates, Generally, if information is available, it is best to
and small strata as follows- choose the primary sampling units on the basis of size and

choose the number of secondary units in equal proportion to
d Av.i.Q U. size. That is, once a primary sample unit is chosen, a sample

,,,,, ,,,,, oO L,,,,P.O,,S . frame is constructed for the secondary sampling units and a
_ random sample is chosen with a predetermined sample

fraction (say, every twentieth unit). This sample fraction will
Large lbraries 500 30 15,000 97 be the same for sampling within every primary sampling

Medium libraries 750 15 11,250 72 unit.

Small libraries 1,250 10 12,500 81 l'ormmng the sampling frame for secondary units can
sometimes be difficult. In the online search example, there

Total 2.500 38,750 250 may be records of the searches pertormed over the past six

months or year. In this case, the search time might also be
Tijus, large libraries would be given a higher probability, of recorded or the user identified, in which case defining a
being chosen in the sample If libraries had been chosen sample frame is not a problem. However, if the issue is to
strictly proportionately, there would be 63 large, 94 establish users' attitudes toward online search services, it is
medium, and 156 small libraries, Finally, note that if the necessary to form auniquelist ofusers, with recognitionthat
purpose of stratifying is to make estimates about each many users may conduct several searches (or ask for several
stratum or to compare estimates among strata, it is best to searches). An even greater difficulty occurs when
make the sample sizes about equal among the strata (i.e, in information is needed from potential users as well as users.
the example above the sample would be 84 large, 83 Here, potential users might be selected from directories of
medium, and 83 small libraries), professionals, faculty lists, enrollment lists, or library

patrons lists. A combination of stratified ranrom sampling
In making population estimates from stratified random and cluster sampling is frequently used; that is, clusters are
samples it is important to take into account the sampled within strata.
disproportionate sampling among strata. Equations for
estimating totals, means, and proportions are discussed in There can be any number of stages in cluster sampling. For
Chapter 10. the example above, one may wish to characterize

bibliographic items found in public libraries, one might
Another statistical sample design involves the situation in sample libraries as a first stage, bibliographic publications as
which the sample units of interest are part of a larger unit. a second stage, monthly issues as a third stage, and items
For the example of the independent information center withian ssuc as a fodfla tge. it is usually best to give the

above, supposethat theunit of interest is onlinesearch users. larger units a greater chance of being chosen in the sample.
Here one may want to determine time spent searching, In fact, a common procedure is to sample with probability in
satisfaction with si arch results, or other measures. The proportion to size (pps) This is done by listing the sample
population of all users is difficult to identify, but libraries units within each stratum in order of size and selecting the

A
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sample using a systematic selection with random start. For from a random sample and is called standard error.
example, assume that the stratification factor is the number Precision of survey sample estimates is a function of
of persons served (e.g., faculty and enrollment in colleges samplingerror.
and universities). One would hst units in order by their size & Nonsampling error: This error, sometimes called bias,
and the cumulative range of sizes as follows: is that part of the difference between an estimate and

Cumu1110ve the true population value is due to mistakes in surveyprocesses or impreciseness of survey communication.
Ub,-ary 1 50,000 0- 50,000 Nonsampling error is rarely attempted to be measured
Ubrary 2 25,000 50,001- 75,000 because ofthe extreme difficulty ofdoing so. Accuracy
Ubrav 3 2 0 76,001 9of survey sample estimates is a function of

Ubrary 4 '5,000 95,001 110,000 nonsampling error.

Ubrary 5 10,000 110,000- 120,000 The total difference between survey estimates and true

The sample would be chosen by systematic sampling, using population values is due to a combination of these two types
the size information. The total would be the total cumulative of errors in the following way-
size (120,000 in the table above), and this number would be
divided by the desired sample size (say, 3 libraries) to
determine the sampling interval (i.e., 40,000). The first
number would be chosen randomly between I and 40,000 Survey Error
and every 40,000th number chosen beyond that. If the Non-sampling
random start was 18,542, the subsequent numbers would be Error
58,542 and 98,542. This means that the sample of three
would be Library 1, Library 2, and Library 4, since their
respective cumulative size ranges include the randomly
selected numbers. Sampling Error

Another statistical method that has proven extremely useful
in improving the precision of estimates is ratio estitation That is, the total survey error is like the hypotenuse of a right
This method employs an auxiliary variable about which we triangle; where the legs of the right triangle ire sampling
have information in order to calibrate estimates. In this error(x) and non-samplingerror (y). Thus, total surveyerror
method it is assumed that the auxiliary variable is highly is'
correlated to the variable of interest. For example, we
indicated earlier that the amount of online searching x + y
performed in a library (X) is probably highly correlated to
the size of a library, say holdings (y). We also probably know
the total number of holdings in a population of libraries (e.g., Sampling Errors
academic libraries) since directory listings usually indicate
library holdings. Ratio estimation is like using a stratified Precision of estimates from samples is measured by
random sample wherj the stratification factor is continuous standard errors of estimates Equations of standard error
rather than discrete (e.g., large,medium, and small libraries), include the deviation of responses from the true value and
In effect the variate used in the ratio estimation merely sample size. Examples of equations of standard error (SE)
serves as a powerful calibration, are-as follows:

Proportion. The equation for the standard error of a
7.6 Survey Reliability proportion SE(p) is:

One cannot expect estimates of proportions, averages,
totals, etc. taken from a survey to be exactly the same as the
true population value. The difference between survey SE(p) =
estimates and true population values is attributable ,o n
survey errors There are two types of error that can occur in
surveys.

Sampling error: The difference between an estimate Where: p is the estimate of the proportion of interest
(e.g., proportion, average, total) and the true q is the complement of p (i.e., I-p)
population value which is due to the fact that only a n is the sample size.
sample of values is observed. If the survey is a census
(i.e., every unit in a population is observed) there would Referring to Table 71, we find that the users rated
be no sampling error. Sampling error can be estimated satisfaction with relevance of search output as follows:
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TABLE 7.1
SATISFACTION RATINGS OF 50 SURVEY

RESPONDENTS

Satisfaction Satsfaction
Rating Rating

Sample Score Sample Score

1 3 26 3
2 5 27 5
3 1 28 3
4 4 29 4
5 4 30 5
6 5 31 4
7 5 32 5
8 2 33 4
9 1 34 2

10 4 35 5
11 5 36 4
12 4 37 2
13 3 38 3
14 2 39 4
15 2 40 4
16 3 41 3
17 5 42 4
18 2 43 5
19 4 44 5
20 3 45 2
21 4 46 1
22 5 47 3
23 4 48 5
24 5 49 3
25 2 50 4

Rating Scores: I Very Disatisfied, 2 - Dissatiefied, 3 - Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisied, 4 . Satisfied, 5 - Very Satisfied.

Satisfaction Rating No. of Proportion
Rating Score Users of Users

Very Dissatisfied 1 3 0.06

Dissatisfied 2 8 0.16

Neither Satisfied
Nor Dissatisfied 3 11 0.22

Satisfied 4 14 0.28

Very Satisfied 5 14 0.28

Total 50 1.00
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Thus, 0.56 (56%) of the users rated searches as satisfied or (x, -x)2 - 41,968.82
very satisfied (0.28 + 0.28). Thus, the standard error of this
estimate is as follows:

SE() (0,10 0)0' (4 1,96 8.2)
S 6 E(X) - _ (50) I9)

SE(p) - (0.56) (0.44) (50)(49)[Lo.= 50 - 41,388 minutes or 690 hours

0.07 (7.0%) The confidence interval for this estimated total is:

11,990 hours ± 1,350 hours at 95% level of confidence
The confidence level for this estimated proportion is:
56.0% ± 13.8% at 95% level of confidence A further discussion is given oelow concerning the meaning

of confidence intervals.
Average. The equation for the standard error of an average
SE (X) is: Confidence Intervals of Estimates fron Samples

SE(x) - / "(X, - x)2  Standard errors of estimates can be used to calculate

n(n- I) confidence intervals of estimates. A common way of
expressing confidence intervals is:

Where: xi is one of the observations The proportion of users satisfied and very satisfied with
Eis the estimated average relevance of search output is:

n is the sample size
X means that (x,-X)2 is added up over all , 56.0% ± 6.1% at 0.95 level of confidence

or
Referring again to Table 7.1, the average satisfaction rating is (49.9%; 62.1%) at 0. 95 level ofconfidence
found to be 3.56 (178 divided by 50). The estimated
standard error of this average is found as follows: This means that the confidence interval has a 95 percent

chance of containing the true population value of the
Y(x-N)- (3-3.56)2 + (5-3.56)2 + ... etc. proportion of users who are satisfied and very satisfied

Confidence intervals are in fact estimates from a sample, just
Since observations (x) have only five values (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) the as a proportion, average or total is an estimate. Thus, if
summing is simplified as follows: another sample is taken one would arrive at another
Y,-X)2 - (1-3.56)2 X 3 + (2-3.56)2 X 8 + (3-3.56)2 X estimate to the proportion above, as well as the width of the
11 +(4-3.56) 2 

X 14+(5-3.56)2 x 14+(4-3.56)2 x 14 confidenceinterval. In fact,ifonerepeated the sample many
+ (5-3.56)2 X 14 times, we would find that 95 percent of them would include
- 19,6608 + 19.4688 + 3.4496 + 2.7104 + 29 0304 the true population value. This is shown by the figure below:
-74.32

/7432
SE(x) - =0.17

V 50(49) I x I x I

The confidence interval for this estimated average is: I X xl J1
3.56 ± 0.33 at 95% level of confidence I I x .

Total. The equation for the standard error of a total SE(X) is: I X I x I

N' I (X, _ X)2 I XX I
SE(X) - I x .

True
Where: x, is one of the observations akIfa

X is the estimated average V&1A..
n is the sample size
N is the population size
X means that (x,-X)2 is added up over all x, As shown, most of the confidence intervals contain the true

value which is represented by the vertical line. The estimated
Table 7.2 gives values of search times. The estinated average value (i.e., proportion, average, total, etc.) is sometimes to
seatrch tinie is 71.9 minutes. if we assume that there are the left of the true value line and sometimes to the right and,
10,000 total searches a year, ourestimateoftotalsearchtime therefore, the entire interval moves accordingly.
is 719,000 minutes or 11,990 hours. Theestimated standard Furthermore, the width of the confidence interval changes
error of total search time is calculated as follows: for each sample.

Rt ~<.- - -- -
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TABLE 7 2
VALUES OF SEARCH TIMES FOR 50 SURVEY

RESPONDENTS

Sample lime Sample Time
(Minutes) (Minutes)

1 42 26 79

2 108 27 58

3 32 28 46

4 21 29 99

5 84 30 56

6 61 31 119

7 110 32 94

8 52 33 34

9 '03 34 79

10 72 35 96

11 31 36 59

12 89 37 39

13 63 38 114

14 112 39 74

15 51 40 97

16 68 41 39

17 84 42 107

18 63 43 79

19 33 44 58

20 85 45 97

21 92 46 120

22 115 47 37

23 48 48 118

24 97 49 96

25 46 50 47

il
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The width of the confidence interval is affected by two (3) Inherent variability .f observations. For example, if

factors: specified ratings of importance of or satisfaction with
interlibrary lending and reference services ranges from

" the d~esired level of confidence I to 5, the confidence interval for the estimated average
* the estimated standard error (SE) level of performance would probably be greater than

The confidence interval is computed from the following estimates in which ratings ranged from 3 to 5.

simple equation- (4) Statistical sample method. A survey can be improved in

Confidence interval is the estimate phis or minus the standard terms of decreasing estimated confidence levels (at a
error limes a factor which represents the desired confidence given sample size) by statistical sample methods (e g.,
level stratification, ratio estimation, etc.).
or Examples of one standard error (i.e., 68% level of
for example:P± SExt confidence) for various sample sizes and estimated

proportions (%) are given below, assuming a random
The value of t is determined by the desired level of sample.
confidence. For example:

t - 1.00 for 68 percent level of confidence ES*M1.d Rop.,1

t - 1.64 for 90 percent level of confidence
t - 1.96 for 95 percent level of confidence s.0 5/95% 1 0%/W% 20% 30%fO% 40V0% 50%

t - 2.57 for 99 percent level of confidence
26 43 0 s0 92 90 100

Going from a 68 percent to a 95 percent level ofconfidence, so 31 42 57 85 69 71

one would merely double the width of the confidence 5 2s 35 48 53 57 58

interval (i e., 1 times standard error to 1.96 times standard 100 22 30 40 48 49 50

error). This is shown in the figure above by x and o on the 150 la 33 37 ,4 41

confidence interval: 200 Is 21 28 32 35 35
c t 14 18 5 30 31 32

68% level of confidence 400 i1 Is 20 23 24 25

o x x o Note that complementaiy proportions (i.e, 95% for 5%.
k 70% for 30%, etc.) have exactly the same standard errors.

95% level of confidence This table can be used to determine sample sizes initially or
to test approximate statistical precision of survey results For
example, if one expects about 30 percent of users to have

Thus, at 68 percent level of confidence (shown by x,) the borrowed books on their last visit and one is willing to
width of the confidence interval is narrower than the 95 accept estimates between 25 percent and 35 percent at 68
percent level of confidence (shown by 0,) and only 68 percent level of confioence, a sample size of about 85 is
percent of the confidence intervals would contain the true sufficient Note, however, that this means 85 completed
values. responses (not the number of questionnaires handed out or

mailed). Assume that a sample of 152 responses was
The size of estimate standard error, in turn, is affected by received and the proportion of users who used the card
four factors. Assume example confidence intervals for an catalog was estimated to be 10 percent. The confidence level
estimated proportion of 0.50 (or 50%) with a simple of this estimate would be about plus or minus 2.4 percent at
random sample size of 200 might be displayed as: the 68 percent level of confidence or 4.7 percent at the 95

50% + 3 .5 % at 68% level of confidence percent level of confidence

(1) Sample size. For the example, the estimates above are It is important to note that if certain stratum results or

estimated from a sample size of 200 observations. If esimates are particularly important for stratified random

one doubled the sample size to 400, the confidence amples, the sample size of that stratum should partially
inter ould theaplese o 0, tecoiden ce determine sample size. For example, if it is important to
interval would decrease from 3.5 percent to 2.5 know results for R&D professionals, the sample size for
percentat68percentlevelofconfidcnce.lfthesample R&D professionals should be considered and the table
were reduced to 100, the confidence Interval would above used as evidence for how many of these professionals
increase from 3.5 percent to 5.0 percent at 68 percent to sample.
level of confidence

(2) Sample size relative to population size. If the sample Non-5amphng Error
size were in fact the entire population, the confidence
interval would be zero. The example above assumes Non-samphng errors are mistakes that creep into survey
that the sample size is very small compared with the
population size. Since the sample size of some types of processes due to tie following sources of error.

users may be reasonably high compared with the * Improper questionnaire design
population of users, there is sonic gain in reduced 6 Development of an inadequate sampling frame
confidence intervals. For the example above, if one 0 Errors due to nonresponse from a sampled unit
assumes that a sample of 100 users of a service is from a 0 Errors in response to questions
population of 300 users the confidence interval would * Clerica processing error
fall from 5.0 percent to ,4.1 percent. 0 Computing error
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" Analyst error 1. Verbiage. Questions should be phrased using the
" User error. smallest number of words, everyday words, and words

These sources of error are discussed briefly below that are unambiguous and make sense.

2. Complex questions. Wo or more questions should not
One can have very precise estimates (with narrow be disguised under one question expecting a simple
confidence intervals), but be measuring the wrong value, answer. For example, one should avoid questions like:
Thus, we would have the picture below which shows "On your last visit to the library did you conduct
confidence intervals given above in the section on sampling bibliographic searches using published bibliographies
errors. or online searching? - Yes/No." That is three

questions in one, and unless three response boxes are
x x set up, answers will be meaningless.

3. Complex/inverted questions. Questions should beI phrased so that if the respondent agrees with the
statement he or she can answer "Yes" (i.e., do not use

1._. n negatives in such a way as to invert the question).

4. Recall. Li is difficult for respondents to remember
events over, say, one month. The way to avoid this
problem is to rely o- -itical incidents, such as "When
did you last conduct an online search?" or "How many
online searches did you conduct last month?" These
questions are more likely to give reliable answers than
"How many times did you conduct online searches last
year?"

Ptplatkm 5 Concrete facts versus opinions. Answer. to questions
Value about what people actually do are likely to be more

reliable than answers to questions about what they like,
Some examples of sources of nonsampling error and means feel, or want for the future. For example, questions
of controlling them are given below4.  

about future purchase behavior or price that
respondents will pay for an information product or

Questionnaire design. The basic source of errors in service are not very reliable.
questionnaire design involves the evaluator's inability to 6 Use *critical incidents"of use of services when possible
communicate what data and information are needed and
respondents' inability to communicate responses accurately. rather than general statemei Fwit example, "What
Sources of error include ambiguous definitions, poor was your level of satisfaction with the respons t .s of
instructions, use of proxy data, and questionnaire wording, your last onhne search?" is preferable to What s your
format and length. Control of these errors is achieved, by level of satisfaction with online searches?"
careful wording of questions, etc., providing unambiguous Above all, when designing questionnaires it is important for
instructions, providing a glossary of terms, and doing a the questionnaire designer to visualize how easily the
pretest prior to final design and data collection, respondent can answer each question.

Questionnaire design for all four types of surveys is a critical In physically organizing the questionnaire, it is important
element in the chain of events leading to valid and reliable that a question be included only if it is essential. Lengthy
indicators. Most surveys require a data collection questionnaires, which the respondent may not see the need
instrument or questionnaire. Therefore, procedures should for, tend to result in thoughtless answers and lower response
be followed to ensure that correct answers to questions are rates. It is also important that the first few questions be
obtained and errors are not made. Ideally, questionnaires particularly important questions, ones whose relevance can
should be pretested by personal or telephone interview, if be seen by the respondent. Extra care should be taken with
possible, to discover respondents' understanding of the the substance and phrasing of these first few questions. In
questions and the instructions given. In addition, the pretests order to avoid conditioning answers to subsequent
provide an assessment of the duration of the interview or questions by what is asked in earlier ones, it is best to go
time necessary for respondents. Also, pretests of self- from general questions to specific questions than to go from
administered questionnaires provide a means for assessi: the simple to the difficult questions.
the response rates that can be expected.

Open-ended questions are best placed near the end of the
In designing survey questionnaires, four basic rules should questionnaire so that the closed questions will be answered
be kept in mind: before the respondent tires. Bonng or repetitive questions
* Ask only for the minimum information required. especially should be placed at ihe end of a questionnaire to
* Make sure that the questions can be answered, avoid respondent refusal. The objective of organizing the
• Make sure that the questions can be answered questionnaire is to provide a sequence that is natural and

truthfhlv. easy for the respondent; therefore, topics and questions
* Make sure that the questions willbe answered, need to be arranged in the pattern which makes the most

sense to the respondent
To abide by these rules, the suggestions below should be
followed in phrasing questions and in formatting a One of the biggest problems with surveys is refusal to
questionnaire: respond, particularly with self-administered questionnaires.

Ib-,a)
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Ways to avoid nonresponse are to make sure self- questions to answer, which count. -alances the above.
administered questionnaires are brief, have good Regardless, one must be concerned with this source of error.
typographic quality, and demonstrate interesting issues. An example is given below to demonstrate the potential
Respondents are unable to understand the relevance of a effect of this kind of error. Assume that we are attempting to
survey when there are inadequate explanations, badly estimate the proportion of professionals in an organization
worded questions, and poorly ordered questions. Personal who are familiar with or aware of an information center
questions will achieve lower response rates and may service. If we assume an initial sample of 200 professionals
contribute to the respondents' refusal of the whole and an ending sample of 150 (i.e, 75% response rate) one
questionnaire. Questions that are not understood by might have the following results.
respondents will be refused. Finally, questions concerning
attitudes may achieve lower response rates than more 75% RESPONSE RATE
straight-forward factual questions. OMM" (I No11s10oooaler t a

Almost every survey will require that results be classified 800% 900% aware 825% true value
into certain groups, so that one can see, for example, how 00% aware 800% true value

70 0% aware 77 5% true value
women's behavior differs from that of men, or how R&D 60 0% aware 75 0% true value
professionals use center services, or how level of education 50 0% aware 72 5% true value

affects use of services. The demographic characteristics to 40 0% aware 70 0% true value

include depend on the type of survey being conducted and
which characteristics might be related to difference in This example shows that if the awareness of 150
behavior. respondents is 80.0 percent and awareness of non-

respondents is 90.0 percent, the true population value is
Development of the samplingfrarae. One major problem is 82.5 percent (or 2.5% above the survey estimate). Even if the
that listings of iadividuals (organizmtions or libraries) are awareness of non-respondents was half that of respondents
often not complete or are out of date. Forexample, company (an unlikely event), the true population value would be 70.0
telephone lists are frequently out of date or do not make a percent (or 10% below the survey estimate) which, for
distinction of employees that one must sample (e.g., decision-making purposes, is not appreciable However, oie
professionals). Thus, a "target" population or intended can see as response rates go down the potential error will be
population may not be the one sampled. Sometimes, the exacerbated.
difference may be judged to be inconsequential. Otherwise 50% RESPONSE RATE
steps should be taken to update the list. For example,
personnel offices will sometimes provide names ot persons B gIn . T118.1A
recently hired or fired. One common error is that 800% aware 900% aware 85 5% true value
researchers sometimes sample one kind of sampling unit, 800% aware 800% true value

but actually observe another. For example, information 700% aware 750% true value
60 0% aware 70 0% tue value

center visitor or "exit" surveys have visits as the primary 800% aware 650% true vaue
sampling umt; however, survey measures are taken as though 40 0% aware 60 0% true value
the visitors are the primary sampling unit. This source of
nonsampling error can be controlled through proper 25% RESPONSE RATE
analysis and weighting methods. Sometimes non-obvious 8od o1aol (15) o t Yaw
sampling frames must be used. For example, in an
information center, a sample of books can be done by 000% aware 900% aware 875% true value

80 0% aware 80 0% true value
systematically sampling catalog cards or linear distance on 70 0% aware 725% true valueshelves (e.g., to take books identified every two linear feet). 600% aware 650% true value

We were recently asked by the Library of Congress to design So 0% aware 575% true value

a sample to estimate the number of books that require

special treatment for preservation. We considered taking We always attempt to achieve at least 51) percent response
books every "x-th" feet on the shelves until we found out that rates. Again, as said elsewhere, it is better to design the
there are 526 miles of shelving. Instead we used multi-stage survey with fewer responses and devote resources to getting
sampling with locations, shelves within locations, and books a sufficiently high response rate than to spend a lot on a large
within shelves serving as levels. Thus, statistical sampling sample but achieve low response rates.
methods can overcome some problems. The principal methods used to overcome the potential bias

Nonresponse error. When surveys are done some individuals created by non-response are imputation and weighting.
refuse or neglect to respond. There are two kinds of Imputation is the process of developing estimates for
nonresponses. One kind is where a respondent refuses or missing or inconsistent data in a survey. If possible, data
neglects to respond at all (i.e., unit nonresponse) and the obtained from other units in the survey are usually used in
other is when the respondent doesn't answer a specific developing the estimate. Sometimes a cohort is used. For
question (i.e., item nonresponse). This happens most often example, if we have surveyed a large information center staff
with self-administered questionnaires, less with telephone to determine how they spend their une and one staff
interviews and least with personal interviews. The problem member did not respond (say, due to an illness) one could
is that those who choose not to respond to the survey or to choose a cohort (i.e., someone who does essentiallythe same
specific questions may be ditterent from those who do and, kind of work) and substitute the cohort's response for that of
therefore, their responses might be different. For example, the nonrespondent. In a larger survey sometimes the overall
for a survey about online search services, users may be more average is substituted for non- response. This can also be
likely to respond than non-users because of interest in the achieved by equally weighting all responses to population
service. However, non-users usually would have fewer totals. For example, suppose we are estimating the
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proportion of professionals who are visitors and the total 978 + 2.89 X 420 + 3,58 X 429) divided by 2,500. This
number of visits that professionals make to an information compares with the raw average of 4.88 visits per month per
center. Further assume that the population, survey sample, professional.
and sample response is 500, 300; and 160, respectively. If
the number of respondents who indicate they visited an Response errors. Sometimes nonsampling errors are
information center in the past month is 107, we assume that incurred because respondents simply respond incorrectly.
66.9 percent (i.e., 107 divided by 30)) of the This can be intentional (e.g., lying about one's age, time
nonrespondents are the same proportion of the entire spent in an information center, etc.) or unintentional (e.g.,
population visited an information center. Similarly, if we lust circled the wrong response, remembered incorrectly,
observe that the average number of visits is 4.88 per ete). Other reasons for unintentional response errors
respondent, we can assume that the average number of visits include inability to answer (e.g., a respondent may not know
of nonrespondents and, hence, entire population, is also the answer to a question) or it costs too much to answer a
4.88 ',isits per month per professional. However, ve may question. Response errors tend to increase with the length of
have more information to help impute or weight more a questionnaire. We give some suggestions for minimizing
accurately, response errors in the discussion above concerning

questionnaire design.
Suppose that the responses for an organization can be
accurately subdivided by work role as follows. Other sources of error. Nonsampling error can occur from

clerical processing of survey forms (e.g., sent to wrong
, A address or neglecting to input to processing), coding

WOs F W SV N w responses incorrectly, inputting incorrectly, or proofing.
- Selection and training of clerical staff can go a long way

at , 673 so , 0 76 r toward minimizing these errors. Also, review of coding,
o0PW0.1" oAso 978 117 40 700 541 editing routines and validating input can reduce errors.

,-"~ 4Z 61 40 1 Surprisingly, computer errors can occur due to improper
A4,,. FO,. L. 4W 2 40 35 instructions or specifications, rounding or truncation, or

-, improper weighting, aggregation or handling of models.
These errors can be detected by calculating some estimates
manually. These kinds of errors are more prominent on large

Since response rates vary substantially among work roles government surveys, but should be known by evaluators as
(i.e., from 34% for operations and other to 80% for R&D) well. Errors can occur because of improper analysis and
and proportions and averages vary anong these work roles, derivation of estimates. Examples are given in Chapters 8
one can use this information to more accurately estimate and 9 for overcoming typical errors, Also, one can interpret
proportions and averages. The estimated proportion is results invalidly. The best way to avoid these errors is by
calculated by multiplying the work role proportion times the reviewing analysis (by peers, supervisors or an expert
total in the population, summing these totals, and dividing panel). Finally, the results may be misinterpreted by readers
by the population total (2,500). Thus, the revised estimate of (i.e., managers) due to inadequate presentation Survey
proportion professionals who visited an information center results must include adequate description of data attributes,
the past month is 70.4 percent (0.950 X 673 + 0.700 X 978 survey methods employed, potential sources of
+ 0.375 X 420 + 0.650 X 429). This compares with an nonsampling error and statistical precision. Of course, one
estimate of 66.9 percent using raw unweighted results. T'e source of user error is when results are misused and this
weighted average visits is 5.28 visits (7.66 X 673 + 5.41 "' does happen on occasion.
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Chapter 8

Evaluating the Effectiveness of Information Centers

8.1 Background employees of a company or government agency, specific
types of professionals such as scientists and engineers, or

We begin by referring back to the framework for evaluating potential organizations and their employees served by a
information center performance and effectiveness in Figure clearinghouse. The reason that the entire population is
4 in Chapter 2. In the framework we show that one can surveyed, rather than just users, is that by doing so one can
characterize user's work by the activities they perform (e.g., obtain valuable information about non-users and the
primary research, engineering, legal work, management, reasons they do not use the information center or specific
etc.) and resources they use to do their work (e.g., their time, services.
equipment, support staff, information, etc.). Their work can
also be characterized by input costs and output quantities Suggestions for sample design are as follows:
and attributes (e.q., quality and timeliness of work). One can 0 Sample frane. In a company or government agency the
relate the use of information (in general) and information personnel department can usually provide a histmig of
and services provided by information centers (in particular) employees, sometimes categorized by useful
to input costs and output of users' work. We refer to such a information, We often limit the sample frame to certain
relationship as higher order effects of information and population segments that are highly likely to be
information services. Evaluating higher order effects of information center users. For example, often only
information and information services is the topic of Chapter professionals in organizations are sampled Ttis
10. This chapter focuses on measuring and evaluating the excludes non-professionals such as secretaries,
extent of use of services and factors that affect the use of laboratory technicians, clerical staff and other types of
services. Such factors include inherent need for information support staff. It is important to recognize that non-
and services, awareness of services, availability and professionals sometimes use libraries to support their
accessibility of services, satisfaction with service ttributes, work and, if they are excluded, estimates of use will be
price of services, and competition for service provision. understated. Secondly, support staff often use an
Extent to which information centers provide information information center on behalf of professionals. This
and services is characterized by (D) and the extent to which potential survey weakness can be addressed by the way
service attributes affect use is characterized by (f) in the in which use-related questions are asked (see the
framework in Figure 4. section on questionaire design below).

There are three types of surveys that can be used to measure
the use and performance of information center services': If an information center serves a general community
* survey of the general user population (General User (e g., an information clearinghouse or national library),

Survey), the sampling frame may have to be developed from one
* survey of known information center users (Patron or of several sources. A common source is directories of

Visitor Survey), and organizations or libraries in organizations. In the US.,
" survey of known users or uses of specific services, for example, one can use listings (or samples) of firms

provided by Dun & Bradstreet, American Library
For complete evaluations we suggest conducting at least two Association, Special Library Association, and other
of these surveys. The first two types of surveys are described directories of company, agency, academic institution,
below. The surveys involving specific services are discussed and other organization libraries and information
in the next chapter. centers. The sampling frame can also be 'eveloped

from listings of individuals such as members of
8.2 General User Survey professional societies. When multiple listings are used

one must be careful to take into account organizations
The purpose of the general user survey is to obtain or individuals who appear on more than one hsi,
information about: otherwise their responses will be biased. (See
• number of users and extent of use of the information discussion under sample design below).

center,
* number of users and extent of use of specific services,
* importance of and satisfaction with specific services, Sample design. For sampling employees in
* awareness of specific services, organizations, we find that there is usually sufficient
* satisfaction with staff competence (knowledge, skills, information provided by personnel listings that oce

and attitude), ,an stratify the sample to improve the precision of
* suggestions for improvement in services and service survey results. That is, stratification takes into account

attributes, and factors that are related to extent of use of services. Such
* relevant user characteristics and demographics, factors include:

- Location If an organization has multiple sites, it is
This survey involves a statistical sample from the entire useful to stratify by sites that do and do not have
population of the user community being served such as the information centers.
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- Level of employee. As mentioned above, if - ACS only (15)
classification is available, it is useful to stratify by - AlP only (25)
professional, paraprofessional (e.g., laboratory - User, ACS (66)
technician, executive secretary and clerical) or - User, AlP (50)
other support. - ACS, AIP (25)

- Work role. Some organizations can quite easily -User, ACS, AlP (10)
categorize their employees by work role such
as research, engineering, management, These combinations can be considered seven strata
administrative, operational, etc.. and treated as a stratified random sample, only the

strata are established after responses come in (i.e.,
If the purpose of stratification is to present data and post-stratified sample). First, one must estimate the
analysis by the stratification factors, then one should population totals from each stratum. This can be done
sample equally from each strata. If the purpose of by random sampling frorf, each list and then estimating
stratification is to improve precision, then sampling strata totals by determining the identity of the lists each
from the strata should be roughly in proportion to the respondent belongs to. This can be done by cross-
expected amount of use. An example is given below for checking lists or by having the respondents indicate if
a two-way stratification where one strata factor is work they use the service and are members of ACS and/or
role (sampled equally) and level of employe (sampled AIP. Assume that list sizes and sampled respondents
in proportion to likely use). In the example, we give are as follows: users - 4,000/150; ACS - 32,000/
population and sample sizes (N/n). 100; AIP - 18,000/120. Note that only certain

sections of ACS and AIP might be sampled. The way in
POPUtAfT'i ANiD SAMPLE SIE FOR TWO-WAY SM1iSAFCATION which the sampled respondents are partitioned is gi ven

in the parentheses for each of the seven combinations
wabove. Rough equations for estimating strata totals

P. , E,, ,,,,, T" (combinations) are as follows:

User, ACS N(UC) - (4,000 X 50 + 32,000 x 5)
P,. O& .1 W , 24 , 57 5W 4.60,= divided by 250 - 1,440

P9-W2, 5 48= Mao 12= 2 sas om Z"W User, AlP N(UI) - (4,000 X 60 + 18,000 X 10)
o 30 so 15 0 ~, 1105 v,. Zow W divided by 270 - 1,560

ACS, AIP N(CI) - (32,000 X 25 + 18,000 X 55)
T" VOW 1440/W, ,, 0.2 o 2 9W 4OO divided by 22( - 8,140

- User, ACS, AIP N(UCI) - (4,000 X 10 + 32,000 X I
If the sampling frame is of organizations, then a two- + 18,000 x 2) divided by 370 - 290
stage sample might be necessary. By two-stage we User only N(C)- (4,000-1,440-1,560-290)- 710
mean that organizations (e.g., library) is sampled as the
first stage and end-users or individuals (eg., ACS only N(C)- (32,000-1,440-8,140-290) -
professionals) in the organization are sub-sampled as a 22,130
second stage. The second stage or individual sample
can be done by having a designated person in the AIP only N(I) - (18,000-1,560-8,140-290) -
organization select a sub-sample of users or persons 8,010
found in their organization. A librarian is a good More complex and accurate equations can be used, but
person to do the sub-sampling. Normally, one would the equations above are adequate approximations
sub-sample in rough proportion to extent of use, Once totals for the seven strata are estimated,
however, because of the burden to the designated statistical weighting should be applied for all estimates
sampler we normally have them choose the names of just as done for stratified sample surveys. (See Chapter
3-5 persons and either submit the names to the 7).
researcher to survey or have the sampler forward the
questionnaire to the sampled persons to be returned to
the researcher. One can also ask the librarian to send a Sample size. The sample size should be determined by
telephone directory of the organization or 3 or 5 pages the level of precision required for the survey. One can
chosen randomly from such a directory and then the refer to the table in Chapter 7 for an indication of level
researcher can choose a more proportional sample and of precision achieved at different sample sizes. There
not burden the librarian further. are some aspects of sample size that should be

remembered:
As mentioned above, one problem arises when a
sample is drawn from listings in which individuals (or - The relevant sample size is the actual responses
organizations) can appear on more than one of them. and not initial sample (i.e., mailout or
Suppose, for example, one has three lists from which to respondents sampled). One should attempt to
sample- a list of knonTi uses, a list from the American achieve at least 50 percent response rates and,
Chemical Society (ACS) and a list from American therefore, ifasampleof 150 is desired, one,ould
Institute of Physics (AIP). Sampled individuals could sample around 300. Also, questionnaire, .sponse
possibly be on any of the following combinations of rate is often higher than item (i.e., question)
lists (with number respondents given in parentheses): response rate because somaquesttons will not be
- User only (30) answered by some respondents.
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If one is particularly concerned about a subset of of information center use. Therefore, the length of period
respondents (e.g., research work role or persons over which use is determined depends on how much use is
at remote site) the relevant sample size refers to made of information centers. If use is high the period could
those subsets. One should attempt to have at least be one week. That is, one would ask how many times the
15 to 25 responses in relevant subsets, information center was used in the last week. If use is low the

period could be as long as a year. We have found that one
Generally, sample size can comfortably be about 200 month is best for most organizations. The problem with
responses for most user surveys. Note that some using a period less than a year is that the last" week or the
information gathered in the General User Survey (e.g., ~"last" month may not be typical if there are seasonal affects
extent of use of information center, work role) may be such as are common with academic institutions or in
combined with other survey results so that the December holidays. Thus, the survey should be done at a
combined survey sample size is the one that should be time that will yield accurate results when the week or month
considered appropriate. period is extrapolated to a year.

0 Random Sampling Procedures. Assuming that lists can
be obtained, the best method for sample selection is There are two basic ways of asking respondents for their
normally systematic sampling with random start. That amount of use. One is by pre-coded ranges of amount of use
is, one merely needs to determine a sampling interval, and the other is by having respondents record their
select the first sample randomly and then take every recollection of approximate amount of use. We have found
nth unit on the list. For example, referring to the table that one should ask for "approximate" amounts, because
above giving population and sample size for two-way some respondents (particularly some scientists and
stratification, there are 950 professionals who do engineers) will be "turned-off" by the survey because they
research and we want to sample 60 of them. The will not know exactly how many times they used the center
sampling interval would be 16 (950 divided by 60) so Also, we have found that it is useful to ask for both number
that a number between one and 16 would be chosen of visits to the information center and additional uses such
from a table of random numbers. If the number is four as by calling, writing, etc. Finally, it is important to specify
the sample would be 4, 20 (4 + 16), 36 (20 + 16), etc. that the uses are for the respondents own work-related

activities and that the number of uses should include0 Data Collection Methods. Iis survc would normally instances where someone else (e.g., a secretary or other
be done by mail and self-administered, but it could also in stanc es whr s nl(gasecetr or the
be done by telephone or personal interview. The support staff) uses the information center at the
advantages and disadvantages of these three data respondent's request or on behalf of the respondents.
collection methods were discussed in the previous Examples ofhow this question might be asked are as follows:
chapter. Q. Approximately how many times in'the past month have

8.3 Amount of Use oflnformation Centers you or someone on your behalf visited information
centers, libraries, or local office collections for your

Amount of use of information centers is a critical measure work-related purposes and how many additional times

because it is an indicator of the usefulness of them and it have you used them by calling, writing, etc. to obtain
serves as a means of diagnosing performance of services. Of information, order documents, or other purpose"

course, the best means of measuring use of internal Include visits or additional uses that are made by

information centers is by gate counts and logs of other kinds someone else (e.g., secretary or other support staff) at

of contacts such as by calling, writing and so on. However, your request of or on behalf of someone else. If you did

most information centers do not keep such information on a not use an information center, library or "local" office
regular basis. A second way to measure use is through a collection in the LAST YEAR, please check here and
sample of visits and uses through other means. This method skip to Section X on page Y. - Go to page Y.

is discussed in the next chapter. A third method is to k*,mnst, cwtn

determine amount of use through a General Population W",b,' Wr' A N o ftWuolecn US" LAS MONMI Urea tAS'r MONTH
Survey. In this survey one should survey the extent of use of A
alternative sources to information centers in addition to the Mait n ct., ____..i ,,er _____smont last mont
information center or centers being evaluated. For example, A
within a company or agency there may be a main 00cAte .atshe X __ test monsh __.._. st monh
information center and centers located at two additional
sites. In addition to these three centers of interest there may locw it s$90 ,, __rn, t ,o, _t t, tt month
be -local" office collections of books, reference materials A 7 o, C ___ l month -tites last month
and journals. These collections may be maintained by a
secretary, laboratory technician or other support staff. We A scaTl libayt

have found that such collections are valuable resources that, (a ', at z urist,) __" st ,,,oo _ s last month

along with personal subscriptions to journals and other A pubi, a,, __t,,s last moos, ___*,ns 1t month

materials as well as information centers, can achieve A gst,,nt Iwy __," lst mont, ___&T"Wt Mont

optimum allocation of materials across the entire A g,,,, ma ,onw
organization (see Chapter 12 for further discussion of this Motef _StS last month mthr,

issue). Alternatives to information centers in an
organization ate external libraries and information centers OR
such as academic, public and government libraries and Q, Approximately how many times in the past month have
government clearinghouses, you or someone on your behalf visited information

Ability of respondents to remember their number of uses in centers, libraries or local office collections for your
the past (i.e., recall) is a problem with asking about amount work-related purposes and how many additional times
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have you used them by calling, writing, etc. to obtain Nd.f Prop of -Pu. E8,4d nwm
information, order documents, or other purpose? 0 030 0
Include visits or additional uses that are made by 1.2 022 1.41

someone else (e.g., secretary of other support staff) at 19 o 387

your request. Do not include visits or additional uses 0-la 015 775

you made at the request of or on behalf of someone 11.25 al0 1658

else. If you did not use an information center, library of o 25 004 3265

"local" office collection in the LAST YEAR, please
check here and skip to Section X on page Y. Go
to page . The data above are actual data. The mean of an interval can

be approximated by the mid-point (e.g., 1, 2, - 1.5; 3-5 -
Circle Appropriate Code 4.0; etc.) or by using a geometric mean 2 calculated by taking

Maw TO the square root of the product of the end-points of the range.
,of7. swh LIM um For example, the geometne mean of the 1, 2 range is square

root of I x 2 - 1.41; 3-5 range is square root of 3 X 5 -
2-3 1 1 1 3.87; etc. The estimated mean of the data above 25 visits is
3-5 2 2 2 calculated from actual reported data. The overall mean is

.to 1 3 found by summing the cross products of number of
11.25 4 4 responses times esti.nated means for each range and

OW 25 5 5 s dividing by the total number of responses. Average annual
(Plo88 speiy) - - - use is then found by multiplying the monthly average by 12.

The estimated average for the data above is:

Some additional notes concerning this question. It is (.30 X 0 + .22 x 1.41 + .19 X 3.87 + .15 X 7.75 + .10 x
important to establish acceptable terminology for this 16.58 +.04 X 32 65) X 12- 62.06
question during initial in-depth interviews (see Chapter 7
for a discussion of this method). This applies to names and/ One particularly important factor involving the extent to
or locations of information centers and libraries. Also, which an internal information center is used is the distance
"local" office collections might be more commonly called of users to the center. This is a measure of accessibility of a
"unit collections," or "laboratory reading rooms" in an center and its services. Distance can be measured in several
organization. The skip pattern is used to avoid the necessity ways including:
of requiring non-users to answer questions concerning use.
One can make provision through the skip pattern to avoid * linear distance such as number of feet (or even miles)
irrelevant questions. We assume that someone who hasn't that a user is to an information center,
used an information center or library in the last year can be 0 number of floors away (if appropnate), or
considered a non-user. Finally, one can refine estimates of
total use over an entire year by asking respondents the * number of minutes away.
number of days they were at work in the last month to
account for sick leave, holidays, or vacation. The responses We have found that, by far, the best measure is in time (i c,
can be adjusted by the following means: minutes away) because time of professionals is a scarce

resource. They are very aware of their time and how much

SAssume 13 days worked in the month reported, P, time it takes them to get to an information center In a real
response of 6dayeswore thel month reported, sense the time users spend going to an information centerresponse of 6 items the last month reported, and 220 adi sn t evcsi esr fte'rc"te a

normal work days (without sick leave, holidays, etc.) in and in using its services s a measure of the "price" they pay
a year.foxf the center or the -value" they place on the information

a year. and services. As the time (distance) to the center is increased

" Adjustment to an annual total would be 220 divided by the use decreases because the "price" increases. Just as
13 X 6 - 101.5 times per year. demand for consumer products decreases as price

increases, the use of information centers decreases as its
Thus, for this measure the respondent is esti'.ated to visit "price" increases. Methods for measuring distance to
the information center (or other facility) 101.5 items in a information centers are discussed below.
year. This value would be imputed to the respondent and
analysis performed using these imputed data. Distance (in time) can be askd in the demographic section

of the questionnaire or it can also be added to the question
Averale number of visits (or additional uses) would be concerning number of visits and number of additional uses.
found by summing annual estimates of responsesi divided Examples are given below for these two methods.
by number of respondents (including non-users who skip to
later questions because they did not use an infc",'ation Q Approximately how far (in minutes) is your office/lab
center in the last year). Total visits is calculated by from the Information Center?
multiplying average visits per person times the total number
of persons in the population sampled. Minutes

Averago and total visits (or additional uses) calculated from
pre-coded ranges is less precise, but can be done by using OR
the following calculations (assuming one month):

By multiplying responses by 12 or a refined value as calculated 2 Geometre mean is a good approximation for log-normally
above. distributed numbers (i.e., highly skewed numbers).
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o NO. of No of to purchase of books, journal subscriptions, piofessionalsociety membership, etc.

___ 0 Access to information equipment and systems: Online

bibliographic and numeric database searching systems
available to users, online catalogs, terminals or PCs,

Note that we did not include a skip pattern for non-use audio-visual equipment, microform viewing
because it may be that a long distance to an information equipment, photocopy equipment, etc.
center results in non-use. This hypothesis can only be
examined by comparing distance of users with distance of 9 Reference and referral systems: In-depth research,
non-users. search cf reference materials, online bibliographic and

numeric database searching, online searching of
We find that professionals generally will use a variety of internal documents, referral searches, etc.; current
sources for their information and informat,on services and awareness services; selective dissemination of
this is as it should be since an organization's information information (SDI); and so on.
center should not be expected to fulfill all information
needs. However, if over about 10 to 15 percent of visits and * Other services: Document translation, archives or
additional uses of a center's potential patrons come from organization records, internal document publishing
external sources (e.g, academic libraries) there may be a and distribution, organization electronic bulletin
problem. The reason that we say there may be a problem is board, orientation and training, etc.
that non-organization informaron sources tend to be
expensive in terms of users' time Some use is expected; for
example, an employee may be in nigh, schoo! and may ue This list of services is not intended to be exhaustive, but
the academic library for worK-related purposes or a rather indicative of the kinds of services that might be
professional may know about a book that is in the public evaluated.
library, etc. However, extensive external use can be very
expensive to an organization. Extensive use of alternative
sources also suggest that there may be a problem with the One can ask a senes of questions for each servie
performance of the informttion center. There are many concerming:
factors that affect use of an information center and if certain
use criteria are not met by the information center, 0 extent of use of the service and alternative sources to
professionals will seek alternative source, the service,

Factors That Affect Use of Information Centerv 0 awareness of services,

Factors that affect use of information centers and their * availability and accessibility of services,
services include:

" inherent need for information and services, * importance of services, and

0 satisfacton with attnbutes of output such as quality" availability of information and services at the and timeliness of services.information center and alternative (competitive)
sources,

However, if evaluation involves a substantial number of
* awareness of center and its services, services such a series of questions can make the

questionnaire unacceptably long. Instead these questions
* importance of services, and can be grouped as demonstrated below.
* performance of information center services. The series of questions might involve awareness and use of

seruices. An example of a survey question concerning theseIn this section we provide examples of how one can measure factors is given bel
these factors by surveys and, in Chapter 11, we show the
relationship of these factors and extent of use of the
information center and its services. First, we list examples of Q. The question below deals with your awareness and use
information services ard then examine how to measure use of Information Center services. Even though you may
of the services and the factors above thvt affect use. be an Information Center user, you may not be aware

3f or use all of its services. A list of services are given
Information center services are grouped as follows: below.

* Access to information -enter facilities: Research and
reading rooms, 3tudy carrels, disabled facilities, etc. Please indicate (by circling appropriate numbers) if

you are aware of the service (and have csed it - 1 or
* Access t, collections and materialv: Access to library have never used it -2) or that you are not aware of the

books, journals, patent documents, reference service (and have no need for it - 3 or have a need for,saienals, internal technical reports and other it -4). Also, record the number of times you have used
documents, external documents such as government the service in the last month and the number of times
reports, audio visual materials, cartographic material you have used another source for the service in the last
etc; journal routing; access to journal articles through month (e.g., an academic library, a "local" office
interlibrary loan or document delivery; centralized collection; etc.).
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Awg 91tSm NO, o1 TIM" Information and measures provided by the above questions
LAST MO include:

H.ft H N_. i.I. . H r OLI. L%.d Nel %r' N"ll o C-6. SwoS.Vd,. 0 Number of persons who use the service

* Number of persons who are not aware of the service
_and, more importantly, who also have a need for the

eli aid rO ,4 2service. This provides and indicator of how much
3oo,2 3 4 __additional use might be created through publicity or

Nd o, LW marketing. By linking (1) those not aware but have a
COW,, t book, need to (2) Center users/non-users and (3)
in4 cw 2 demographics such as location one has strong evidence
ehtke ou (ow40,) to focus publicity to appropriate market segments.

in Cord* t 2 4 0 - * Number of uses (output) of services and the extent to
Coo d, 0€ d Ir which alternative sources are used for obtaining the
kv" W, 1,W a services.
S4We40 1 2 3 4

C,,,,,i h0 Number of uses of services can be related to importance andot books,
AM,, f 1 2 3 4 performance of services and output attributes.

0-,. 1 2 3 4 -- Calculations for the factors above are straight-forward. The
"awareness of services can be done as a proportion since
#qut 1 2 3 4 - - respondents must circle 1, 2, 3, or 4. The proportion of

Tel~p~r¢ e,.,c, respondents who circle 1 gives an estimate for the

proportion of users of that service. The estimated total
o_Wao number of users is calculated by multiplying this proportion
eC - times the number of professionals in the sampling frame.

A to ,,,-. ,, The proportion of respondents who circle 3 and 4 gives an
, AWM 2 3 - estimate of the proportion who are unaware of the service

,T,,m o d and 4 gives the proportion who are unaware and have a need
td Wt¢ 2 3 4 - - for the service, Inherent amount of use of the service is also
Uad Eo,, indicated by the sum of the amount of use through the centerBlttnt Bwdt

and other sources. Averages and totals for all uses of the*24.fln 0ss491 $ 2 3 4 -- - service as well as amount of use of the service obtained from

e I 2 3the center and from other sources are calculated using the2 - same methods as those given above for amount of visits and
additional uses of the information center.

One can be more specific for soime services. For e: ample,
for tme ouestion "read o- used collection of books journals. Both importance of and satisfaction with services can
etc. in the Center" coult 'e subdivided into: generally be measured and we recommend that these

* Read or used collection of naterials in the Center: measures be done as shown below. In this way, one can
compare among all services; for example, for resource

AWaro of S Nn, leo L ^ L-a o No of Times allocation. However, we strongly recommend that a separate
1,6u Moi survey be done for some services using a critical incident

M ''"e. ku- N "*. n " H Oth method discussed in Chapter 9. General evaluation of
UJ.d %d %Wd i. N-ed %. C*.4 So,, importance and satisfaction can be measured by the

following survey question:

Q We are interested in your assessment of the importance
CW6,Won L 2 3 4 - - of Information Center services THAT YOU USE for

your work and in your satisfaction with these services.
e0V.p4i ao"Q i 2 3 4 __ _

8 i Please rate the -mportance of and your satisfaction
a 2 3 4 -- - with Information Center services. NOTE: RATINGS
.", OF IMPORTANCE AND SATISFACTION (I to 5)

rnibooks 1 2 3 - - BELOW
Org..4z.St tEI4440

r1 I 2 3 4 - - Importance: Not at all important - I to Very
R.IUv .Ianlcmis 1 2 3 4 - - Important - 5
A04Satisfaction: Very Dissatisfied - I to Very Satisfied -

"t414h4 2 3 4

maolw 2 3 4

Again, one can expand on the services as shown above for
Also, if the list of services is felt to be too lengthy it is the collection of materials. Also, it may be useful to establish
possible to sub-divide the services and actually conduct two general importance and satisfaction with specific output
surveys for two hrts of services. attributes of services such as:

6.
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5wdoW C id. I you do P your r*n Aord you reorg MAe fropmpom
eiftnriee not U"serve,* of hrmpoltc Wee of sa~ftlctlors twer saisufaction with Servom Reepoce Reorea Asapooaf N

(1.6) (1.5)

Coosetior of books. Very Dsatalleted I 2 24%
Jpumals, eta - - 2 5 so

Extatr of Su6ed 3 6 71
OO"er.9. - - NeutraJ 4 iS 5

Number of Rers w,,hJr, 5 to 22.6
subject coved I a C 28 333

Crwocy of hme In Vey Sa trstd 7 11 131
collctio I

Accessibliy of hiems Total 84 10o0
in compactntorege I

In this example, 15.5 percent of the respondents are
dissatisfied with the service and 69.0 percent are satisfied
with it. The average satisfaction rating can be calcu attd byWe believe that importance and satisfaction with output summing responses of ratings (422) and dividing by sample

attributes of some services, such as online searches size (84) which gives 5.02 average satisfaction rating
conducted by Center staff and translation, should use
critical incidents of use of the service and probably should Another quick method of calculating the average
be done by separate survey (see Chapter 9). satisfaction rating is to cross multiply the proportions (not

%) times responses and sum them (i.e., 0 024 X 1 + 0.060 X
Finally, the General Information Center survey can address 2 + 0.071 X 3 + 0.155 X 4 + 0.226 X 5 + 0.333 X 6 + 0.131
availability of the Center (and services), competence of x 7 - 5.022). The median rating is 4.94. That is one-half of
Center staff and specific attributes of the Center. Examples the responses are above 42.5 and one-half below that
of importance of and satisfaction with these factors are givn number. Thus, the median is between 4 (26 responses) and 5
below. (45 responses) and 42.5 is 0.94 of 45 (42.5 divided by 45).

The median rating is estimated as 4 + 0.94 or 4.94.
Q Please rate the importance of and your satisfaction

with tie Information Center facilities and staff. NOTE: The final set of questions deal with demographics or
RATINGS OF IMPORTANCE AND characteristics of the respondents. There are two general
SATISFACTION (I to 5) BELOW. purposes for establishing these charactenstics:

& The first purpose is to generally characterize the
Importance: Not at all important - I to Very population served and to compare sample responses to
Important-5 determine if the responses appear to be
Satisfaction: Very Dissatisfied - I to Very Satisfied -representative" of the overall population. This

purpose is useful, but not as important as the second
purpose.

Recod Yo Record Yo
Rwir o natn of Characteristics of persons in the population served
111"donot lelacti should help explain differences in use of information

Aft W-e Here
P -5) ( -6) centers and their services.

For example, information seeking behavior varies
H , t #10 t i OW considerably, by work role, educational background,

Genorta a of location, and age. Subdividing the population into groups
Aa~t.ihy of enie, Co--'- -OW that reflect use is referred to as segmenting the market.
Responitsr-re of Ca e( stan Presently, with knowledge of usage patterns in market
K.row ere of Cont so stall
s , of came(e al segments, information center managers can take some

Alttde of Caeier s& corrective action to increase use such as by locating small
centers in underserved sites, publicizing unfamiliar services
to certain segments, improving performance of services to
segments that are more discernable with service attributes
(e.g., medical, legal, scientific), and so on.

Importance of and satisfaction with these two resources (i.e.,
facilities and staff) can be related to operational Examples are given below for demographic questions we
performance measures discussed in the previous chapter. have found to lte useful.

Estimates of the proportion of users who are satisfied Q What is the highest degree you have earned 9

(dissatisfied) with ser, zes or who consider the service to be
important to their work are discussed below. Also. average Ano..t.
ratings ot importance and satisfaction can be calculated as 58&e*s (BA., 8 . or equlvalew) 2
well. Since calculations for importance and satisfaction are M,-W$ (MA. uS, M BA or eqt4,lain) ............. ..... 3
the same, only one example is given below. Also, in the on r te (PH 0. So 0. or eqalnt) ............. 4

example the scale of ratings is from I to 7 instead of I to 5 as OJe (dnra)
above. ..
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Q. In what year did you receive your last/highest degree? Q. Prior to this survey were you aware that the X
19 . Company has libraries for general use by employees?

Q. What is the one field of science or other profession Yas . . . ....... 
which best characteizes your area of work? (If more No ....... ...... ... 2
than one applies, please indicate the one which best
characterizes the application of your work). Q. How many personal subscriptions to professional

journals do you receive? (By personal subscription we
licyo and englatg mean one which is personally addressed to you at your
Pysia Sdlnco (Chemitry. Physim, ate) .......... .... I home, office or lab.)
Mfattleotls. staotics 2

Computer Sdance ...................... a Pid for enbrely by you ............... . subscriptions
Erngligin g ........... . . 4 Pald for entirely by Company .......... ..... . .subcriptions
Other Scienc. (spotoy) Shored by you and someone else .. - subsc'ptons

iif~1 Finally, a sensitive question deals wrth salary. We ask this

6 question to relate user time to cost or the price paid for
Bsne.. information and information services. Some organizations
A-oS*1 .... 8 object to this question and, in others, the question is optional

as follows:

Law ...... .... 10 Q. OPTIONAL
MoraiAt .....r.i ... 11 What range represents your total compensation (ie.
Other (apeory) company salary and/or other employment income

12 such as awards, etc.) in the last year?

Q. Which category best desonbes thework role in which lt.n than $.25.0.............. ..... I

you spend the largest proportion of your time? $2500. 34.M 2
$35.OO- $44,999 . . .... .... . 3

Management 1 $ 0 45,000. $54,99 .. . 4
Research & Oevelopment . 2 $55,000 W4,999 . . 5

EducatortTralrng .. ,.. $68.000 or over .. 6

Opera on s . 4 The method for calculating average salary when using
Adminisratio . . ranges is the same as that described above for distance to
Finance . .. . . 6 information centers. If an organization does not want to
Logs; 7 include salaries, an average can usually be found from
Other (desoibe) elsewhere in the organization (e.g., budget or personnel

office). However, it is sometimes useful to apply the
. What is your currentlocation(namesofsites) respondent's salary with the response for each relevantQquestion. For example, suppose we want to place a cost for

We often also ask respondents to indicate any special going to the information center in order to determine if
"branches" should be established at certain sites. One knowsrecognition they have received. For example, how much time of each respondent is currently spent going

to information center and alternative sources. One can alsoQ. Have you ever eceived any awards or special estimate how much time would be spent with a local branch.
recognition at XCompany? Then each respondent cost can be calculated by the

following calculation method:
Yet I.. .. .... 1 Estimated Total Cost - Estimated annual number of visits x
No 2................ distance to the center (minutes) x 60 x salary rate per hour.
if yes. wteh awards or spedal recognition?

circie am that apply The salary rate per hour is found by dividing total
Cotpaty' Top ......Ar a compensation (plus an amount for fringe benefits) by
Ntmed Research Felow ..... .. b number of hours actually worked in a year (e.g., 2080 minus
Director's Award ......... .. o hours of sick leave, vacation and holidays). In the U.S., a
Palst Award ........ ..... d typical hourly rate (including fringe benefits) for
SuggesonAward ...... ........... professionals is $30.00 to S38.00 per hour.
Other (p es. speedy)

The effects of market segments can be analyzed by merely
cross-tabulating important measures with responses from

This question provides an indicator of the value of the segments of intetest.
information and of the use of information enter services. 8.4 Survey of Krown Information Center Users

Also some general questions concerning information- There are basically two ways to admmister information
seeking might be asked in the demographic section of the center user surveys. The first method is to sample a list of
questionnaire. For examplL, general aareness of the known users, for example when there are registration lists or
information centerandjournal subscription questions might lists of clearinghouse subscnbers or users. Government
be asked here, as follows: agencies are more likely to maintain such lists than

v,,,,m m,,.,m,.w~ .,.. .,,m . m .... ...... .. m w ,m= m -m w, =- .,., .... m m m m m ....
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companies. Even when they are maintained, such lists are Q. Howoftendo you (orwould you if new to the area) visit
often outdated. If such a list is available and sample forms this information center? (Please circle one).
available, one can apply survey questions discussed
previously. A second method for internal organization Less thn onco. a ygi ......................
centers is to sample visitors and/or additional users of the n av • .............................. 2

information center. This survey provides general measures Soma times a you .... ................ 3

of frequency of use of the inform ation center and of specific On a monta ..... . .. . .. . . ... 4

services, importance of and satisfaction with access to Twice a monta .
resources (e.g., staff, equipment, collection, etc.) and Onc, a week 6......... ....... 6

services, distance of users to the information center, and Tykce a week or more (specly sxoteoey

user characteristics. This survey should be conducted many tin, a w~k) tkneewek......... .
periodically over time (e.g., quarterly) and analyzed once a To estimate total and average visits or total users it is
year to provide best results and to minimize seasonal effects. necessary to post-stratify by number of visits. An example is

given below for the second method of asking number of
The visitor survey (sometimes called exit survey) is relatively visits. In this example visits are sampled over a one-week
simple to administer. Once a questionnaire is designed and period. A total of 301 visits to the center are counted during
tested, it is necessary only to establish a sampling scheme by tis period. A total of 152 visitors answered the number of
which sampled visitors can be handed questionnaires to be visits question as follows:
filled out in the center or mailed (or returned at a later visit)
if the visitor cannot (or will not) complete it on site. There Eso uIrno e1 Eminao. Ea s T

No of Tote! Ave. No. of Totalare two difficulties with this kind of user survey. No Of Vit vitom so. of Visit Valts pr Use No of UWM

fThe ffst difficulty is being able to weight or project 1.s 26 z88 e 1,311

results to annual totals since the unit sampled is visits &-0 39 4,017 7.7 52
(or uses) and not users, Thus, it is useful for the center
to maintain accurate data on total number of visits 11-15 32 3.21% 1 250

during the time the survey is being conducted (e.g., a 16-20 1 1,3 179 63

week), although some information centers maintain 42 4.436 112
"gate counts" of visits over a year. This information is
important for estimating annual visits and number of ToTAL 1 52 1 5,76 70o 2.266
users.

Second since the unit that is sampled is visits, one must Of the 152 visitors sampled, 28 visitors said they visited I to
distinguish between questions dealing with visits (e.g., 5 times, 39 said they visited 6 to 10 times, etc.
number of times a card catalog is used) and users (e.g.,
user's satisfaction with aspects of the collection, user's The estimated total number of visits is found by multiplying
work role, etc.). the number of visits in each class of number of visits (e g., 1-

5 visits per year) by a weight of 103 (i.e., 52 weeks times 301
It is more difficult to estimate both number of visits and total visits per week divided by 152 sampled visits). The
numberof users through visitor surveys, although thesurvey weight is merely the estimated total number of visits to the
itself is generally simpler to administer and is less expensive center in a year (i.e., 52 times 301) divided by sampled visits
than general use and population surveys. Visitor surveys (152). Thus, the estimatzd total number of visits by users
must be stratified by number of visits per year (or month) who visit between I and 5 times per year is 2,884 (i.e., 28
because sample selection is based on visits and not users. sampled visits times a weight of 103). The estimated total
Thus,frequentvisitors(users)haveagreaterchanceofbeing number of users who visited the information center this
sampled than infrequent visitors, frequently (i.e., between I and 5 times per year) is found by

dividing the estimated total number of visits (e.g., 2,884 total
visits for those who visit 1-5 times per year) by the average

As described previously, number of visits can be asked on number of visits (e.g., 2.2 visits per person per year).
the visitor questionnaires in several ways: Assuming that no one user was sampled more than once in

the period or filled out more than one questionnaire, the
Q. How many times have you visited this information average in the 1-5 visits class can be calculated in thesame

center in the past year (i.e., 12 months)? manner as any average (i.e., the sum of observations divided

by the sample - 28 visits). However, when responses are
times last year given as a range one must estimate that average in another

way. If the number of visits is log-normally distributed a
good way to calculate the average is by using the geometric

Q. How many times have you visited this information average, assuming log-normality is reasonable.
center in the past year (i.e., 12 months)? (Please circle
as appropriate). A geometric average is found by calculating the square root

of the r-rduc, fth. range poiiit (e.g., square rotot I times
o-ns ... .... i 5 - 2.2, square root of 6 times 10 - 7.7; etc.). Unless one

6- to t', .. 2 actually has values specified for more than 20 visits (as
S• li,,................3 shown in the example above;, the average number of visits

16 -20 imeas .......... 4 for those who visit more than 20 times per year must be
oe than 20 ftes (specify now many) calculated byextrapolation of the log-normal distribution as

_______ ....me.. s shown in the f.gure on the next page.The fact that the plot is
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nearly straightmeans that theassumption oflog-normalityis the estimated total number of users across all classes of
valid (at least in the range given). Extrapolating the line to frequency of visits is 2,266.
the 98 percent point yields a value of about 78 visits per year
(i.e., 98 percent of the users visit less than 78 times per year). A less formal way of asking number of visits was given above
The calculated average for that range of number of visits is with responses such as "less than once a year," "once a yer,'
39.5 (i.e., squarc root of 20 times 78 - 39.5). "several times a year," etc. Most of these responses imply an

average rather than a range. Thus, once a year would be
counted as 1; once a month - 12; twice a month - 24; etc.

The estimated total number of users is calculated for each Several times a year would have an estimated average of 4.6
class of frequency of visit.For example, the total number of (i.e., square root of 2 times 11 assuming log-normality).
users who visit between one and five times per year is 1,311 Estimated total visits and total user are calculated in much
(i.e., 2,884 total visits divided by 2.2 visits per year). Thus, the same manner as above.
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Estimating the total number of users for each class of development (R&D) and other work roles. In this example
frequency of visits (i.e., stratum) is essential because one there were 200 visitors who responded to the question
must use these numbers to weight the responses to each concerning their work iole (R&D and other).
question that is relevant to users. Some questions on the
visitor survey questionnaire will be relevant to visits and Without weighting one would assume from the sample that
some will be relevant to users. For example, typical 48.0 percent of the users are primarily engaged in R&D (i.e.,
questions related to visits and users are as follows: 73 divided by 152 - 0.480). However; weighting by number

Visit-Related Questions of users in each stratum yields a much different result.
Estimates in each stratum are calculated by taking he

* What did you do on your visit to the information center proportion of R&D and other professionals in each stratum
today? and multiplying them times the number of users in the

stratum. For example, the proportion of R&D professionals
0 Did you ask the staff for help finding th~e information in the stratum of those who visit one to five times per year is

and/or materials you were looking for? estimated to be 0.321 (i.e., 9 divided by 28). Thus, the

* For what purpose did you need the information/ number in that stratum is 363 (i.e., 0.321 times 1,311) and
materials sought in the information center? the number of other professionals is 948 (i.e., 0.679 times

o Approximately when did you arrive at (or leave) the 1,311). Considering all classes of number of visits, it is found
that the weighted estimate of proportion of users who areinformation center today? R&D professionals is 32.9 percent (i.e., 746 divided by
2,266) compared with the 48.0 percent calculated from

User-Related uestions unweighted data. Actually, 48.0 percent is the proportion of
" How satisfied are you with the ability of the visits that are by R&D professionals. In this example the

information center staff to help you locate needed weighted estimate is so different from unweighted results
information and materials? because R&D professionals tend to be frequent visitors (e.g.,

center's 18% visited more than 15 times), whereas other
How satisfied are you with the information professionals tend to visit infrequently (e.g., 39 visited more

than 15 times) Yet, the sample was even more pronounced

" What is your primary work role? (55% vs 16%).

Some questions can be relevant to either visit or user The average number of visits by R&D and other
depending on how the question was asked. For example: professionals are 10.0 per person for R&D professionals

" "How long does it normally take you to get to the and 5.5 visits per person for other professionals. These
information center?" is user-related. averages are calculated by multiplying average number ofvisits in each stratum times the total persons (e.g., 2.2 times

* "How long did it take you to get to the information 363), summing over the five strata and dividing by the total
center on this visit?" is visit-related, number in the population cf interest (e.g., 746 R&D

professionals). Note that the unweighted estimates would be
As indicated above, calculating measures from user-related 23.0 and 12.0 visits per person respectively, for R&D and
questions is not straight-forward when made from a visitor other professionals. Thus, proper weighting substantially
survey. To demonstrate this, an example is given below for affects estimates of proportions and averages, as well as
estimating the proportion of users who work in research and totals, thus avoiding biased or inaccurate estimates.

EXAMPLE OF ESTIMATES CONCERNING VISITORS

FROM VISITOR SURVEY

RI D_____ 8011

NUMBER1
OF SAMPtE POP. SAMPDLE POP POP.

VItS SAMPLE PROP. TOTAL SAPLE PROP. TOTAL SAMPLE TOTAL
(%) (%)

1-5 9 32.1% 363 19 67.9% 948 28 1,311

-10 11 28.2 147 28 71.8 37 39 522

11-15 13 40.6 105 19 59.4 153 32 258

16-20 8 72.7 46 3 27.3 17 11 63

More than 20 32 76.2 85 10 23.8 27 42 112

TOTAL 73 48.0% 746 79 52.0% 1,520 152 2,266
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Chapter 9

Evaluating the Effectiveness of Specific Information Center Services

9.1 Background You have been identified as a recent user of the
Information Center Online Searching Services. These

In this chapter we discuss evaluation of several specific services include searching external literature databases
information center services from the perspective of users. (e.g., Dialog, BRS, ORBIT, CASOnline, etc.) online,
This evaluation is different from the evaluation presented in and other sources for identifying and verifying needed
Chapter 8 in that the evaluation in this chapter delves much documents. The questions below refer to your use of
more in-depth concerning satisfaction with service output this service.
attnbutes such as quality and timeliihess, purpose of use of
the service, and consequences of use of the service. Again, a 0 How many times have you or someone on your behalf
user survey is the principal method used and a critical used the Information Center for brief references or
incident of a recent use of the service is the basis for much of full-searches in the last year (i.e., 12 months)?
the analysis. In particular we focus on the following services:

* online bibliographic and numeric database searching, No. of brief No. ot M
refeeee soatiCes* Current Awareness Bulletins, and test y last yea

* journal routing.
a Used the service mself ...

The basic philosophy of measures that we have discussed in b A skedcolleague/subordinate to
other chapters holds.here and would apply to other services use te sentce for me......
as well It is noted that performance of the operational
aspects of the services above (i.e., input costs, output Note that we do not ask about use ofalternative sources such
quantities and attributes, productivity, etc.) are covered in as searching themselves, using a subordinate to do the
chapters found in Part 2. Measures of the value of these searching themselves or using an external source (e.g., an
services and models relating linkage of output attnbutes to academic library or broker). This information should be
amount of use and consequence of use are covered in obtained from the Genera Population Survey in order to get
chapters in Part 4. unbiased results estimated from nonusers as well as users.

Also, we ask respondents to indicate number of searches for
The sampling frame for surveys of specific services usually a full year since there are usually relatively few uses of this
consists oflists of recent us.,rs of the services.This is trefor service by one person over a year. Typically, more
in-house information centers and independent centers such professionals use the service themselves rather than asking a
as clearinghouses. We say recent because the survey will ask colleague or subordinate to do so. Finally, bnef reference
about a recent use of the service and some servic-s such as searches tend to outnumber full searches by about two to
online searching and access to article copies through one (say, five or six to two or three).
document delivering services are relatively infrequent. Thus,
recall or memory of the details of this last use will begin to We then focus on a critical incident or the most recent
dim after about three months. If there is no list of users, one search. Usually we concentrate on full searches, although it
can select the sample from a list of recent uses and apply the is not necessary.
method described in Chapter 8 for estimating number of
uses from samples of visitors. This is not a difficulty because The questions below refer to your mo.t recent use of
most questions are use-related rather than user-related Information Center Online Searching Services
anyway. In fact, if the sample is of users it may be necessary involving the last IN-DEPTH FULL SEARCH done
to weight by uses as desenbed in detail in the next chapter for you.
for document reading.

Q What was the general topic for which this last in-depth
9.2 Online Bibliographic and Numeric Database full search was done for you?
Searching

Topic:
In this survey we obtain data and information about the
extent of online bibliographic and numeric database
searching obtained from the information center and a series This question .s !arlely askcd to ge, i espondents to focus on
of questions concerns a cntical incident of searching done a specific search done for them.
by the center. The survey begins by acquainting the user with
the Lacf that they have recently used the service. In our Q On this last literature search, approximately how many
examples below we focus on online searching of external documents or citations were identified, what
literature databases. A statement such as the following might proportion did you obtain, and what proportion did
be useful, you (or do you intend) to read?
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Number Proportion Proporfor Analysis of the response time (or difference in negotiated
kW~ bnd tie PAW and response time). importance of response time andTYPO _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ l satisfaction with this output attribute provides a good

picture concerning performance regarding this service
b. Jooksu t. - - attribute. Further discussion relating this and other
b. Bookna - -p- attributes to extent of service use is given in Chapter 11.
c. External technicat repot - -

d. Patent documents Q To your best knowledge, was there any relevant
e. Conference proceedings - - - information missed in this last search?
I. Other (sp",) - -

yes ................................ 1

Averaged across searches, we find that journal articles tend No .................. ............. 2
to dominate responses with external technical reports oon't Know .. .. ..... .. .. 3
following in number. Usually fewer than one-half of the

citations are read. Most of the time users indicate "no" or "don't know".

The next set of questions deal with the performance and However, this question can be correlated with importanceof
effectiveness of the service. It can be in a section labeled as and satisfaction with relevance of search output. These two
such. questions are asked as follows:

Q Did you discuss or negotiate the time it would take to Q How important is the relevance of information to your
perform the search with the searcher? expressed needs for this last search?

Yes ......................... I Cicle one
No ............. 2 Not at all Importan ... ... ...... .......... ...... I

If yes, what was that duration of turn-around time? Meieey Importmn 2inportant.........................3

Hours or - Days or - Weeks very Important .. .................. 4

Exrnemely Important ........ .... ........ 5

Surprisingly to us, we find that most information centers do
not discuss or negotiate turn- around time with users, or at 0 From the standpoint of the relevance of information to
least users are not conscious that they do. Of course, in data your expressed needs, were you:
analysis this time and the one below must be converted :o a
common time unit for analysis. Days seems to be the best circe one
unit. Very dissatisfied ..... .... 1

Oissatisfled ..... .. . ... 2
Q From the time you initially contacted the Information Netliher satlsfied nor dissaisfied ........ 3

Center to perform the in-depth full-search, how long Satisfed................ ....... 4
did it take to receve the search results?

Very s&Usf d . ....... . .... 5
-. Hours or Days or. Weeks

The next questions deal with number of items or citations
This result should be compared with the negotiated time identified on the search. The actual number (given in a
when appropriate. previous question) can be related to importance of and

satisfaction with this service attribute.
Q How important was the response time for this last

search? Q How satisfied were you with the amount of information
presented to you in the search output?

Cire one

Not at all Imporiant . ......... .......... . . ... . I Circle one

Moderately important . ........... ... .... ... . . . 2 Very dissatisfied ....... ..... .... ........... I

important ............ .. .. ...... 3 O''attifled . . ... ..... ......... 2

Very Important ................................... 4 #r sat ied nor dissatisfied . . 3
Extremely Important .......................... ... 5 Satisfied .......................... 4

Very satsfied . ........ .. 5

Q From the standpoint of response time of the search,
were you: Q If dissatisfied, did you get too much or too little?

Circe onn
Circle one

Too much .................. .. .... 1V wPydissabslied . ... .. . ... ..... . I

Dissatisfied ............. ....................... . 2 Too te .. ..... ....... ...... . ... 2

Neihe satisfied nor dissatisfied . ..................... 3 Typically, users get too little rather than too much, although
SUsfid ......................................... 4 in one organization the reverse was frequently true leading

'e.y satfld s................................... . to a new policy.

I _____
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Q How important is the amount of information presented Q From your perspective, how important is the searcher's
to you in the search output? knowledge of the subject field searched? Circle the

Circlee appropriatc rating.

Not a # Important ................. ........ .. Not am Important Varyb1io

Moderately Importatnt..... ... . ..................... 2 Iffportant
important ... ......... .. ............ ...... ... 3

Very Important .................... ....... ... ..... 4 1 2 3 4 5

Extremely Important .... ........... .... ... ......... 5
Q How satisfied are you with the researcher's skill in

Some organizations charge for search service. However, searching?
even when they do charge users may not be aware of the circle one
amount due to charging policy. Nevertheless questions Vr istsid. . .... ........
concerning user charges can he useful for evaluation. VeyDissatisfied ....... .............. ............

Q Did you pay for this last in-depth fuill-search? Neither at~ifed nor disaslfied ...................... .... 3
Satisfied.... ..... ... .. ..... ........ ....... 4

Circle oe Very satisfied.... ... ................. .. ..
Y e .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

It yrea. how much ... ...... ... Q How satisfied are you with the searcher's attitude?
No .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 C n
Don't Know .................. .. ............. .... Very dissatisfied .................... .......

Dissatisfied ...... ..... ....................... 2
Q From the standpoint of the usefulness and value of the Njeithter satisfied nor deistisfied. .......... ..... .. 3

search, was the price: Satfed................................4

Circle on Very satisfied .............. ........... 5

Muchitoo high ... .... ............. ..
Too high ..... 2 Q Please feel free to comment on any aspects of the
About right ...... ............... ................ searcher's knowledge, skills, or attitude that you feel

TOO lOW............................ ... ....... .. 4 are important.

Much too tow tor value received.............5

Q Hlow Important was the price in your decision to use
the search service?

rcleg one Q Please feel free to comment on any other aspect of the
Not at all Imot-n Information Center's Online Searching Service.
Moderately important . ... 2

Important ............................ 3
Very importanti..............................4

Extremrely Important...... ... ........... ....... 5
The final set of question's deal with the purposes and

Finally in this section one might want to ask some questions consequences ot the Online Searching Service. These
about searcher competency from the perspective of users, question's might be incorporated into a special section of the
This perspective is useful to compare with known questionnaire These question's relate to (D, E, F and If on
competency and to correct if the user's perception is the framework Figure 4 in Chapter 2).
generally not valid. Note that another format for the
question is given as an example. Q Please indicate the primary activity for which you used

Q From your perspective, how important is the searcher's terslso hsls erh

skill in conducting the online research? Circle the AtMly Circle only one
appropriate rating. Research-basIs or product development............ I.

Ntat all Imtant veran m EngineerIng-research or inanutacturing/processing etc .. 2
impotantTechnical or research support (eq. OC, standards,

consumer research. etc)...............3

1 2 3 4 5 Managemneor eecutve.... ............... 4

Admitnistrative .......... ..... ..... ... ......... 5

Q From your perspective, how well qualified was the FInance or accounting 6
searcher concerning knowledge of the subject field [Aa[atatnt ,7

researched? Circle the appropriate rating. 'Medical ... .... .. .... ....... .........

Ntat a usfntd very q; Operations a eq. fecilities engineering, mail serv. etc) a

qualfed Background research .... ..................... 0

'rotesalonet development ..... ............. ........ ItI
1 2 3 4 s Other (pleaaee peify)_____________ t2
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Q Please indicate for which communications purposes in the question above. If you cannot make a reasonable
this last search was primarily used. guess, please enter "DK" (Don't Know).

SActual Additional
t~~rdUm onyoe " tm

Not done for commurcatv purpos .................... I
fr rmal discussion with collesgues ...................... 2 Your own time (dicussing search, etc) . . .. __m.in. __ h

ConaultIN or ad.isin thers.... . .. .of .o.. .e. t.o on your staff n
............ 3 you did or would ask them for aslstnce . __. . min. min

Making internal presentations .. ........ ....... 4 Fees associated with search services Of appl:le) . $ $ $
Makidn formnal external lposenta ons .. ................. $ Telephone calls .................... $ _ $
Wring (reports, proposat, articles, etc) ................. 6 Other costs (ples spf) _
Othe (plest Specify)_ _ _ _ _ 7es

The pre-coded responses should correspond exactly to any
other surveys that obtain information about primary work The first question provides an indication of the value of

activities or communication activities (see Chapter 10). In having the Online Search Service perform the search (f on

this way results can be correlated or cross-checked. These the framework Figure 4).

questions particularly contribute to (D) on the framework in
Figure 4. The second question gives evidence of information that

would be lost if there was no Online Search Service
Contribution to the professionals' work output attributes (F (typically about 20-30% of searches would not be done) and
in the framework figure) is determined from the document what alternate sources might be used (usually they would
reading survey (see Chapter 10). In that survey, respondents search themselves either manually or online).
are asked about readings of documents that are identified by
online searching; including the consequences of reading on
quality, timeliness, etc. of the professionals' work. If that The third question (1st column) indicates the amount of
survey is not done (or responses are deemed too sparse to time that users spend with discussing the search, etc. and in
reveal th consequences of searching) then the user output other related costs. This indicates part of the "price" paid by
attribute questions can be incorporated in this survey users to use the Online Search Service. The question also

determines how much more it would cost users to use

A series of questions may also be asked to determine one alternative sources (2nd column). We consider this
the value of the Online Search Service, additional cost to be the most important indicator of the

perspctive of hevalue of this service (see Chapter 13). Typically this value is

Q In what ways did you benefit by having a staff member two to four times the actual cost of the service.

from the Information Center perform this in-depth
full-search for you?

9.3 Current Awareness Bulletin
circle am atipale

I savd im b " /a .......................... I Many organizations prepare (or purchase) Current
If so, approximately how many minutes or hourt? Awareness Bulletins in order to keep users up-to-date with

.minute or - hours the current literature. In a sense these bulletins complement

They could perform the search fitm than I could ............. 2 or replace purchase of personal subscriptions and/or
They could perform the search War than I coul ..... .... a journal routing. This service is quite expensive and,
Other (pas sp.). therefore, worthwhile evaluating from time to time to ensure

4 that it is performing satisfactorily. The information center
usually has a list of users and, therefore, a sampling frame is

Q If Information Center could not have provided you easily obtained. However, the General Population Survey
with the in-depth full-search, how would you probably may reveal that the bulletins are passed on to persons
have done the search? beyond the user list. If so a second stratum should be formed

to complement the list of known users.
Circle anyth you would have used

I would not have done the search There are usually several bulletins published and distributed
I would have dor th search mysolf oine. .... .. 2 by the information center. Two questions help determine
I would have done the search mt manually .... ....... . extent of use.
I would ha.. delegated the search to someone

els on my staff ................................ ... 4
1 would have used another, external ra ................ Q Do you currently receive a Current Awareness Bulletin

would have called a colleague who Is issued by 'he Information Center?

knowlodeb In the subject field ..................... 6
I would hae used a contractor/outaide service Yes .............
Other (Sp fyL) No ..................... 2

Q How much time was spent by you or someone from Q Which Current Awareness Bulletins do you receive
your staff in obtaining the in-depth full-search? and approximately how often do you normally refer to
Approximately how much MORE would it have cost a specific issue? Note that you may sometimes refer to
you to get it from the alternative source(s) you selected a bulletin that you do not receive.

I
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Circe 0 AVeregeno. 0 importance of the bulletin, and
yo reevdotneo 0 comments about the service.
i sh fe t t

Iwo Buletin Other similar questions that are worded differently than the
Blosceie; - Clinical Prodiucts MuOMri.......... I __ Online Search Service are as follows:
Chemical Bulletin ........................... 2 _

Coating Un. of Technolog Q In what ways did you benefit by having the last Current
9 Fl.uid st .....n........ ..... ._3 Awareness Bulletin?
* Vacutun/hagnetics/OptIia section .. ......... 4 Ci cleal api cable

Liorary Bulins......................... .. - t saved time for myself or staff In tdentng
Technical Report "oliln ..... .............. 6 ___needed documnts .................... ..... .. .... I

Note~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Nha ustsfrasnl su.Tuttluems e ~ Io. approimately how many hours? _ Hours
Note hat se isfor singe isue. bus, otaldsermst b ted needed sources sooner thanI

projected to all issues (e.g., six) and from sample responses
to number in the population surveyed. cudhv tews........... ...... 2

tdentifted needed sources that I probe*l
The remaining questions deal with a critical incident of would not have Identified otherwise . ........... 3
the most recent use of a bulletin. other(seiy________________

o What is the last Current Awareness Bulletin that you
referred to? Q If the Current Awareness Bulletin was not provided to

Circle onity one you, how would you have identified the needed
sources? Select only the method you would most likely

Bloscene - Clinicel PRoducts Bulletin .. ..... .............. I use.
Chet"a Bulletin.......................... ... ... .. 2

Coatin Una of Technology Circle onty one

a Fuidsecion. .......... .... ... ... 1would not have don*e11. ......... ..... ..... .... I

* Vacuum/Magnedtcsicali section ..... . ..... samn clrcultion/routing ........ .. ...... ...... 2

UbayBleis... ....... ............ t would have conducted an online search ... ............ 3

Technical Report Butletin 6 t... .... ..... a Iwould have delegated en online "earch to
someone els on my staff..............4

This question helps focus on the most recent use and also 0tter (spediy_________________
provides a cross-tabulation for evaluating specific bulletins. ______________________.

Q Approximately how many issues back was that last Q Approximately how much MORE would it cost you to
Bulletin to which you referred? use this other source?

Mot recent one .... ...................... ........ I O myown time............ ............... hor
TWO .. ... .................................. 2 . ime of someone else............o_ hours

Thre . .. ..... ..... ... .. ... .** . . , , To purchaso the, "archervice ........ ...... . .. _

Older.. .......... ...... .............. ........ 4 Telephone cat .... ............ S_
Don' kn w .... ... ... ... ... ... .. ... ... . 5 Other (specify)

o For what reason did you refer to this last Bulletin? ______________________

Browsing most recent issue ........ .......... ....... 2 Q Please rate your general level of satisfaction with the
Fieribered a reference I needed. ........................... following attributes of the Current Awareness Bulletin
Other you last used?

Satified
These two questions help determine whether not the Very NrVery
bulletins are used for retrospective searching (say, in lieu of Otesadlued Dissatisfied! Dissatliled Salisled! Sastield

online searching). There is little evidence from the studies
we have done that bulletins are used in this way. 1 2 3 4 5

Q Approximately how much time did you spend reading sabtisaction tn

or using this last Current Awareness Bulletin? (.5)
Minutes Currency of rtems/Wnri, lden'ified

In Ou'rent Awareness Bulletin.

This question provides some indication of the "price" paid Coverage-neitr too much nor too Itle. ....

to use the bulletin and, therefore, is an indicator of it's value ouslity of reproduction..........
Format of information in Currant Awareness Bulletin

Several questions correspond to the questions used for the fteiss/enties given without en abstract......
Online Search Service in Section 9.2. Such questions Ease of ordering Current Awareness Butletin ...
include: Deasy of receipt .... ... ..............

* data on number of items identified and read, For the last question it is useful to have respondents
* purposes of use, elaborate on attributes which are found to be unsatisfactory.
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9.4 Journal Routing Q Approximately how many articles/items did you read
from this journa. issue and how many articles did you

We have found journal routing to work very well in some or someone on your behalf photocopy?
organizations and very poorly in others. A survey of journal
routing can be done as part of a document reading survey _ articles/items read
(see Chapter 10) or independently. A survey concerning this articles/items photocoped
service involves known users and possibly some users who
receive copies from persons on the routed lists. Below arc
some questions that address evaluation of this service. This question provides the basis for estimating the total
Detailed results of the consequences of this service applies number of articles read as a result of using this service. By
to questions from the document reading survey. comparing cost per article read with other sources ofjournal

articles (e.g., personal subscriptions, office collections,
Q Do you receive circulated/routed journals? information center collection) we typically find that cost per

reading is substantially less for this service. However, the
Yes .................................................................. I length of routing lists must be kept short or satisfaction falls

0 How many journals (not issues)? off rapidly.

N o ................................................................ 2
On occasion we have examined the possibility of alternatives

Perhaps not too surprisingly, occasionally persons indicate to current journal routing procedures. An example of a
they do not receive this service even though they are on a question concerning alternatives is given below.
routing list. If the proportion who indicate "no" is high, some
follow-up is warranted. Q There are some alternatives to journal routing or

possible changes that could be made in the service.
At this point a set of critical incident questions should be Please rank your preferences for five possible services
addressed concerning the respondent's last reading of a from I (highest rank) to 5 (lowest rank).
routed journal.

Rank
Q What position/number are you on this journal ...

circulation/routing list? (e.g., I st, 2nd, etc.) a. Keep Journal crcutation/rouJng uncanged

Position/number b Keep journal circulaborVrouting lists short (by
increasing number of copies purchased) .............

Q Approximately how long after the journal circulation/
routing began did you receive it? c Keep Joumal ctrculationrouting fsts short by

restrlcg routing list access to people wit valid

Days or-_ Weeks or - Months reasns for receMng the particular journa .............

Q From the standpoint of time for the journal issue to get d. Elininate Journal circulation/routing Altogeiher.
but m ntalln currency by keeping all new journal

to you, were you: Issues In a dedicated place in a nearby Information
Center Site so they would be avaliable to at users

Cicle one

Very Dissatsfed ............... ......... .. e Replace journal circulatilo/routing with imrmedlate
Dissaisfid . 2 mailing to IndiMduals (electronic or paper) of the

........................ Tables of Contents of new journal Issues These

Neither saisied nor dissabsfied ....................... 3 current issues would be available In a dedicated

Satisfied .................... ....... 4 place in a nearby InformroJon Center Si. ........

Very satisfied ............................... 5

These questions together provide strong evidence Note that this question ranks alternatives, as opposed to
concemring the appropriate uunber of persons who should rating them. The ranks can be averaged or displayed for each
be on a journal routing list. We find that six to eight persons alternative, keeping journal circulation/routing lists short
is about the right number. Also, these questions help to (by increasing number of copies purchased) is usually
identify trouble spots. ranked highest.
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Chapter 10
Evaluating the Higher Order Effects of Information & Information Service Use

10.1 Background We find that average amount of such "over-time" ranges
Wereferback to the framework given in Chapter 2, Figure 4 from 150-300 hours among organizations. A typical
and Figure 5. In particular, this chapter addresses (D), (E), organization result is as follows:

(F) and (f) measures given in the framework in Figure 4. A
survey is recommended that establishes time spent Fioeepcn

performing various activities (e.g., research, legal work, (%)
managing, finance, marketing, etc.). The survey also
determines vxtent of communication input (e.g., quantities . .............................. 251%
and time spent reading, listening, etc.), and output (e.g., . ............. 133
quantities and time spent writing, advising others, making 101.5 .......................... 718

presentations, etc.) related to the work of professionals in an 251-s1 184.....................184

organization, Specific survey(s) are recommended for 501.1.000 .......... . 13.1

document reading regarding such information as depth of Over 1,000 (average 1Z34 hours) ........... . .3
reading, how readers identified documents read, where they
got the documents, and consequences of reading. Since For this company, average time is 296 hours per
information centers provide identification and access to professional per year in addition to 1,820 for a total of 2,116
many of the documents read, one can determine the extent average total hours per professional per year. Average salary
to which centers contribute to the use, usefulness and value plus fringe benefits for this company is $52,500. Therefore,
of information found in documents (i.e., D, E, F and f in the average hourly rate is $24.81 ($52,500 divided by 2,116). To
framework). that we often add about 50 percent for overhead (i.e.,.10.2 Information Input and Output S37.22).

In order to determine amount of time spent by professionals
doing their primary work and communicating one can ask The second question deals with amount of time spent
three questions dealing with (1) total amount of time spent working on specific primary activities. This can be done by
working in a year, (2) proportion of this time involved in asking for the proportion of time spent (multiplied by total
various primary work activities (work roles), and (3) time spent determined from the question above). This
proportion of their time involved in communicating by question is asked as follows:
various means. Examples of these three questions are given
below. The first question deals with amount of time spent in Q Please indicate the general kinds of activities that you
work-related activities. Each organization has an accepted perform in your work and the approximate proportion
or sf.heduled amount of time. For example, in the U.S. a of time you spend over a year doing it, including time
typtcal work year for professionals involves 2,080 hours spent working for The Organization outside of normal
with about 120 hours of vacation time, 88 hours of holidays working hours. Do not include vacation, holidays, sick
and an average of about 52 hours of sick leave or 1,820 total leave, etc. in calculating proportions
hours. However, professionals often spend additional hours N Perform RoPr,
on work-related activities such as working late, reading PMy AciM, ". , a"h o&
while traveliing to and from work, attending evening
professional meetings, and so on. It is difficult and, perhaps RSuc c, Vodw wcn A _

not meaningful, to try to distinguish between regular hours W c, M.,WCc . -W
and other time spent. Thus one can establish an pwc.oN's. ec
organization's normal annual work hours (e.g., 1.820 hours) Tso" o, ,wch,,op supo (o. .q,, co.cc. smtrc ds
and add to that additional time by asking the following C ,,,.& e S.
question. M,, g,,,nt. .x, o

Q Approximately how many hours per year do you ,,n.tf W F

devote to ORGANIZATION work or your own let,.c V

professional development that are in addition to the M H
normal eight-hour work day? Include such time as oPWW, ,, s .,tie, O N"4,E " , Ccec. etc) I -
working late (or early), reading while travelling to and Bka.g,&,d mc
from work, attending professional meetings during po,,1a, dlp, K
non-working hours, etc. t (Pgine sp"y,,_ L

Cire SWpMM Coda AN Mpo.*ns ortd nc.. ioi 1IW10
......................... . Since some types of professionals tend to work more time

1020 .................................. 2 than others, one can establish estimated proportion of time
21 . .3.. ............................... a for each activity by multiplying each proportion reported by

t-0.... .................................. 4 total time (e.g, 1,820 + geometric means for reported
501.1,000 .................................... 5 amount) for each respondent, then add times across
Over 1 000 (Spe j _hours ............. respondents for each activity to determine the total time for
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that activity. The overall proportion for each activity is then reading) is obtained in another questionnaire (Section 10.3
a straightforward calculation, of this chapter).

Overall time spent communicating by various means is Quanzities of information output are observed from the
determined on the next question. In this question one can following set of questions. The first question deals with
ask professionals to indicate the relative time they spend amount of time spent consulting or giving substantive
actually doing p. iary activities and how much time they advice.
spend communicating in various ways.

Q Approximately how many individual times did you
Q Above you indicated the primary activities in which consult or give substantive advice to others in the past

you are engaged in your work. Now we would like to month (30 days)?
know how you spend your time actually doing these
activities In particular we are concerned about the times in the past month
communication component of your work.

In this question we suggest using a month for the reporting
Please indicate the proportion of your time performing time because we have found that those who say they consult
the activities above in actually thinking, conducting or give substantive advice (typically 70% of professionals),
experiments, and so on and the time spent do so rather frequently (typically 15-20 times per month or
communicating in various ways. 200 times per year). Thus, we find that about 180 hours are

spent giving substantive advice.
Nv partm Proportion

Acdty il adllty oftie One can also partially measure output by the number of
0 i ) spi n a
Mlaecrce % fornial records written basically for internal use.

Actually doing t thinking. , Q In the past year, how many formal records of your work
exerioments, accountlng,st ............. A _ (e.g., technical reports, laboratory notebooks, legal

Infortm discssions wth coleag ....... briefs, software programs, etc.) have you written or
Consulting or advising others ............ . .. substantially contributed to?
Making formal Intorntl pr entatlons ....... . D --
Making fonml external presentations . E -- Sole Autho CoAutfho Conttbutor

Attending formal internal presentions ,. F _ TLealos Reports - - -
Attending formal external presenatlions. G Lboratoy Notebooks - - -
Writing (reports, proposals, aicles, ete) H _er riets - - -

Reading (reports, proposals, books, Other rograts - - -
articles, erc) .... a........... I - Otere programs - - -

Other , O (pleas speef _ - -

AN propotionts must total 10% 10D% Here it is useful to establish the terminology used in the
organization for reports. Some organizations have very

Referring to the schema depicting communication in formal definitions for different kinds of reports (e.g.,
organizations we have identified the amount of time devoted technical memos, technical briefs, technical reports, etc.) An
to work input involving: example of responses in an organization is given below.

Proportion of Proportion Avg. no per Avg no
total te (%) Professionals professionals per alt

" interpersonal communication who write (%) who Plof l

from Internal sources .. ......... 20% Technical reports - 23
from external sources Laboratory

notebooks 1.0
" Communlcation by documents Legal bri s - - 89

from Internal documents ....... ...... 3 Other reports - - 98
from external documents . 9 Software programs - - 42

Other 7.8
and work o:

As a guide we have found that reports average about three
Sinterpersonal communication co-authors and two other contributors. Thus, total output

for Internal recipients.. ................ 19 quantities arc adjusted by these factors. For example, if a
for external recipients ............. 4 person indicates they are a sole author of two repo ts and

co-author of four, they are said to have written 3.33 reports.

a Co.,,,---ti doc,,- i'et., We assume that books, formal articles and often similar
o Internal recipients ................... 7 publications are written largely for external consumption,

for external recipients .................. 03 although not entirely so. The extent to which these

documents are written depends a great deal oit the type of
Some quantities of information input are obtained in the organization involved and the organization's policies. Few
questions below. Amount of reading (and time spent articles and books, for example, are written by company
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authors Yet as shown above they spend an appreciable Finally, the number of written proposals and plans are
amount of time writing. Professionals at the National obtained.
Institutes of Health in the U.S. spend even more time writing
and almost exclusively for external consumption. An Q In the past year, approximately how many written
example of the question to obtain this information is given proposals or plans did you prepare, how many have
below. been accepted and how many are still pending?

Number of proposals, plans prepared . ....... .......
Q In the past year how many external publications have umber partl ily accepted....... ...

you authored, co-authored or contributed to? Numbr entirey aceepied...................... .

Sol* Autior Co.Author Contritor Number -eiected .............. .............

Accepted manuscripts of Number pending .
sdihoity Iourrn. One can ask about acceptar.ce and rejection to obtain an
artides

- - indicator of the quality of tf.e work.
Accepted and completed

book manuscripts - - - The communication input resources and costs and output
Other publicatons (e g quantities are summarized for a typical organization in

conference proceedings, Tables 10.1 and 10.2.
r in b 10.3 Surveys of Document Reading and Use

Journal articles average four to six co-authors. Books and
other publications only average about 1.8 co-authors We suggest that data be collected from one or more

document reading surveys. Since most reading involves
One can obtain data about the number of internal journals ( schola:ly and trade), books (business, scholarly,
presentations given as well as the time making presentations reference, etc.) and technical reports (internal and external)
and attending presentations in the next question three separate document reading surveys may be warranted,

although they can be combined into a single survey as is
Q In the past year, approximately how many formal given in the examples below. These surveys should be from a

presentations have you made (including shared population of users and potential users of an information
presentations) concerning any of your work activities, center (e.g., all professionals in an organization). The
average length of the meetings (in hours), and examples below rely heavily on a citical incident of reading
approximately how many total people attended all of and, therefore, the survey is a pseudo two stage sample That
these specific kinds of meetings? is, the first stage sampling unit is people (e.g, professionals)

and the second stage sampling unit is a specific reading,
Type of meeting Number of Avg length of Total no of although usually only one such reading is observed Some

moe*W0 eacht mee~ting at5meSat questions involve the person sampled (e.g., amount ofreading, amount of library use, and demographics), but most
a informal worker's of the questions involve the reading (e.g., type of document

rneebngs - - - read, how it was identified, where was it obtained, and
b Formnl intern consequences of the reading). Each type of question involves

meetings - - - a different kind of estimation process which we will describe
c Ornuon meetings -- - below.

d Other -- - The sample design required to sample individuals (i.e., I st
stage) should be essentially the same as described in the

In the example, one company reported averaging 9.9 formal General User Survey (Chapter 8). Also most relevant
internal meeting presentations, lasting an average of 1.9 information behavior and demographic questions discussed
hours with an average of 7.8 persons attending the meeting. there apply in this kind of survey as well. It is useful, for
This comes to an average of 18.8 hours making the example, to ask about number of visits and additional uses
pre.entationsand 147hoursattendingthiskindofmeeting and similar questions on all surveys of the general
In a sense, the amount of time spent attending the meetings population because they can be combined in a single
is a "first order" indicator of the value of this information database to increase the overall sample size for these highly
output. Because professionals' time is a scarce resource, relevant questions.
their choosing to spend this time listening to the li order to weight or project the critical incident reading to
presentations is an indicator of the "price" (and, therefore the-population total of readings for a year, it is necessary to
value) they are willing to pay for the information. External obtain estimates of total readings by type of document read
presentations can be observed in much the same manner. Later we will show how these numbers should be used. Since

amount of reading is relatively frequent, we suggest usingQ In the past year, approximately how many workshops, one month as a time period for observation. Just as with

seminars, university classes/courses have you (or you information center visits and other measures, one can ask
with others) conducted or co-presented? (Count all this question in several ways One suggested way .s as
individual classes of university courses.) follows:

Total To TOW number Q In the past month, approximately how many of each of
hours aerideea the following types of documents have you read in

Inteet -- - connection with your work at The Organization.
5t - - Reading is defined as going beyond the title, contents

ur, erirecose,,, - - page, and abstract of the document.

.A
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TABLE 10.1
INFORMATION INPUT/RECEIVED

b"k am enom ilons Elerna commularillom
Type of infrormetlon Hours tuartkift Hours Quakift

Reading btoks 81 19 books

j ~ ~~Interloorsorall ltrIat
professional development Unknown Unknown 30 10 meetings attended
Formal presetadons 128 49 meetings attended -

Infortoi d~scussions, 73 Unknown
Receiving cortsulitlon/advice 225 Unknown

Total 426 49 30 10

TOTAL 465 158

TABLE 10.2
INFORMATION OUTPUT/SENT

Internal cormnncglin __~q Communications
Type of krdorion Hours QuaUles Hors Qusatites

Wntlk reports 87 Unknown Unknown
Technical reports/protocols 3 3 reports/protocols Unknown Unknown
Technica metmoranda 6.6 technical memoranda Unknown Unknown
Standards/apecllcatiosrt 55 standards/spec Unknown Unknown
Orng"na data (eg. lab notes, etc) 19.0 original data Unknown Unknown
Regular memoranda 46 9 memoranda Unknown Unknown

Writin proposals/plans 87 5 0 proposalsplans Unknown Unknown

Writng books -None reported None reported

Writing articles 2 0 26 oonwlea

Writing other publicallons -- 4 0.11 other pub

Writing patent applications -- Unknown 0 08 patent applic

TttaI 154 853 6 025

Interoefsonal Information

Cortsulinojovng advice to others 225 258 occasions Unknown Unknown
EducatingiTraining othera 59 1.6 sessions cortoucted

Formal presentations 46 22.5 meeings conducted 481 escn

42 7 mtg conducted
Informal discussions 73 Unknown Unknown Unknown

Total 403 282 -90 88

TOTAL 557 9e
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No. cl R1ar6 / instructions that make it clear that answers refer to the
Us" In N nth critical incident. For example:

Profesalonal journals or law reviews
Trade jouras. butatins, non.tedtidec magazines, newr.ietors. etc SECTION 2

Profesional, legal technica or busisbooku DOCUMENTREADING
Reference books. handbooks, drect,w,'a. martals W. All questions in this section refer to the document that you
stMrs and at stion, read most recently (related to your work or professional
Proprietary Inforrmton (technical rep.4%tflea. mothod$, development). Please note that it does not matter how long

competitor -e'i) ago this last document was read.

- Laboratory notebooks (Itrnil to U,. Comnpany)
External reports ( 9, govertnnt documents, patnts, etc) Q What type of document did you last read for work-

related purposes?

Respondents cannot recall expritly how mary docume,,t,
they have read, etc., but they have a good general idea. We Prolaeonat Journwis or law reviews ............ ...... I
have found our estimates to be close to estimatcs achicved Trade purals. buletins, non-tschncal
using other, perhaps more accurate, methods. It is specified magazines, newsletters, ate .. ..... ........ 2
that respondents provide approximate answers because they c Iagat. technical or
will feel frustrated if they think exact values arz required. eualnes books . .. . ...... 3
Since approximations are adequate one can also ask th.
questions using ranges of number of readings such as: tftre, books, handbooks,

ditctorle, manuals, e......................... 4

Standards and specllclons ........................ .... 5
No of ro In PON Mo Proprietary information (technical reports,

ylw of dmoirt read Noft 1.2 "- 4.10 Ova 10 sp"n;r) - - a$ln.jtja molthod$, competitor analyssl ..................

Laboratory notabookr$(Interna to the Compay) ....................... 7

Prowtslonfti l0flu
0€ Mr tew 1 2 3 4 5 External reports io g,, govem ent docunonts,

ptt". etc) .............. .... ..... .... 8

Calculations of average amount of reading can be don. by We mention "work-related purposes" because we have
using mid-points or geometric av'e- -. For example, for found that respondents sometimes report non-work-related
one company results are as follows: reading (particularly books) established from the next

question. All the remaining resp-nses are cross-tabulated
and analyzed by type of document; sometimes into such

Read.n Average No 0/4) groups as journals, books and technical reports.

o 0 13t .3 ,, What was the title or topic of this last read document?
1 34 Ifthe document was a journil article, refer to the article

2 2 31 '., - not the journal title. Approximate document title or

3-5 39 42 topic:

6.10 78 21 76

Over 10 20.9 17 6.2

This question i5 ,'e'ed primarily to make sure that the
278 100 0 respondents focus on ' s,:rrific :ncident. However, we have

also found that general topics thctselves have been useful

By cross-multiplying numb:r of responses times estimated for analysis in some instances.
average (OX 131+1 X34+2X31+3.9X42+7.8X21+20.9X
17) divided by 276 one gets an', stimated average of 2.81 Q If this last document read was a journal ,.icle,
readings per month or 33.7 readings per year. One can make approximately how many articles did you read from the
more refined estimates for projecting one month to a year as journal from which the article was read in the last year

described in Chapter 8. (12 months)? (SKIP IF THE LAST READ
DOCUMENT WAS NOTAN ARTICLE)

-articles
A series of questions concerning the critical incident of
reading can then be asked. These questions help determine This question is used to analyze professionals' economic
the proportion of readings that came from the information trade-off concerning use of personal subscriptions, journals
center, how the documents were identified, how thoroughly in office c, ".ections and information center-provided
the documents were read and the consequences of reading. journals. Dependingondistance to theofficecollections and
For each example question below we will indicate how the information centers, we find that professionals tend to use
Measure fits into the evaluation framework discussed in personal subscriptior.s when they read more than about 10
Chapter 2. articles, per year. This question is also used to estimate the

total number of journals read by professionals, which is
In the questionnaire there should be a section devoted to the typically about 13 journals ir which at least one ar'de is
critical incidents of reading. The section should have read.

ht 
~~ Z '..
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.I ' lirge number of professionals personally subscribe to ce mot apwofet code
",u nals in which they read fewer than 10 articles we o
ecomrn'ad to them that they reconsider this decision and Fowhl bri t

point c',t the economic benefit of using an information of a creustatd/ec Journal ..u
center t.: obtain ir'requently used journals. a of a personal subcription.. ..................... 2

*of an offk* collection Journal.. .... ......... ...... 3
Q In whaz year was this document published (e.g., article of an inforan tion center jounal ................ 4

writtrn, etc.) ...................................... 19I book of ted'ilc reon onk

Found while browsing lthe shees of the
T questin provide an indication of the age dist ibution Information center ............................. 5
of documents read. Also, we find that most journal articles Found while browsing the catalogs of the
over two wars Ld, for example, are read from journals nformaion center ................. ......... .

s Rcmeddby information center staffn
provided ii info., ation centers. We generally recommend ........
that individuals atd office collections discard journal issues AN
over two years olo utless used very frequently. From another person (e q, cooeague,

author. * c,) ................ ................... a
Q Approximately low many previous times/o'casions Cited In another publication 0 o., a ticle,

have you read vr referred to this document? book, etc ......... ......................
CWin the output of a computerized

llistw ' "aerch ...................... .. ....... 10
- mes/nccarions Cited in i prnt copy of a G..rr Awarenes

Clted ki Another printed ndx . ............... ... ... 12
We correlate this respense %,th method of identifying a other 6ae sp ) _
journal article, book or report (see question below on hov 13

the respondent found out !:but the document).
This question (together with the one below) indicates the

Two questions give one an indication of how thoroughly extent to which specific information center services
documents are read. contribute to reading (D, E, and f on Figure 4). The specific

se-iices include, for example, access to the collection,
Q How thoroughly did you read this document? computer literature searches, Current Awareness Bulletin,

Circl code journal routing, catalog, centralized purchasing of books,
etc.

with great . ..... . ..... . ....... .. .... . I

With attention to the man points......... .............. 2 Q From which source did you get this last document that
you read? Note that purchase of journal subscrip,,ons

Just to got the Ide ............................ 3 include those journals obtained through professional
society membership.

Q What is your best estimate of the time in hours or
minutes that you spent reading the document this most Crle moat aopriate code
recent time? A Joumal subscription or book tMat I paid for I

A Joumal subsciption, book or technical
-. Hours or_-__--Minutes report that the Orgarzation paid for (not

Information center) ................. ... 2
The time data are used (along with number of readings) to A Journal subscription, book or technical
estimate the total time professionals spend reading. This is report that the Information cener ptrchased
an indicator of the value they place on the information read, for me to keep 0 . centralized ordenng) .... 3
Also, we find that documents (particularly journal articles) An Information center copy ordered upon
provided by information centers are read in more depth and my request .................... 4
for a longer period of time than documents obtained from A copy of a journal aricle obtained by the
other sources. This result is not too surprising since most information center upon my request (from
readings ofjournal articles read from peisonal subscriptions Interibrary mlon or document delvery serwice) .......... 5
are recently published articles (typically 80% of the readings A copy routed/cIrculsted by tha
from articles published less than six months ago). These formation center ........................... ..
articles are not often read in depth, but rather mostly for
current awareness. A copy routed/circulated by someone el ....... 7

An office collection ......................... 8
These data are used to estimate amount of information used An external library (academic, public.)............... .
by professionals (D in Figure 4), amount of input resources
(time) used to perform an activity tE in Figure 4), and A colleague or co-worker ...... ......... 10
proportion of the readings from documents obtained from The author (not employed by the Organization) II
information centers (f in Figure 4).

Other Cplese specify) __ _ __ _
The next question deals with how professionals identified 12

the document read.
Typically about 25 to 35 percent of articlcs, 25 to 50 percent

Q How did you initiallyfind out about this last document of books and 30 to 60 percent of technical reports are
you read? obtained from information centers.
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The next set of questions deals with the purposes and documents (and, more specifically, documen:s obtained
consequences of reading (D,E and F on Figure 4), and tte from the information center). This is one perspectiv2 of the
contribution that the iiformation center makes to reading value of information provided by information centers (i.e., a
(D, E, F and f). The first two questions follow the qwstion "willingness to pay" value). The second question (2nd
concerning source of the document read. Thlese two column) determines how much more it would cost useis to
questions together are used to Jetermine one perspective of obtain information found in documents, in the absence of an
value of the information center. information center. This we consider to be the principal

estimate of the value of information centers. Another
" If you could not use the source specified above, where perspective of value is found from assuming thjt'isers spend

would you have obtained the document or equally a relatively fixed amount of time getting and using
useful information? information. The seconfd question shows how much

additional time is requiredt to get information, if there was no
Ccle one code information center (see Chapter 13).

Would not have obtaied the document
or Inormation .... ............... 1 The General Population Survey provided estimates of the

From a colleague ........................... 2 hourly rates of respondents (or they may be obtained in the

From a cosulant.................... ... demographics section of the Document 'Re:.ding Survey).
As a conservative estimate we assume that "st meone else's"

From another library (please hourly rate is one-half that of users. About one-fourth of the
Wed,'fy)__. iespondents do not provide responses to the second

From my own colletn ............. .... 5 question. One can impute directly for the column (i.e., actual
time). This means that non-respondents are assumed to take

Swould have bought It.........................the same time as respondents. For the additional time spent
o'tr (ease specll)- using alternative sources (column 2) one can use the

7 response for alternative source as the basis for imputation.
That is, calculate average time and costs for each of these

Q How much time did you spend locating and acquiring alternative sources. If the respondent answers that question
the document? If you spent time, but don't know how but not additional time, impute the appropriate average.
much, indicate "DK." Enter your response in the First Otherwise the overall average is used to impute. We find that
column. If you had to go to an alternative source for the average additional time is typically about 2 to 4 times higher
document or information, approximately how much than actual time spent locating and obtaining the
MORE time (than you actually spent) would you need documents.
to identify and acquire the document or information?
Enter your response in the second column, It is useful to ask readers to indicate the purpose for which

ACTUAL wh spW ,omoA. *m the document was read. The purpose is stated the same way
locating WW ao0*kl uNeg almtative as the primary work act-vity and communications activities
lin riauae) (nmWtu) found in the twu questions soliciting how professionals

Of Your Sm o to* spend their time at work.

I. GO to worm b Cenie
aed cotewn-

b. ide onrtf t __ - Q For which primary ac'ivity have you used, or do you
cLocale docmewnt

d Obtn docu t plan to use, the last document you read? Please
* Ptocopy docww-nt - indicate the one principal activity that is most

oreeons else$ tire a V.. =a descriptive.
or would ask some else to.

I Go to kormatlon Cicle one code
Center

V. Woan*~ do-umeni
it Louite domentI Obtaa docu tiet - Raaearch-tbasc 7r product development .....

.Photocopy doumcnt _ - Etglngerng-reaearch or manufecturingl

ote coss (n dollar) tin doags) procesing, etc .. . . .............. ....... 2

k, Pw rag docurnert Technal or research support (e g., quality control, standards,
(a g - c-rge, consumer research, etc) ... .... .. .. ... ... 3,,e,.,lo, ale) 5._ $__

. oocopy dc4~t 4 Management or executive .................... 4
rrA'eleplrsnec45 $_

n. Ottwe cool (pna, Admlnlstration .... ........................... S
Fi$___ nnance or accounting ..................... 6
legal/patent ............... ..... ....... ... 7

These questions are primarily analyzed for readings of Medical ................................. ...
ti-ecinerts obtair',M from the information center. The first opetlons (eg., facilitles esngneering, mad services, etc.) ... 9
question above ittdicates how much information would be Background research ........................ 10
lost if there was no informlior, center and what alternative Profesulonal development ..................... 1 1
sources to it might be used. The second question (lst Oter , lea ep y)_ ... 12
column) ;ndicates the amount of time that professionals
(and infornation center users) spend in identifying, locating
and obtaining documents. This, added to time spent reading, Q For which communications purposes (if any) have you
is an indicaor of the "price" paid for information found in used, or do you plan to use the last document you read?
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Act Circle one sode Q Did reading the document save you and/or your co-
workers any labor time or other fesources?

Not road for communication purpos e ................ I Yas ................................. ... .. I
consulting ct rdv isng othere, .. .... . ..... ..... 2 NO ........ .. ...... .. ..... . 2en odstakngwot...r...........................
Mirng formal terna pirie ntations .................. 3...... .............. 3
Making formal oedemal presentatios .. ..... 4 We find that about 20-30 percent of the respondents reply
Attending forml internal presentations.. .............. S that they do not know or don't respond at all. In order to be
Attending formal exemal presentations .............. 6 conservatve in our estimates we normally classify these
Writing (reports, proposals. articles, ate) ............. 7 responses as "no". Generally, we find that about 25-35
Reading (reports, proposa, books. percent of journal article readings, 40-70 percent of bcok

articles, eto) .......................... .. . readings and 50-75 percent of report readings result in
Other (please, profy) such savings. Readings of information center documents are

9 always higher, particularly for journal articles.

These questions provide a classification for the contribution Q Which reason best describes haw you saved (or will
that reading and information centers make to professionals save) time or money by having read the last document?
work (D and fin Figure 4). cide alt that apply

Avoided having to do some wrk .. ... ... .IThen one can "ask" questions that relate the professionals' Povided confmaton of work in progress 2
output attributes (F in Figure 4) to amount of reading and Stopped an unproductrve line of work 0
source of documents (f in Figure 4). Prior to the series of Modifed an actty, project, etc ...... 4

nitiated a now activity, project, etcquestions, the respondent is referred to the first question Other (please specify)_
above. 6

The questions below deal only wiih the principal activity Avoiding having to do some work, modifying an activity or
given q n ini activity.project, and providing confirmation of work in progress arethe mcst frequently cited reasons (about 30-50% of

Q Did reading the document result in performing the readings in which there are savings) for savings.
activity with greater quality? Q Considering ONLY direct salaries, what is the

Yes .................................. I approximate dollar value of the time you and/or your
No ................................. 2 co-workers saved?
Don't know ... ........ ................... 3Doesn't apply .......................... 4 _ _ total savings
'13npically we find that there is indicated to be greater quality
for about 40-60 percent ofjournal article readings, 70-80 0 How many co-workers were involved in the savings?
percent of book readings and 60-75 percent of report
readings. Documents obtained trom information centers co-workers
tend to ha" _- much higher proportions of readings of higher
q,,.iy. Q What, if any, were the dollar savings achieved for other

things (such as equipment, suppltes, avoided need forSometimes we obtain an indicator of the extent of consultant, avoidance of regulatory penalties, etc.)?
increase of quality by asking respondents to rate
quality on a scale of one to seven before and after the total other savings
docunent is read. The improvement in quality is
typically 1.5 to 2.0 times the initial amount (found by Some respondents answer the earlier questions above, but
dividing the average rating after by the average rating not these latter questions. We normally impute average
before). responses to these item nonresponses. However, one could

impute based on the reasons for savings. The question ofQ Did reading the oocumernt result in your performing or how many co-workers ate revolved is asked because,
completing the activity faster(in less duration of time)? presumably each co-worker has a chance of answering the

Ys .................................. 1 question. Thus, the estimated savings should be divided by
No ........................ .......... 2 the number of co-workers involved. We normally estimateDon't know .................................. 3 average savingsforall readings, not just those in which someDoes not apply ...... .................... 4 savings are incurred. Savings from readings from

lere we find much lower positive responses. Improved information center documents are typically at least 50
timeliness tends to restlt from about 20-30 percent of percent higher than for documents obtained from other
journal article readings, 40-50 percent of book readings, sources (especia!lyjournal articles).
and 50-60 percent of report readings. Information center
documents are again much more likely to be favorable. One problem with interpreting these averages is that one

tends to think of average as being "typical". The distribution
The literature provides a iumber of anecdotes concerning of savings from journal article readings from one company is
how reading of information center materials results in large shown in the figure below. From the figure it is clear that
savings to readers. We have attempted to establish the extent about two percent of the readings contribute to nearly all the
to which such savings are achieved across all reading. This is savings achieved.
done through a series of five questions. These questions
relate to (E) in the framework Figure 4. Other beneficial consequences are also sought.



Q Please indicate any other benefits that you have Proportion of Journal Readings8 9

derived from n..ading this document. In Which Various Levels of Savings
are Achieved

Ckircl all that p 1

No Other benefits that I can tunk of ....... .. ..... ........ Proportion of Readirga
Reinforced hypotheses or confidence in my work .......... 2 80- --

Initiated Ides or ny work ......... .... ............. 3 3%
Helped guide future work................ ........... 4
Broadened or narrowed options Concerning
my work .................. ... ..... ....... 5

Provided needed merket Inteidgence about ,'4 Xg

competitor(s)............................. ........ 50 6--------
Used In fectures, seminars, etc ............... ......... 60%~
Oti41(spociy)7

Usually about ten to 25 percent of respondents can think of
other benefits. "Helped guide future work" is the most
frequent other benefit mentioned. However, all oter 401

benefits are frequently mentioned as well (20-40% of
readings).

Finally, one can determine if the readers knew about the
information reported or discussed in the document prior to 201
their reading about it. 15

o Did yott know about the information reported or 1
discussed in this document prior to reading about it?

y o. .... . . . . .. . . .. .. ... .. . ... . ... . .. .. . .. . . 0, 0 Vill 2.1
No. . . . . . . . . 20 1-10 11-100 101- 1.001- 10,000.

Ile information found in journal articles is much less likely Annual Amount of Savings (M
to be familiar to readers (25-50%), than for books and
reports (50-80%/). SOURCE. KIun Ro.e.rch. Mac.
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Chapter 11

Relating Information Center Performance to Effectiveness

11.1 Background examining this relationship are discu, sed below. The first
approach involves correlating number oi searches requested

In Chapter 3 we gave examples of several ways that one can by users (per year) with level of satisfaction. Presumably
express the relationship between input cost and output users vho are more satisfied will use the service more. The
quantities and attributes. In this chapter we provide some
examples for relating output attributes and service techniqt developed i the market research field. In that
effectiveness. In particular, an example shows that amount apprcntch one can establish the relative importance of
of use is related to level of satisfaction with a service. A output attributes.
further example shows that some attributes have greater
utility than others and that one can set a relative value on
attributes. Since satisfaction with attributes is demonstrated The best way to correlate user satisfaction and amount of
to be important, we give an example which relates center use is to obtain both measures from a single survey
input cost and satisfaction. Finally we give other examples of instrument (see Part 3) One can calculate the ave, age
how one might relate cost to other effectiveness measures. number of searches requested by those who are very

satisfied, satisfied, etc. Below are examples for three search
11.2 Relating User Satisfaction and Amount of Use of output attributes. For relevance of search output, those who
Services are very satisfied search an average of 5.12 searches per year

An example is given below for online bibliographic search Those who are satisfied search an average of 3.71 and the
services. In the example we measure quality of searches by average number of searches decreases as satisfaction
rating user satisfaction with (1) relevance of output to users' decreases to 0 43 searches per year. Similar results are found
information needs and (2) number of references retrieved in for number of references in search output and timeliness as
search output. Timeliness is observed by the time between well. However, the severity of decreases in number of
request and receipt of search results and it is measured by searches seems to be less than for relevance for the other two
satisfaction ratings. The satisfaction ratings are from 1 (very output attributes. Generally, we would conclude that quality
dissatisfied) to 5 (very satisfied) An example of satisfaction is somewhat more important than timeliness. This assertion
ratings of these output attributes are given in Table 1 .I. The is confirmed in the example below.
results show that 2.2 percent of users are very dissatisfied
with relevance of output to users' information needs and Number of Searches per Year by
30.8 percent of users are very satisfied. Average ratings Level of Satisfaction with Relevance of
across users surveyed is 4.15 or just above 4 (satisfied) .)r Outp'ut
this organization, timeliness is rated highest in avrrag .

satisfaction. The question becomes what effect satisfaction Number of Searches per Year
has on amount of use of services. Two approaches for - -...

TABLE 11.1 5.12

EXAMPLE OF SATISFACTION RATINGS WITH

ATTRIBUTES OF ONLINE BIBLIOGRAPHIC SEARCHES

Satialcstn Level- 371
Average

Sastsfctlon ." - "

Aspects of Or&* 1 2 3 4 5 Level* , :,.

B, eogroiS'ic Sectrn (%) 1(%) 3%) (%) (%-

2 47

Ro*Ivnc4 o1 ovlpA V 247
To Uws' irormeion 4 R

N~s22 03 87 580 30e 416 2 2'~

Insrt.werqn iW 12 Z 114 54.7 291 406

17 06 56 406 515 440 1,~04

60uSCE. rKng Reevam. ecsurvey of ProleioeuteO .........__________.....___

S vy ,vsalisfe 8v64 Slialled N41iC., 1. 10i10ieal I, d

2- Disasbed
3- Nilw Satised nor Oisat*.4d Level of Satisfaction
4 -SeflUe
5- Very $*iled SOURCE, King Re488rh, In.
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Number of Searches pe: Year by Timeliness can also be specified to three levels: speed of
Level of Satisfaction with Humber of response within a day, between one and thrce days and over

References In Search Output three days. Price can be measured at three levels: S 100. S 150
and S250.

Number of Searchee per Year
-------.. A rotential model for assessing pncing of bibliographic

products and services is conjoint measurement, which is
,sod in marketing research, attempts to quantify the value

-.. . . sysittr of users, An example is adapted from Johnson' :.
Sup- 'se that an online searcher has an option of paying
.. .e to achieve greater recall, fewer items retrieved, or
faster iesponse to searches. The conjoint measurement
model relies on users' indicating their preferences for

4 .1 xdilfeirni prices at different levels of relevance, and response
times. Conjoint measurement provides a relative utility

3.3? measure of search attributes such as quality of search, speed
a . .. .. . .. - ofreponseand price. Since it has been shown that the value

, Fof inforn,ation center services is in saving time (a scarce
resource), tht respondent can think of the price paid in

- . .teims ot ihlir time as well as in user charges.

The mathematical method requires respondents to rank
' , ~pairwise combinations of attributes using the questions

~ ~ -< below.

0- . • .: -> 0 In the matrix below arc two attributes: quality of search
Very satlell.d Neither, Oi.6.ilelte8 Veryrevac) S
vSaisfied ,. Di ., tOi8, .fv.4 (i.e., high, medium and low relevance) and price (S 100,

Level of Sattfaction SISO. $250). Please rank the nine combinations of
levels from I to 9. Presumably, the highest rank (1) is

SOURAC King e,,.,,. In,. high ielevance at a cost of only S100. 'The lowest raik

Number of Searches per Year by (9) is low relevance at a cost to you of S250. Please
Level of Satisfaction with Time Between rank the remaining cells from 2 to 8.
Request and Receipt of Search Output

Number of Searches per Year Price

Ovaty of Search $100 $150 $250

. Hgh relevance sof erns I

~ Moeeu~,vm ,~ n.- sc of items

3013 Lo. televarlc of derns

Q In the matrix below, we give two other pairs of
5attributes: speed of response kwithin a day, within 3

days, over 3 days) and price. Please rank the unranked
cells from 2 to 8.

S 0 Speed of Response $100 $150 $250

Very satililed 118i1W Olsseiiefed Very Within a Day
Cliiltied Dellledlllf

Level of Satisfaction WA3s

SOURCE, King Reeearch,. ic.

The conjoint measurement method requires users of Ovr 3 a..

services such as online searching to make judgments about
sets of alteinatives involving different combinations of
search output attributes: quality, timeliness and price. The Q In the matnx below, we give the last combination of
output attribute ofqualityf search can be specified at three pairs of attributes: quality of search and speed of
levels: high, medium and low relevance of times retrieved, response. Please rank the unranked cells from 2 to 8.
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OUAUIY OF SEARCH hving other levels of price and levels of relevance, For this
person, high relevance and a price of S150 would have a

Speed of Response Hagh Meium LoW relative value of .57 X .34 - .1938. Therefore, this user
Relvance Relevance Relevnce would prefer the latter combination of price and relevance.

. _ _In choosing among online search capabilities differing in all
withi a oy ......... four attributes, the user's relative values would be obtained

_ _by computing the products of four utility values at a time
3 ai 3 .... rather than two at a time.

TABLE 11.2
Oer 3 d..... ONE RESPONDENT'S TRADEOFF DATA (RANK

ORDERS OF PREFERENCE)
Consider online searches differing only in price and speed of
response and suppose a respondent were to statc rank order A-nao A-ro
of preference for online searches with nine combinations of Respone raw Rl lM Retieved

price and speed of response. Such data could be arrange. as <s a-1a> 15 2D-
follows: W High Mean Low <20 50 >50

Price Pric

$100 I 2 5 1 4 7 1 3 4

Speed of Response $100 $150 $250 $150 3 4 6 2 5 a 2 5 6

$200 7 a 9 3 8 9 7 a 9

WOM* a Day ........... ...... 1 3 7 Top Speed of Response

Withn3days 2 4 a Wrln a day 1 3 7 1 2 5

Over 3 days . .. .. 5 6 9 Wlthin 3 dlays 2 5 6 3 4 6

Over 3 days 4 6 9 7 8 9

If these data were examined one attribute at a time, it would Relevance t )

be concluded that this respondent prefers lower prices to Low 2 6 7

higher prices and faster responses to slower responses, other Medium 2 6 7
things being equal. Although one can obtain such potentially Hgh 3 8 9
valuable information by examining these one can see that
although this respondent's preferred online search will TABLE 11.3
require a S100 price and response within a day, his second EXAMPLE CF ESTIMATED UTILITY VALUES FOR ONE
choice shows that lie would rather drop to a response time of RESPONDENT
within 3 days rather than pay the higher price of S 150. Thus.
by considering these two attributes jointly, one caii learn Lev
something about their relative importance. To investigate
this respondent's value system more generally, we could Average Relevance High Relevance 57
have the respondent express preferences for online Mederm Relevance 33
searching differing in relevance and timeliness in relevance Low Relevance 10
and price, and so on, If the user were very highly motivated,
one could ask the user to provide tradeoff data for all Pfr $100 51
possible pairs of attributes of interest. s5 3

$350 15

A numerical example is given to show how conjoint
measurement can be used to infer user values from pairwise Average Response Time WItrn a day 31

tradeoff data. Suppose that online searching could be Wdhin 3 days 42

described adequately in terms of four attributes, each with Over 3 days 27
three levels as shown above. Rank orders of preference data
for an actual respondent are shown in Table 11.2, in which Utilities are estimated so as to account simultaneuslyfor all
are shown six tradeoff matrices, one for each pair of six of his pairwise tradeoff matrices in Table 11.2. By vay of
attributes, illustration, Table 11.4 indicates the coi-putations of

pairwise products for the price versus the response time.
Consider a simple model of preference formation that This user's utihties for the three price levels are shown at the
assumes that each respondent has a positive utility value for top, and the utilities for the thrce levels of r-'levance are
each level of each attribute, and that the relative degree of shown at the left margin. The value in each cell is obtained by
liking for a specific online search is obtained by multiplying multiplying together the utilities for that row and .:ohimn.
together his utilities for the attribute levels describing that The rank orders of the numerical values in the cells of this
online search. If a respondent's utiities are known for the table are indicated by the numbers in parentheses. It is found
relevant attributes, one could predict the user's rank order that these pairwise products have nearly the same rank
of preference for specific online search. A set of utilities for order as the data themselves, the single exception being the
such a set of responses is provided in Table 11.3. cells ranked 6 and 7. Thus, the estimated utilities are quite

consistent with the data and may be taken as a summary.
Relative liking for an online search of medium relevance These utility values are meaningful only in a relative sense. If
with a price of $100 would be .33 X .51 - .1683. This is a one were to raise them to any positive exponent (such as
relative value, and it will have meaning only when compared squaring them or taking their square roots), their meaning
with other similarly derived values for online searches would be unchanged. Further, since their absolute
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magnitudes are arbitrary, they are scaled so that the sum for monetary value of all nine combinations of levels of
each attribute is unity. relevance and speed of delivery. If search results are

returned within one day, but relevance of items retrieved
TABLE 11.4 drops from high to medium, the value decreases from $250

PAIRWISE PRODUCTS OF UTILITIES to $150, Similarly, if relevance remains high but response
time drops from within one day to between one and three
days, the value drops from $250 to $195. Thus, over all

Pile combinations of these two performance attributes, it is
estimated that the value of quality is greater to the user than

,100 $150 $250 the speed of delivery, although both are appreciable. One
can see that low relevance of items retrieved and response

Releva~rlo s1 34 Is times of over three days reduce value to only an estimated
S 10. Clearly, both quality and timeliness of response should
be kept at a high level when at all possible.

ipgh 57 (1) (2) (5)
2907 19W as 11.3 Relationship of Search Time and Satisfaction

Modmm 33 (3) (4) pM It is useful to know how much it costs to achieve high quality
1653 112 .14% of online bibliographic searches One can evaluate this

relationship of online bibliographic searches. One can
tow 10 (6) (8) (9) evaluate this relationship by measuring search time (say, in

0as0 .0340 oiso minutes) and quality or user satisfaction. For an example we
give ratings of user satisfaction with relevance of output as a

Although the model underlying this computation is a measure of quality. Ratings of satisfaction are given numbers

multiplicative one, it is not different in any important sense front I - very dissatisfied to 5 - very satisfied. In order to

from additive models in more common use. By taking establish a valid relationship ",s must measure tine and

logarithms of these values, one could get new values for satisfaction ratings for the same searches. Time can be
which suns rather than products would have the desired recorded by searches at the time a search is performed and
rank orders. Even considering the arbitrariness of scalitig users can be asked for their satisfaction rating on a search

conventions, these particular utility values are not unique, follow-up form or by contacting the user by mail or

other values obtained by slight modifications of them will telephone. Hypothetical data are given in Table h.5 for a

still provide pairwise products having almost the same rank sample of 5V online searches.
order as the data. However, if the respondent had reacted to In the table the first search took 42 minutes and the user
several pairs involving each attribute and the respondent rated satisfaction with relevance of output at 3 (neither
were to solve simultaneously for utilities best fitting all his satisfied nor dissatisfied), the second search took 108
preference data, there would probably be a unique solution minutes and the user rated satisfaction as 5 (very satisfied),
apart from scaling. and so on The average time required per search is 71.9

The relative value of relevance and timeliness is also minutes and the average satisfaction rating is 3.56 (i.e.,
expressed in the figure below. This figure shows the about halfway between neither satisfied nor dissatisfied and

satisfied, a generally low rating).
Relative Tradeoff in Value to User of

Online Search Relevance and Below, search time is plotted against satisfaction ratings. In
Turnaround Time this example, satisfaction with relevance of output increases

as more time is taken to search as one would expect)
Value ($ However, the increase in satisfaction becomes smaller with

$2 _ __0 increases in time. That is, increases in time of 20 minutes
from 20-39 to 40-59 minutes shows an increase of 1.10 in
satisfaction ratings (190 to 3.00), but increases in time of 20
minutes from 80-99 to 100-120 minutes shows an

$ao0- increase of only 0.40 in satisfaction ratings (4.30 to 4.70).
$ --- 116o One can also assign dollar values to the searches in terms of

$260 searchers' time, communication costs, hit rates, etc.

200 Searcher attributes can be examined as well. For example,
suppose the 25 searches in the first two columns of Table

$4O 11.5 are done by searchers having subject knowledge (e.g.,
.chemistry, engineering, law, etc.) or a great deal of

experience and the other 25 searches are done by searchers
$io Within 1 Day with no subject expertise or little experience. The searchers

$with subject expertise average 67.4 minutes per search and
-s i-s experience average satisfaction ratings of 4.04. The

S 30searchers with no subject expertise average 76.4 minutes per
High L speed of 'In fact, real factors mitigate this relationship somewhat. For
High Mdu o

Delivery example, vaguely defined searches would require more time on
Relevance the pan of searchers, yet may even so result in relatively low

SOURC , Kn A.I..rnii. Ie. satisfaction ratings.
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search and average satisfaction ratings of 3.08. Thus the first The Amount of Use By Attribute Levels is an indicator of
group of searchers is more productive and search with how the various attributes of output (quality, timeliness,
greater quality. More is said about this example in the last vvailability, accessibility, etc.) affect the amount of use of a
chapter. Also, this cxample is used in Chapter 7 to describe service or product. An example is the amount of use of
methods of calculating statistical standard errors and online searching idnd output attributes (relevance,
confidence intervals, timeliness, etc.), discussed earlier. By also relating cost per

TABLE 11.5 use to levels of attributes a manager can predict the likely

EXAMPLES OF VALUES FOR DETERMINING effects of changes in how much it will cost to achieve the

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN TIME SPENT SEARCHING desired levels of attributes

AND RATINGS OF SATISFACTION WITH RELEVANCE OF
OUTPUT: 50 ONLINE SEARCHES

mOE SATISFACTION 7992 SATISFACTION
W6ATIES) RAING 110M4iJTIM RATI 4NG

42 3 79 3

JOB 5 58 3

32 2 48 2 AVERAGE
21 2 99 4 A i

4 4 54 2 or USE/

11 4 119 9 WEE

11o 94 4 (000) 2L

% 4 34 1

103 S 79 4

72 5 96 4 1I

31 3 59 3

88 9 39 2

93 4 114 0
112 5 74 3

51 4 97 3 40 - 50 60 70 80 90 100
as 5 39 1OF F&'7T

84 5 107 4H OF AVAILABILM

63 9 79 3
33 2 8 2 This example shows that amount of use (and average use) of

55 9 5 a service goes up as the number of hours of availability of the
92 4 12o 9 service increases. Yet, in the example, increases in hours of

115 5 37 1 availability up to a point do not increase amount of use very
4a 3 11 4 much.

11.4 Examples of Relationships Involving Input Cost, EXAMPLE DISPLAY
Effectiveness, and Domain Measures
Below are a few examples where cost is related to certain
output attributes or effectiveness measures. Some of the
examples are trom Keys to Success'.

Satisfaction with Relevance of Search
Output by Search Time

Average Satisfaction Rating-
9-

47

43

4- 39

40 50 60 70 80 90 100
a

HOURS OF AVAILABILITY

Th love example displays cost per user across number of
2 19 hours of availability of a service or the entire information

center. In a previous example it was shown that total amount
of use (and average aiount of use) increases as hours of that
total amount of use (and average amount of use) increases as
hours of availability increase. Presumably the number of
users also goes up with increased availability since, for
example, some users nozy be able to visit the center and useS .. its services only at odd times. It may be that average cost per20"39 40"59 60-79 80-99 100-120

Search Time (Min*) use may decrease some as hours of availability increases up
to a point and then increase rapidly because costs may be

atOiRfE Kin Reearch, In. higher, say over a weekend or at night, and additional
Ieryissatsien atigge

1 eVer y Oiesatiefied, 8 ' Very Satifle d number of users may not be very high during weekends or at
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night. Thus, cost per use might increase with increased hours service. For example, the indicator can be used to predict
of availability; for example, about 70 hours of availability, what resources would be necessary to increase satisfaction
Rega.dless, this indicator suggests the value of increased with quality of a service; similarly it can be used to predict
hours of availability, the effect on satisfaction of changing the resources allocated

to the service.
The Cost Per Capita relates the amount of funds (or other
resources applied) to provide a service to the population The relationship of this indicator to performance is negative
served. The assumption underlying this indicator is that the in that the lower the cost the better the performance.
higher the Cost Per Capita, the better the information center
is performing (or the center's funders are performing).
However, this comparison always assumes that the Cost Per
Use remains constant across the libraries being compared; NOW A
otherwise, the indicator could be negatively correlated with Average

Cost
performance. It is seen as an indicator of the investment 77=
being made on behalf of the service population. /////// I a

0CAIi. V5P.A / I/I/lI/II1 LI7II I///I/t

Sy/___ -- - IlI//I IIIIl
SCA/I//I /1/1/1/

|IIIIIII I/III

I If//I/Il IlI//II
AVIRA).C /Hill /III

COST/CAPITA } III1111

1 2 3 4 5

Vr.RY VEY

DISSATISFID<- ------------- SATISFXZO
SATISFACToi IZVEL

Average input costs by level of satisfaction is similar to Cost
sit or POP=W SERV by Attribute Levels. Thus, another kind of display is given in

this example. Here average cost is given for two methods of
The Cost By Satisfaction Levels indicator relates the cost of service provision, e.g., screened online search output and
resources to provide a service and the satisfaction of users non-screened output, across levels of satisfaction. Cost of
with that service. It is similar to Cost By Attribute Levels, Method B is less than Method A at low levels of satisfaction
except from two different perspectives. Cost by Satisfaction but more at high levels of satisfaction. If high satisfaction is
Levels is useful in helping the library manager to understand important, then Method A is superior, even though overall
the resource implications of improving the output of a average costs could be greater for Method A
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Chapter 12

Cost and Benefit Analysis of Information Center Service
12.1 Background expressed in terms of input !xpenditures and other

resources, and output in terms of quantities and attributes,The raison d'etre of cost and benefit analysis is to assist in effectiveness and higher order effects. However, costs andmaking decisions. Such decisions might be about an benefits are not measured as direct outcomes orinformation center in its entirety, a function performed by consequences, but rather in terms of comparisons ofthe center, a service or product, an activity or even a resources, activities, and soon.resource. For example, decisions might concern whether to(1) hire a person (resource), (2) regularly screen output of In summary, costs and benefits are measured by determiningonline searches (activity), (3) employ an online cataloging the unfavorable or favorable comparison of an alternativesystem or a manual system (function), and the like. The component, activity or service or product. This principleanswers to such decisions almost always involve and some other concepts of cost and benefit arecomparisons of alternatives, and the costs and benefits of demonstrated through two examples; the first involving athese alternatives are the bases upon which to make these resource (cataloger) and the second a service (onlinecomparisons. What we mean by comparisons is that a bibliographic searching). These examples are explorn:d afterservice, system, etc. being evaluated is compared with some reviewing some concepts of cost and benefits analysis.alternative. For example, an online bibliographic searchservice would be compared with manual searching, 12.2 Review of Some Cost and Benefit Conceptssearching by a broker or other such alternative.Comparisons would be made; with regard to input costs, To begin with, one must specifyaperiod of time overwhichaoutput quantities (and attributes), effectiveness, and so on. cost and benefit analysis should apply. This time period
Costs and benefits should be described in terms of the should start at the present time and end at some specifiedvr ieCostsandvorebenefitsshouldbedescribedintersuof e time in the future, say, three or five years. .With fewunfavorable (i.e., costs) and favorable (i.e. benefits) results of exceptions, past costs (or benefits) should not be included inthe comparisons. For example, if an alternative to a search a comparison or analysis. Expenditures that have alreadyservice is more expensive than the search service the been incurred are the results of past decisions and,comparison is favorable and, therefore, is a "benefit." If on therefore, unless such decisions are being evaluatedthe other hand, quality of the service is lower than an retrospectively, they should not be considered. Relevantalternative, the comparison is unfavorable and, therefore, is expenditures lie in the future, not in the past. Such pasta "cost." The term "cost" may be used in two ways. The most expenditures are often referred to as sunk costs. Thecommon use is in the application of resources in which cost question then is how far into the future should costs andcould be the money associated with the resources The use benefits be considered. The answer to this question dependsof the term in this chapter would preferably be "detriment" on how far into the future reasonable estimates can be madewhich is the opposite of "benefit." However, corvention has in light of such factors as inflation; expected amount ofbeen to use the term "cost" rather than "detriment:" input, output and use; and the like. In information centers, a

One can describe the results of comparison 3t all levels of typical analysis period is three to five years into the future.input and output, and consequences such as effectiveness One of the critical aspects of deciding whether or not toand higher order effects m entioned in previous chapters. If n c an ex crit i s to o fpde th e r r noaino
the comparison is unfavorable at any of these levels it is incur an expenditure is to compare that expenditure againsttecopar n ios counfal t comasonf olev it i what else might be done with the money. In that sense, costs
recorded in a cost column. If the comparison is favorable, it can be considered benefits foregone. A simple comparisonis recorded in a benefit column. The trade-off between cost would be to compare the benefits gained from investing in anand benefit can be made by comparing all the items in the automated system against the value of that money after fivecost column against the items in the benefit column. It is years if it were put into savings or an investment. The valueemphasized that comparisons of a service with alternatives of the money put into savings will increase by the compoundcan be described in any of the evaluation measures iter on in t en g ain e ds inythe cf u nd
discussed thus far (e.g., dollar input costs, relevance of interest (or return on investment) gained in the future, anddisusse otput, facg.,donlrringutcts, et evcer o will decrease by the loss of value as a result of inflation
s e a r c h o u t p u t , s a t i s f a c t i o n r a ti n g s , e t c .) . H o w e v e r , U s a l , a e q t i n h t i c o p r e s n f t o n n d n e e tcomparisons can also be in non-quantifiable terms as well Usually, an equation that incorporates inflation and interest

s u c h a s , th e e q u p m e t r li a il~ i s h i g e r r l w e r o r as e r a t e s , t h e r e b y a d j u s t in g fu t u r e c o s ts a n d b e n e fi ts to th esuch as, the equipment reliability is higher or lower or ease current dollar value, is used. Such an analysis is referred to
of use is better or worse. Thus, the results of each alternative as present value analysis. It is particularly important becausecan be described in term s of their costs (i.e., dollar am ounts s pres en t n l s i t ki nds ep n t re s
associated with resource expenditures and other cost (and benefit) involves different kinds of expenditures

assoiatd wih rsouce epenitues ad oher including direct one-time fixed, direct recumrng fixed and
quantifiable and non-quantifiable detriments that occur as direct variable costs. Indirect costs such as administrationwell), and their benefits (i.e., dollar amounts associated with costs might also be allocated to resources or activities. Thesethe favorable outcomes or consequences of choosing an cos tsm wehta s c ted or uerane2.alternative and other quantifiable or non-quantifiable concepts were discussed in Part 2.benefits). Costs and benefits (of a resource, activity, service It is important to remember that cost (and benefit)or product, function or the entire information center) are comparisons for each of these types of expenditures are

• -Ia
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likely to be different. For example, if one is comparing an comparing that resource to a realistic alternative. This will
existing operational system against a potential alternative, be done by an example of the hiring of a cataloger to do
the fixed cost of the existing system has already been original cataloging. Assume that the decision at hand is to
incurred (i.e., it is a sunk cost) and should not being included hire a specific professional with an MLS who will work full
in the comparison. If a new system is being considered (say, time at cataloging at a base salary of S20,000. Assume also
over a tive-year planning period), the present value of fixed that the person will stay in this position for three years with a
costs would be calculated over the entire five years. The first salary and fringe benefit increase of six percent per year over
year recurring cost would be considered over five years, the that period of time Further, assume that the alternative is to
second year recurring cost would be considered (at an hire an inexperienced person (non-MLS) at a base salary of
inflated rate) over four years, and so on. Variable costs S15,000, but who can be trained to catalog at a one-time
'%ould change over years based on projected activity as well cost of S5,000. Table 12.1 summarizes the costs and benefits
as projected inflation rates and interest rates, associated with this decision.

Also, we find that the costs (and benefits) associated with the In the first col" .-- '.- the different levels at which costs
different categories of functions (i.e., library operational and beneits of hiring th MLS over the alternative are
functions, user related functions and support functions) are measured In the secop and third columns we list the
somewhat different in that variable costs of operational measures or statenwnts associated with each of the
functions involve quantities input or produced (c g., alternatives Finally in the last two columns we list the actual
interlibrary loans processed or searches performed) costs and perceived benefits of hiring the MLS over the
Support functions do not involve variable costs except in a alternative. Let us consider each level of measurement in
very indirect way. By doubling the user related services, we turn below
may find that the cost of support functions may be less than,
the same as, or more than double the costs. This results in The fixed one-time costs in this example are the training
the use of scaling factors which have been the subject of expensef.. We assumed that the MLS would require training
considerable analysis in recent years. that would cost about SI,000 whereas the non-MLS would

Indirect costs, such as those associated with support require considerable more training that would cost, say,

functions, may be allocated to the object of evaluation such $5,000. At this level the benefit of hiring the MLS over the
as a service and an alternative to which it is compared. Such non-MLS vould be expressed as $4,000 since the expenses
allocation usually is in pioportion to the total direct costs of the MLS are less than the expenses of the alternative by

involved. that amount.

Another aspect of costing involves those costs that one can The recurring cost estimates are derived from the base
attribute directly to a resource. A person or item of salary levels of the MLS and non-MLS. Their respective
equipment can have several types of costs directly related to salaries ($20,000 and S 15,000) are multiplied by a factor of
them. For example, an individual has a salary, fringe 50 percent to take fringe benefits and overhead into
benefits, some furniture, work space and so on that can be account, so that these expenses become S30,000 and
included in the person's rates. With equipment such costs S22,500 per year, respectively. Because we iiitially set our
could be insurance, maintenance, space and so on. Also, planning period at three years, we need to determine how
there are indirect overhead items such as svpervision and these expenses will change over those three years. Two
administration that probably ought to be allocated to the factors are taken into account; inflation or salary increases
direct costs (see Chapter 4). These are indirect costs that are and discounting for present value. This is done by
more difficult to determine how to handle in cost and benefit multiplying by an inflation factor, say six percent and
analysis. As a general rule, itis best to include as many direct dividing by a discount factor, say, ten percent Numeric
costs as possible (i.e., fringe benefits, rent, etc.) and include calculations are given as follows'
indirect costs (i.e., overhead) only when such costs are
unique to the operational level being considered, but not to Year
an alternative to which it is going to be compared. If it is 1 2 3
common to both, then it should not enter the cost and
benefit analysis.

One final concept that one needs to understand is the MLS I 3o.Wxol-Q 2Q., l-
difference between marginal costs, average costs and total .1 I X I I

costs. Total costs are the sum of one-time fixed, ,ecurring
and variable costs (of quantities input, output or uses). Atermative .
Average costs are the total costs divided by quantities input 1.i 1.1 X 1.1
or output, or n.mber of uses. Marginal costs are the costs of
marginal chaages whether they be of an additional item The three year sum of the expenses for the cataloger with an
produced or in terms of changes in components, activities, MLS is S86,767 (i.e., $30,000 + S28,909 + $27,858) and
services or products, or functions. Cost benefit analysis the three year sum of expenses for the alternativeis S65,075.
involves an assessment of the marginal changes. Benefits are The cataloger with an MLS would cost about $21,692 more
maximized or costs are minimized only when the marginal over the three year planning period so that this difference
ratios of benefits to costs are equal for all alternatives, would end up in the cost column.

12.3 An Example of the Costs and BReiefits of Cataloger, Cataloger Characteristics

An example is given concerning how one can compute the At this level we made the assumption that hiring a person
costs and benefits of a resource (or activity, sc vice, etc.) by with an MLS over an inexperienced non-MLS would give
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)ABLE 12.1
SUMMARY OF COSTS AND BENEFITS ASSOCIATED

WITH THE DECISION OF WHETHER TO HIRE
A CATALOGER WITH AN MLS DEGREE

Levels of Person Being
Measures Hired Aternative Costs Benefits

Expenditures

Fixed one-time $ 1,000/Training $ 5,000/Training $4,000
Fixed Recurring $30,000/Year $22,500/Year $21,692

Characteristics MLS B8 Better com-
petencies
(knowledge,
skills, attitudes)

Effectiveness

Quality 95% Accuracy 85% Accuracy 10% more accuracy
Quantities
Produced 2,250 Items/yr. 1,500 items/yr. 2,250 more items pro.

duced (i.e., 750 per
+ $32,538 year)

Higher Order Effects
Better user
satisfaction; more
use; Increase value
to organization

SUM $21,692 $36,538 + 10%
more accuracy
+ better user
satisfaction +
more use +
Increased value
to organization

the center the benefit of greater cataloging competencies Higher Order Effects
(knowledge, skills, attitudes). At higher levels we assume that better cataloging

competency and better cataloging performane result in
The assumption we made for this example concerning higher user satisfaction which, in turn, results in more use of

quantities produced were that the MLS could do original the library. In turn, we have shown in Chapter 13tihat greater
cataloging at a rate of about 1.25 items per hour (i.e., 2,250 use of information yields greater value.
items per year, assuming an 1,800 hour year, and the non- In summary, the net benefit of hiring the MLS over the non-
MLS only 1,500 per year). Once again, we need to consider MLS is $14,846 plus 10 percent more accuracy, more items
these levels of activity and their associated expenses over cataloged per cataloger, greater user satisfaction and more
each of the three years of the defined planning period. The use of the center. All decision alternatives can be evaluated
alternative cataloger approach would require another using this cost and benefit balance-sheet approach.
person one-half time to do the original cataloging
perfornmed by the cataloger with an MLS. The cost over the 12.4 An Example of the Costs and Benefits of Online
three year planning period of doing this would be $32,538 Bibliographic Searching Services
($11,250 +S10,841 + S 10,447).Thus, one of the benefits of
havingan MLS cataloger do theoriginalcatalogingwould be In this example (from a company) we look at the cost and
S32,538 savings on expenses. benefit of an online bibliographic search service that does
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about 4,500 in-depth searches per year. Users are asked education, telephones, and rent. These expenditures
what alternatives they would use if the information center amount to about $17,000. Reference materials come to
could not provide the search. The search would not be done another S9,000. Variable costs include communication
for about 19 percent of the searches. For the searches that charges, database use, off-line printing and list rates and
would be done, the users said that 38 percent of the searches searchers' time. This amounts to about S47.50 per search or
would be done by them manually, 19 percent done by about $214,000 total. All of these expenditures are recorded
themselves online or by someone else on the staff (8%), 14 in the cost column. Output as indicated is 4,500 searches.
percent would have asked another information center to do However, users said that about 855 (19%) of the searches
it, 15 percent would have called a colleague who is would not be done as an alternative to the service. The 855 is
knowledgeable in the field, or 6 percent would have a recorded in the benefits column. The users also said in a
contractor/outside service to do it. The costs and benefits of survey that 92 percent of the searches done by the center's
the online service are determined by comparing the service service would be done better by the sevice (than an
with these alternatives regarding service expenditures (i.e., alternative), 85 percent would be done faster and 87 percent
service input cost), service output, effectiveness and higher resulted in saving time of the users. These results are placed
order effects. Results of these comparisons and costs and in the benefits column.
benefits are given on Table 12.2. Users were also asked to indicate: "How much time was
The expenditures (input costs) include fixed recurring costs spent by you or someone form your staff in the in-depth
for terminals, search aids, searcher training and continuing search?" and 'Approximately how much more time would it

TABLE 12.2
SUMMARY OF COSTS AND BENEFITS OF ONLINE

BIBLIOGRAPHIC SEARCH SERVICES

Levels of Measure Online Search Least Expensive The Cost or Benefit
Alternate of Online Service

Costs Benefits

Expenditures
Fixed $ 17,000 0 $ 17,000
Reference
materials $ 9,000 0 $ 9,000

Variable $ 214,000 0 $214,000

Output
Quantities 4,500 searches 3,645 855 more searches
Quality 92% better
Timeliness 85% faster
Other 87% saved time

Effectiveness
User's time $ 170,000 $ 760,000 $ 590,000
Other labor $ 12,000 $ 92,000 $ 80,000
Other $ 52,000 $ 482,000 $ 430,000

Higher Order Effects
Items read 80,000 64,900 215,100 readings
Consequences $5,530,000 $4,480,000 $1,050,000

SUM $240,000 $2,150,000
92% of researches
better, 85% of
searches faster,
87% saved time,
15,100 more

readings

. . . .. .... . . . . .....
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have cost you to get the search from alternative sources?" that they read (orintend toread)about 17.8 items per search.

(that they specified earlier in the questionnaire). It turns out Thus, the users read about 80,000 items as a result of the

that ust rs currently spend about $234,000 on searches 4,500 searches. They would lose about 15,100 items read

(users' time, other labor and other costs) and S1,330,000 (i.e., 19% of the searches that would not be done). We have

using alternative sources to the center. Thus, we record found that the value of those readings is about S69 per

savings of $590,000 in users' time ($131 per search), reading (see Chapter 13.4). Therefore, approximately

$80,000 in other labor ($18 per search) and S430,000 in S1,050,000 might be lost in value from these rcadwj;s rhi,

other expet-ditures such as search fees, telephone calls, etc. amount is recorded in the benefits column.
Thus, their total benefits came to about S 1.1 million
(compared with center costs of $240,000) or a 4.6 to I ratio. The sum of costs and benefits are given in the table. Costs

come to about S240,000 and benefits are SI.1 million for

Higher order effects result from readings from the search direct effectiveness, SI.O million or potential higher order

outputs that are lost because users would not do 855 of the effects, 855 more searches done, 92 percent of them done

searches. We do not know what the consequences are of better than alternatives, 85 percent done faster and 87
poorer and less timely alternative searches. Users indicated percent of the searches saved time of the users.
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Chapter 13

The Value of Information Centers

13.1 Background identify, locate and get access to these other sources. They
could order materials from document delivery services,

In this chapter, we explore ways to assess the value of publishers or elsewhere, but that assumes an ability of
information centers. Below, we briefly distuss the rationale professionals to identify needed information then locate
that wehave used in assessing value of services. In particular, where it is and acquire it. Furthermore, if all professionals
value is assessed from three perspectives: what users are relied on academic, public or other libraries, these libraries
willing to pay, how much more it would cost users to get would soon stop making their collections available because
information if the services were not available, and the extent of the enormous cost and possible denial of access to their
to which the services achieve cost savings for the users. Then own primary patrons. In fact, this trend has already begun at
we analyze the value of the information centers tn providing some academic institutions in the U.S. The point is that
journals, books and internal reports. We also assess the having a nearby library in the parent organizations saves
value of online bibliographic searching and Current their professionals considerable time and money.
Awareness Balletins, since they are particularly important
services. The value of information centers is found to be About two-thirds of the cost savings ac'ieved by
substantial, regardless of the perspective from wHch the information centers involves professional time. We have
evaluation is performed. observed, over the years, that professionals tend to spend a

relatively constant proportion of their time in getting and
13.2 Value of Information Center Collection reading information. The amount of time they spend may

shift from accessing to reading or vice versa, but the total
There are three levels that are considered in assessing the seems not to vary much. With this in mind, we developed a
contribution that an information center makes to the value rationale for determining what would happen if
of information. Information centers are not inexpensive, professionals had to rely entirely on non-information center
"Typically, organizations spend an average of between $500 sources (i.e., if there were no center). We assume that there
and $1,500 per professional in their organization. Or behalf would be less reading because more time would be required
of the organization, the center pays for expensive journals, for identifying, locating and acquiring information from
books and other materials. Acquiring, processing, other sources. Therefore, the potential benefits derived from
maintaining and distributing these materials in a timely way readings that are lost would not be achieved. Such benefits,
is very labor-intensive. Furthermore, information centers include savings (in time, equipment, etc.) derived from
provide a range of other services such as reference, online information and improvements in qualityof work, timeliihess
searching, translation, and so on. There needs to be a clear of work output, and so on. Such' lost benefits are what we
demonstration of a favorable return on this investment, consider the highest order of value of the information center

The fi, vt question that comes to mind is whether the price services. This value, compared with the cost of centers, is
paid for center materials and services has a concomitant substantial. The savings alone are typically found to be on

value. The lowest bound for assessing this value is from the the order of 0 to 20 times the total cost of the cen,-i

perspective of the readers. What are they willing to pay for services.

this information? One can readilymeasure what theydo pay, Determining the extent to which services contribute to the
recognizing that they might pay more if they had to. Time of value of information is achieved using the following
professiora,r, is a scd'ce resource. Professionals must decide rationale:
how to utilze their time in order to be most productive.
Engineers, sci'uatts, lawyers, administrators, and so on, 0 The number of readings that are made from materials
devote a substantial amount of their time to getting, reading provided by the information center is first determined.

and using informaon found in documents such as journals, o The amount of time that the prfessionals spend in
books, internal documents, patents, and so on, Their identifying, locating, obtaining accessing and reading
decision to use their scarce time for information see ing and the materials provided by the center is estimated. This
reading is a strong indication of the value they place on is what the professionals are "willing to pay" for these
reformation. The total time (and the dollar amount materials.
represented by this time) spent on information provided by
an information center is an indicator of the value of the 0 Then assume that center services are not available to
center. In organizations, this value tends to be on the order the professionals. If they are not available, the
of several times that of the cost to the information centers in professionals would have to get their journals, books,
purchasing and providing these materials. etc. from alternative sources such as personally

subscribing, using other office collections, going to an
Of course, the information could be obtained by the external library, contacting a colleague to get materials,
professionals from other sources. They could subscriue to and so on. Ever, 'ssuming the least expensive and time-
journals or puichase books themselves. Then they would consuming alternative, we find that professionals must
lose potential savings achieved by sharing these materials. spend more of their time getting access to the
They could use another source, such as an academic library, information and that additional costs are involved as
but that involves substantial professional time required to well.
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* The additional amount of time and other costs that the amount of time spent res ig (0.7 hours for journal
required by professionals is estimated. This is the readings from c 'nter copies), it estimated that the total
second level of the value of the information center. time spept is about 175,700 hours per year or $6.7 million

* It is assumed that professionals spend a given amount for the professionals (assuming an average hourly wage of

of time in information seeking and reading. Because S38.13). Adding to that the costs of the time of others and

they would have to spend more time if center services other costs (S2.20 and $0.80 per article read or a total of

were not available, they would read less and, therefore, S588,000) yields . total of S7.3 million.

lose savings, timeliness, quality, productivity, etc., The average current cost of these readings of journals
resulting from lost readings. provided by the center is $37.20. This is the minimum that

* The dollar savings, quality, timeliness, productivity, professionals are "willing to pay" for these materials and, as
etc., that are lost by not having the center available are such, the amount is a lower bound on the value of journal
considered to be the third -type of value of these articles provided by the center. Typical average additional

services, costs to the center of purchasing and proc. s,,ing
subscriptions and conducting online searches are estimated

13.3 The Value of Journal Adcles Provided by to be about $12.00 per reading. Thus, the ratio of center
Information Centers costs ($12.00) to this value of information (37.20) is about

three to one.
In this example, professionals from the organization There are two ways that we have studied the methods and
surveyed are estimated to read about 600,000 jomrnal costs of obtaining journal articles from alternative sources
articles per year. About 196,000 of these readings are from (i.e., other than the center).The first involves observing from
journals provided by the information center (from copies national surveys which explore how scicittists and engineers
located at the center, journal routing, etc). get their articles when they have no library available (e.g.,

when they are employed by small businesses). We
The approximate professional time required for identifying, determined the approximate amount of time spent
gaining access to and reading journal articles obtained from identifying, locating and getting information from te other
tse center is estimated as given in Table 13.1 for all article sources. For the second method, we also asked professionals
readings from the center journal copies. to indicate (1) how they would obtain the information (not

necessarily the journal article, if another source such as a
TABLE 13.1 colleague or consultant was less expensive) from the least

AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT PER YEAR IN IDENTIFYING, expensive alternative, and (2) how much additional costs
LOCATING, OBTAINING AND PHOTOCOPYING JOURNAL (above the current cost) would be required in terms of: (1)
ARTICLES OBTAINED FROM INFORMATION CENTER BY their time; (2) the time of others (e g., secretary, technician,

ORGANIZATION PROFESSIONALS etc.); and (3) other costs, such as subscription to a journal,
etc.

Avg. Time Total The psocess began by determining whether the
Per Amount professionals knew about the information reported (or

Peding ef Time per Yew discussed) in the most recent article read, prior to their
Activity (rrlkMts) (000 hours) reading about it. About 68 percent of the readings involved

new information. The readers were asked how they would
l ime get the articles, if the information center could not be used.

E!asonal$ TimeAbout four percent of the professionals said they would not
Going to center 3.7 12.2 obtain the article or information. Of the readings in whih

Identify article 1.4 4.6 the information was not new, the information would must

Locate article 3.4 11.2 frequently be obtained from a colleague or other source.

Obtain article 02 2.6 The average additional costs (i.e., how much nmo~e it would

Photograph article 2. a cost over current costs) of using the least expensive

Total 11.7 38.5 alternative source for journal articles (if the center were not

Someone Else's Timr available) are summarized as giver. in Table 13.2.
The avera2, cost to professionals foi the altentative sources

Going to center 2.1 6.9 of journal article readings is $75.60 per reading (including
Identify article 1.4 4.6 current costs plus additional cost of the alternative). This
?,cate article 1.4 4.6 average cost of alternative sources includes the following

Cbtaln article 1.3 4.3 components of cost:

Photograph article 2A 2.6 Avg. Avg. Avg.
TotW 7.0 23.0 CurenMt Colft of Dfference

comb. Afteminme $

SOURCE: I(ng Research, Inc. Survey of Profelslonale Profesionasl time $3420 $64.00 $30.70
Ilmeof otihers $2.20 $12.40 $1020

The estimated total amount of time professionals spend other os $ 0.80 $1.10 $ 0.30
identifying and gaining access to journal articles provided by
the information center is about 38,500 hours per year or Total $37.20 $7840 $41.20
about 11.7 minutes (0.195 hoivrs) per article read. Adding to

;
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TABLE 13.2 13.4 The Value of Books Provided by the Information
AMOUNT OF ADDITIONAL TIME IT WOULD TAKE IN Center

IDENTIFYING LOCATING, OBTAINING AND
PHOTOCOPYING JOURNAL ARTICLES IF Professionals in the example organization have 520,000

ORGANIZATION PROFESSIONALS DID NOT HAVE AN readings from books per year of which 124,000 of these
INFORMATION CENTER readings are from books provided by the cernter. The

approximate amount of professional time spent reading
books provided by the center is estimated to be about 1.7

Avg. Time Total hours spent reading and 0.35 hours spent identifyirg,
per A locating and getting the books (Table 13.3)

Reading 'f Time Per Year
Act*y (inutes) (000 hours)

TABLE 13.3
Proteslonai's ime AMOUNT OF I IME SPENT IN IDENTIFYING, LOCATING,
Going to center 28.3 924 OBTAINING AND PHOTOCOPYING BOOKS OBTAINED
Identify article 8.3 27.1 FROM THE INFORMATION CENTER BY ORGANIZATION
Locate article 63 8.2 PROFESSIONALS

ObtaIn article 4.2 134
Photograph article i 3.T

Total 48.2 157.5 Per Amount
Someone Else's lime Reading of Time

Going to center 9.1 29.7 Actift Owes) (000 hours)

Identify article 12.1 395 ;Professional's lime
Locate article 5.4 17.6
Obtain articie 4.2 13.7 Going to center 8.1 16.7

Identify book 3.6 7.4
Locate book 3 1 6.4

Total 31.9 104.2___________________________ Obtain book 2.1 4 3

SOURCE: King Research, Inc. Survey of Professionals Photography book 9i
Total 20.8 43.0

The total cost of alternative sources to the information Someone Else', Time
center is about S8.1 million (i.e., $41.20 times 196,000 Going to center 4.0 8.3
readings of journal articles provided by the center). This identify book 1.8 37
amount is the second estimate of the value of the Lote book 1.2 2.5
information center.

Obtain book 1.1 2.3
A third way to look at the value of the center in providing Photography book 17
access to journals is to consider that professionals seem to Total 98 203
spend a relatively fixed amount of time in information
seeking and reading (based on national data collected by us
and others over 25 years). If we assume that this is true for
professionals in this example, they would have less time for SOURCE: King Research, In.. Survey of Professionals
this activity (i.e., obtaining and reading articles) if the center
were not available (or did not exist). The total time the
professionals spend identifying, gaining access to and The total time spent by professionals on identifying and
reading journal articleb (accessed though the center service) accessing the center-proviced books is about 43,300 hours.
is 175,500 hours. The additional time necessary to obtain The total time, including reading, is about 253,800 hours.
articles previously provided by the center (if the services The amount professionals pay in terms of their own time
were not available) is about 157,500 hours, thus a new getting access to and reading books is about S9.7 million
average time per article read is 1.7 hours per reading (i.e, (i.e., the minimum value to them).
333,000 hours divided by 196,000 readings). Dividing this
into the constant hours devoted by professionals to this About 75 percent of the readings of books provided by the
activity (175,500 hours) yields 103,200 readings. Therefore, center involved books cGntaining information whose
about 92,800 readings would be lost to professionals (i.e., existence was known prior to reading. About 72 percent of
196,000 minus 103,200) Assume average loss in savings the time the respondents indicated the information could
attnbutable to reading journal articles is $450 or 11.8 have been obtained elsewhere, such as from an external
professional hours per reading. Total loss would be $842 library (30%), a colleague, consultant, etc., (26%), they
million or 1.1 million hours of professional time. Thus, their would have bought it (12%) or the professionals' own
productivity would be affected. In addition to lost savings in collecticn (4%). Even though professionals know about the
time the lost readings would also have some effect oii information most of the time, the cost of lo-ating and
quality, timeliness and other work performance factors as acquiring it is expensive. These costs are summarized as
well. follows in Table 13.4.
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The ave -.e cost per reading books currently obtained internal documents and 0.31 hour in identifying, locating
throug: the center and by using alternatives is as follows: and getting the documents to read. The latter estimates are

__ subdivided as shown in Table 13.5.

Avg. Avg. Avg
Current Costs of Difference TABLE 13.5
r,,. AH.,,.,, - $ AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT IN IDENTIFYING, LOCATING,

Professlonals time $ 78.40 $103.50 $25.10 OBTAINING AND PHOTOCOPYING INTERNAL
Time of others $ 310 $1050 $ 7.40 DOCUMENTS OBTAINED FROM THE INFORMATION
Other costs $15.60 $ 1870 $3.10 CENTER BY ORGANIZATION PROFESSIONALS

Total $97.10 $132.70 $3560
Avg. Thne Total

Thus, the total cost of alternatives to the information center Per A)our tRaig of Time er Ya~t
is S4.4 million, (i.e., 124,000 times S35.60). R g (mofut) (00 hour)

TABLE 13.4 Ptosslonal's Tj
AMOUNT OF ADDITIONAL TIME IT WOULD TAKE IN Going to center 43 113

IDENTIFYING, LOCATING, OBTAINING AND
PHOTOCOPYING BOOKS IF ORGANIZATION Identity Internal documents 44 116

PROFESSIONALS DID NOT HAVE THE INFORMATION Locate internal documents 1.5 40
_ Obtain Internal decuments 7.9 208

Avg. Time Total Photograph internal documents 7 _.8
Per Amount

Reain of Time per Year Total 188 495Activity (minutes) (000 hours) Sorneone2 Else' "Tim

Professlonal'sn rme 'omng to center 2.8 74

Going to center 172 355 Identity internal documents 1 6 42
Locate internal documents 1.7 45Identity book 5.8 12.0 Obtain Internal documents 20 53Locate book 6.4 13 2 Photograph internal documents -U _Z4

Obtain book 52 10.7 Total 9 0 23 8
Photograph book 4$_

Total 394 81.4

Som eone Else's Time SOURCE' ing Research, Inc Survey of Professionals

Going to center 115 23 8
Identify book 29 60 The estimated total time spent by professionals in
Locate book 30 62 identifying, locating, obtaining and reading documnlts
Obtain book 29 60 provided by the center is 207,000 hours (i.e., 158,000

readings times 1.31 hours per reading). Thus, the
Photograph book 6 "willingness to pay" value is S7.9 million.

Total 23.2 47.9
SOURCE: tong Research, Inc. Survey of Professionals The information found in read int,,rnal documents was

known by the readers for 53 percent of the readings. They
Finally, the additional costs to professionals (in their time) indicated that some would not have obtained the document
for obtainii.g the book-related information are about 81,400 ot information, if the center was not available (2-1%). Most
hoJrs, or a new total of about 338,200 hours for 124,000 of them would get it from a colleague (47%), an alteinate
readings. Taking this additional cost into account results in a library (23%) or elsewhere (5%).
new average hours per reading (2.7 hours per reading). In
order to maintain a constant total 256,800 hours, the The average additional costs of obtaining internal
number of reading, would be 95,100 instead of 124,000 documents or information found in them from alternative
readings. Therefore, 28,900 readings would be lost. The sources to the center are given in Table 13.6.
value of these lcst readings represents the potential savings
in ttme and equipment (i.e., S690 or 18.1 hours of
profess:onal time per reading) as well as improved quality The average cost for using alternative sources is S 12.00 per
and timelines.; of work that would hae been achieved, reading as shown below.
Converted to professional time, this comes to about 523,100
hours. The total value calculatedj in this manner is $20 Avg. Avg. Avg
million (i.e., 28,900 readings that are lost times $690 in Current Costs of Difference
savings per reading). Costs Alternatives ($)
13.5 The Value of Internal Documents Provided by The Professionals time $50.10 $030 $1020
Information Center

Time of others $ 2.90 $ 4.20 $1.30
Professionals read about 360,000 internal documents of Other costs $ 090 $1.40 $050
which 158,000 are through documents obtained at the
information center. The professionals are estimated to Total $5390 $6590 $12.oo
spend an average if al'oet 1.0 hour (per reading) in reading
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The total cost of using alternatives for the 158 P00 readings told, it would cost the organization about S 1.1 million more
of internal documents is SI .9 million, to conduct the searches without the benefit of the center

staff.
A total of 42,000 hours of additional professionals' time The users of Current Awareness Bulletins indicated a
would be involved in using alternative sources. Thus, a total number of ways in which they benefitted by having the last
of 249,000 hours would be required to obtain and read Current Awareness Bulletin as follows:
158,000 documents - or 1.58 hours per reading. If the
professionals continue to spend 207,000 hours with thezse * Identified needed sources that they probably would
documents, they would be able to read 131,000 at 1,58 not have identified otherwise 58%
hours per reading. This means they would lose about 27,1' 0 Identified needed sources sooner than they could have
readings. Savings for these 27,000 readings is estimai," J to otherwise 29%
be SI,210 a piece (on the overage) or a total of S33 nlion.
In terms of professionals' time this value is 850,000 hours. 0 Saved them or their staff time in identifying needed

documents 21%
TABLE 13.6

AMOUNT OF ADDITIONAL TIME IT WOULD TAKE IN They indicated it would require an average of about 3.4
IDENTIFYING LOCATING, OBTAINING AND hours of their time or ,cir staffs' time to identify needed

PHOTOCOPYING INTERNAL DOCUMENTS IF documents themselves.
ORGANIZATION PROFESSIONALS DID NOT HAVE THE

INFORMATION CENTER If the Current Awareness Bulletin was not provided to the
professionals, the users would have identified the needed
sources in the following manner:

Avg. Tm Total
Po, Amount 0 They could not have done it 59%

Reading of Time per Year
Act ,n..lnui) (oo hours) 0 Department circulation/routing 17%

Professional's Time 0 They would have conducted an online search 9%
Going to center 7.0 184 0 They would have delegated an online record 8%
Identify internal documents 1.6 4.2 0 Other means
Locate internal documents 34 90

Obtain Internal documzsts 26 68 The cost of using the other source is estimated to be about
Photograph Iternal documents AA -, S57 per use of the Bulletins. This cost of alternative sources

Total 160 42.1 is derived from:
Seong o L 2 n Using their own time S34.00Going to center

Identity Internal doments 1 2 32 * Using the time of others S 12.00

,ocate Internal documents 1.2 32 * Cost of purchasing a search service $10.60
Obtain internal documents 1.2 3 2Otoai inten documents 12 32 0 Telephone calls and other S 0.30Photograph Internal documents _0,5

Total 41 109

13.7 Total Value of The Information Center

SOURCE. King Research. Inc Survey of Proftessroals As indicated above, the value of the information center
services can be assessed from thre. perspectives: what users

13.6 Value of Other Services are willing to pay (in terms of their time and effort) for
information provided by the center, what it would cost them

The value of seArches performed by the information center to use alternative sourcrs for obtaining the information, and

staff e hof muchmre itoud costtoy d the seaoroches if what savings (or research cost avoidance) would be lost if the
tafei w muhmre noicenter staff avai todthe search center did not exist. Rough estimates for these threetheic were no center staff available to search. We find that perspectives of value are given below.

about 19 percent of the searches would not have been done.
Over four-fifths of the searches would have been delegated The return-on-information of this cost is substantial,
to someone else on the professional's staff; 12 percent would regardless of how one views value. That is, the return is:
have been obtained from an external library; and 20 percent,
called a knowledgeable colleague or used a contractor or 0 4.3 to one in terms of willingness to pay,
online service. The cost of using alternative means of * 2.5 to one in terms of cost to use alternative sources,
searching is estimated to be about S240 more than is and
currently spent on the searches (about S 110). Most of this
additional cost is in terms of the users' time (S59). but some * 15 to one in terms of research cost avoidance (qavings)
of it is in the additional cost to purchase a search ($21),
someone else's time ($8) or other expense (S22). Thus all These returns are impressive indeed.
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TABLE 13.7
THE VALUE OF INFORMATION CENTER SERVICES

FROM THREE PERSPECTIVES
AND BY SOURCE OF REAQING

Cost to Use Cost
WilUngness Alternative Avoidance

to Pay Sources by Savings

Journals $ 7.3 million $8.1 million $42 million

Books $ 9.7 million $4.4 million $20 million

Internal documents $ 7.9 million $1.9 million $33 million

Online searching $1 .0 million $1.1 million -

Current Awareness
Bulletins $ 0.2 million $0.7 million -

Total $26.6 million $15.3 million $ 95 million

SOURCE: King Research, Inc.
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